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Abstrakt

Záměrem této práce je shrnout naše nedávné výsledky týkající se konkrétních fenoménů vyskytu-
jících se v dynamických systémech na grafech. Soustředíme se na dynamické systémy s diskrétní a
spojitou prostorovou strukturou a časem. Velký důraz klademe na jevy, které se projevují výhradně
u systémů s diskrétní prostorovou strukturou narozdíl od jejich spojitých protějšků. Toto srovnání
uvažujeme z pohledu možných aplikací v numerické analýze a modelování systémů, u nichž homog-
enizace prostoru vede k významné redukci chování. Dvěma hlavními tématy jsou evoluční hry na
grafech a reakčně-difúzní rovnice.
Evoluční hra na grafu je model, jenž popisuje interakce hráčů uspořádaných v nějaké dané pros-
torové struktuře. Každý hráč má přiřazenu strategii (spolupráce nebo nespolupráce), která je
aktualizována v souladu s pravidly hry. Tento model je příkladem systému s diskrétní časovou
strukturou a stavovým prostorem. Zkoumáme souvislost mezi strukturou podkladového grafu a
existencí pevných bodů systému. Také ukážeme, že evoluční hra na grafu může obsahovat period-
ické orbity libovoné délky.
Reakčně-difúzní rovnice tradičně popisují časový vývoj systémů modelujících chemické, fyzikální,
biologické a další děje. Zde se zaměřujeme hlavně na periodická stacionární řešení a cestující vlny
v bistabilních reakčně-difúzních rovnicích na mřížce. Mřížkové diferenciální rovnice mohou být
chápány buď jako důsledek diskretizace parciálních reakčně-difúzních rovnic na reálné ose pomocí
metody konečných diferencí, ale mají své opodstatnění i jako samostatné modely. Za základním
model uvažujeme Nagumovu rovnici na mřížce, tj. rovnici, jejíž reakční člen je kubický polynom.
Mnoho výsledků je ale platných i pro obecné bistabilní rovnice na mřížkách. Bistabilní rovnice na
mřížce má na rozdíl od odpovídající parciální diferenciální rovnice nekonečné množství prostorově
heterogenních stacionárních řešení. Toto chování se občas nazývá ”prostorový chaos”, protože počet
řešení je dispropocionálně vyšší než počet uzlů (počet rovnic). V této práci ukážeme, jak lze zavést
značící schéma pro periodická stacionární řešení a jak určit jejich přesný počet, pokud budeme
uvažovat symetrie rovnice. Naše zkoumání cestujících vln započneme ”selháním propagace”, tj.
situací, při které monotonní vlna necestuje. To obvykle nastává u mřížkové rovnice s malou inten-
zitou difúze. Obecně se uvažuje, že bohatá struktura stacionárních řešení zabraňuje monotonním
vlnám v cestování. Část týkající se cestujících vln uzavřeme představením tzv. ”vícebarevných
vln”; nemonotonních vln spojujících dvě periodická stacionární řešení rovnice na mřížce. Tyto
vlny mohou cestovat i pro kombinace parametrů, kdy monotonní vlny projevují ”selhání propa-
gace”. Dále je můžeme spojovat do složitějších struktur a studovat jejich srážky. V neposlední
řadě pozorujeme nemonotonní závislost rychlosti vlny na intenzitě difúze, což je kvalitativní rozdíl
v chování oproti vlnám v Nagumově parciální diferenciální rovnici.
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Abstract

The goal of this thesis is to summarize our recent results regarding the spatial patterns, periodic
orbits and travelling waves of dynamical systems on graphs. We focus on dynamical systems
with both discrete and continuous temporal structure and a state space. A strong interest lies in
observing phenomena which are unique to dynamical systems with a discrete spatial structure in
comparison to their better known counterparts with a continuous spatial domain. This comparison
is considered with respect to possible applications in the numerical analysis and modelling of
systems whose spatial homogenization leads to a significant reduction of behaviour richness. The
two main topics are evolutionary games on graphs and reaction-diffusion equations.
Evolutionary game on a graph is a model which describes interactions of players which are organized
in a given spatial structure. Each player is assigned a strategy (cooperation or defection in our
setting) that is updated in accordance with game rules. This model is an example of a system
with a discrete temporal structure and a discrete state space. We examine the connection of the
underlying graph structure to the inherent existence of steady states. We also provide proof of
existence of arbitrarily long periodic orbits of evolutionary games on a graph.
Reaction-diffusion equations usually describe evolution of systems related to chemistry, physics,
biology and other fields. The main interest of this part lies in examination of periodic steady
states and travelling waves in bistable lattice reaction-diffusion equations (LDE). Roughly speaking,
lattice differential equation can be understood as a spatial finite difference discretization of reaction
diffusion equation on a real line but has its practical context as a standalone model. The focal
model is the Nagumo LDE whose reaction term is driven by a nonlinear cubic function; many
results are however applicable to general bistable case. A bistable LDE can possess an infinite
number of steady states contrary to its continuous counterpart. This behaviour is sometimes
described as spatial chaos since the number of solutions is disproportionally large in comparison
to the number of the LDE vertices. We provide results which help to categorize and count the
solutions with respect to various symmetries present in the equation. We start our inspection of
travelling waves with propagation failure; a situation when the monotonous wave is standing. It
usually happens in the LDE in regime with small diffusion intensity. Arguably, the rich structure
of stable steady states prevents the waves from travelling in this setting. The study of travelling
waves is concluded by introduction of results concerning multichromatic waves which are non-
monotonous waves connecting two periodic stable steady states of LDE. Such waves exhibit rich
behaviour such as ability to travel in the pinning region, possibility to connect multiple waves
to product intricate wave collisions and non-monotonous dependence of the wave speed on the
diffusion intensity which is inherent to Nagumo partial differential equation.
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要旨

本論文の目的は，グラフ上の力学系の分野において，ある現象と今後の発展の可能性を考察する
ことである．本研究では，離散的・連続的な時間構造と状態空間を持つ力学系に焦点を当ててお
り，特に離散的な空間構造を持つ力学系に特有の現象を，連続的な空間領域を持つ力学系と比
較して観察することに強い関心を向けている．この比較は，空間的均質化が振舞の豊かさの大
幅な減少をもたらす系の数値解析やモデリングにおける応用の可能性を考慮したものである．2
つの主な話題は，グラフ上の進化ゲームと反応拡散方程式である．
グラフ上の進化ゲームとは，与えられた空間構造に編成されたプレイヤーの相互作用を記述す
るモデルのことである．各プレイヤーにはゲームルールに従って更新される戦略（協調または
裏切り）が割り当てられる．このモデルは，離散的な時間構造と離散的な状態空間を持つシステ
ムの一例である．本研究では，このモデルの基礎グラフの構造と定常状態の存在性との関係を考
察する．また，グラフ上に任意長の周期的な進化ゲームの軌道が存在することを証明する．
反応拡散方程式は通常，化学，物理学，生物学などの分野に関連する系の進化を記述するもので
ある．ここでは，双安定格子反応拡散方程式 (LDE: lattice reaction-diffusion equation) における
周期定常状態と周期進行波を調べることに主眼を置いている．概略を言えば，格子微分方程式
は，実数上の反応拡散方程式を空間的有限差分に関する離散化として理解できるが，実用的には
スタンドアロンモデルとしての意味合いがある．焦点となるモデルは，反応項が非線形三次関数
で駆動される Nagumo LDE であるが，多くの結果は一般的な双安定である場合にも適用可能で
ある．双安定 LDE は，連続的なものとは逆に，無数の定常状態を持ちうる．この振舞は，LDE
の頂点数と比較して解の数が過度に大きいため，空間カオスと表現されることもある．本研究で
は，方程式に存在する様々な対称性に関して解を分類し，それらを数えるのに役立つ成果を提供
する．まず，伝播阻害を伴う進行波の検証，すなわち単調な進行波が形成される状態から開始す
る．このことは LDE において通常，拡散強度が小さい領域で起こる．おそらく，安定した定常
状態の構造が豊富であるために，このような設定では波が伝播しないのではないかと考えられ
る．この進行波に関する研究は，LDE の 2 つの周期安定定常状態を結ぶ非単調波である多色波
に関する結果を導入することで結論づけられる．このような波は，ピンニング領域を進行する能
力，複数の波を連結して複雑な波の衝突を生成する可能性，Nagumo 偏微分方程式に固有の拡散
強度に対する波の速度の非単調従属性などの豊かな振舞を示すものである．
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Chapter 1

Introduction

A dynamical system is a system whose state is time-dependent. Modelling the real-world phenomena via dynam-
ical systems is common in physics (e.g., pendulum movement, fluid flow [13], object temperature change via the
heat equation), chemistry (e.g., concentration and temperature of chemical substances during a reaction [27]), bi-
ology (e.g., abundance of organisms, number of individuals with certain morphological or behavioural trait [52]),
sociology (e.g., age structure of a population, distribution of the supporter of political parties [25, 53]) and other
sciences. The description of each dynamical system includes:

• a spatial structure in which the process takes place (e.g., a pipe in which a fluid flows, a Petri dish in
which a chemical reaction takes place, a certain part of a natural reservation in which the animal presence
is being observed, a country in which the political preferences are studied),

• a temporal structure which is used to determine the state of the system; a usual choice is either a continuous
time when it makes sense to investigate the state of the system constantly (usually in mechanical and
chemical systems) or a discrete time when it makes sense to investigate the system at isolated moments
(e.g., regular observations of an age structure of a population),

• a state space which is the set of all possible states of the system (e.g., all possible angles and angular
velocities of a pendulum, all theoretically possible concentrations of reactants, all numbers representing
the size of animal population).

Similarly to the temporal structure, the spatial structure and the state space can differ qualitatively de-
pending on specific applications. Using the previous examples of the spatial structures, the interior of a pipe
or a Petri dish forms a continuous nontrivial object in a three-dimensional space. On the other hand, it makes
sense to examine political preferences only in habited places such as cities, towns and villages. Naturally, their
locations form a set of isolated points on a geographical map. In the same spirit, the state space of temperatures
of a chemical reaction forms a continuous scale of possible temperatures but the animal count is an integer by
its nature.

We focus on dynamical systems with both continuous and discrete temporal structures and state spaces in
our research. However, the main interest lies in comparison of the behaviour of systems with various spatial
structures. There are two main reasons for this approach. The spatial structure of some dynamical systems may
appear qualitatively different under various scales of observation. For example, a medium such as sandstone
may seem homogeneous but one can see that it is actually porous under a proper magnification; it is composed
of cemented grains with not negligible spaces in between the grains. The other motivation is more of a technical
nature. In dynamical systems described by partial differential equations the spatial domain is assumed to be
continuous. It is however impossible to obtain an exact solution of many of equations. Such equations are
solved numerically, i.e., a proper discretization of the spatial (and temporal) domain is found and numerical
solvers are applied to obtain a solution. In fact, many numerical solvers are treating a spatially (and temporally)
discrete counterpart of the original problem. It has been shown that these complementary dynamical systems
can exhibit qualitatively different and usually richer behaviour.

The conflict in behaviour of continuous and discrete system can be distinctly demonstrated on the logistic
equation and the logistic map. The logistic equation

x′ = rx(1− x)

is a model which describes growth of a hypothetical population with the environment carrying capacity [68]
and can be solved explicitly in the form of a sigmoid function. The sign of the Malthusian parameter r decides
whether the population saturates the capacity or becomes extinct. After replacing the derivative in logistic
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

function with the forward difference dx
dt ∼ (xt+h − xt)/h and rescaling one can obtain the logistic map

xt+h = rxt(1− xt)

whose behaviour depending on the parameter r is much more intricate such as existence of cycles of arbitrary
length and eventually chaotic behaviour [42, 60] which has no actual counterpart in the continuous case. Despite
some qualitative differences, there were attempts to unify differential and difference calculus [4, 24]; this approach
also obtained its share of criticism [22].

The discrete models, they are also used in the numerical treatment of differential equations. The logistic
map is in fact the iterative scheme of the Euler method and the theoretical results indicate, that unsuitable
choice of the time step may result not only in inaccurate result but even in completely different behaviour.
Another example is the pinning phenomenon. The Nagumo partial differential equation

ut(x, t) = d uxx(x, t) + u(x, t)
(
u(x, t)− a

)(
1− u(x, t)

)
, a ∈ (0, 1)

acting as a prototype model describing propagation of a signal in discrete media possesses travelling wave
solutions with non-zero speed provided a 6= 1/2, [20]. The Nagumo lattice differential equation on the other
hand

u′i(t) = d
(
ui−1(t)− 2ui(t) + ui+1(t)

)
+ ui(t)

(
ui(t)− a

)(
1− ui(t)

)
, a ∈ (0, 1)

has a set of parameter tuples (a, d) with nontrivial volume such that the travelling waves solutions have zero
speed; we say that they are pinned [35, 72]. This phenomenon is also present in other systems [6, 26] and exhibits
when other than the second-difference spatial discretization is used [34], although it may be prevented. The
last example of a discrete system partially motivated by continuous problems introduced here are the cellular
neural networks [5, 16], which can be used as analog numerical partial differential equation solvers; the influence
of the discrete spatial structure is crucial to analyze in their treatment.

The presented ideas lead us naturally to dynamical systems on graphs (sometimes called networks in appli-
cations). A graph consists of two sets: the set of vertices which are the points of interest and the set of edges
which encode the relations between the vertices (e.g., scientists are depicted by vertices and if any two of them
collaborated on a paper, there is an edge between them). See Figure 1.1 for examples of graphs. The reason for
the use of such models and their investigation is multifold:

• The graph structure represents a coupling of different parts of the system (e.g., coupling in a physical or
chemical system [12, 16, 39] or interaction channels between individuals in biological systems [37, 66]).

• The graph represents the state changes of another dynamical system (e.g., age-structured models [65]).

• In numerical analysis, the spatial discretization of a problem described by a partial differential equation
leads to a formulation of a dynamical system whose spatial structure is discrete and can be represented
by a graph (e.g., finite difference scheme [40]).

The above described systems lead to a structure description by regular lattices, i.e., infinite graphs with
regular and simple structure. A distribution of active transmission sites along a myelinated axon is modelled
by a one-dimensional lattice (a simple path of connected vertices, Figure 1.1a) [3]. A discretization of a spatial
domain of a problem described by a partial differential equation leads to a multidimensional grid with vertices
placed in the intersections, Figure 1.1b, [40]. Lately, the regular structure has been found unsuitable for an
exhaustive description of certain systems [37, 66]. Considering the underlying structure being a general graph
seems to be able to fill this gap. The graph can capture the irregular structure of certain theoretical and/or real-
life systems such as interactions between individuals in a society, road network of a country or a discretization
of an irregular domain, Figure 1.1c.

The research focus in this field forks into various specializations. Problems motivated by applications (e.g.,
behaviour of neural networks, evolution of spatially heterogeneous biological and/or ecological communities,
synchronization) are studied as well as problems of additional theoretical significance (e.g., travelling wave
solutions, bifurcations).

In this thesis, we pursue two main research directions - evolutionary games on graphs and reaction-diffusion
systems on graphs. The spatial structure of the systems is discrete. However, the temporal structure and the
state space structure differs; evolutionary games on graphs are considered to have a discrete set of states and
discrete time steps whereas the reaction-diffusion systems are modelled by differential equation systems and
thus have continuous time and a continuous state space. Common interest lies in the study of nonhomogeneous
(coexistence) steady states which are sometimes called patterns; a notion without any proper counterpart in
spatially continuous systems. The nonhomogeneous steady states are usually sensitive to parameter settings
and require certain balance to be present in the system.
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a: One-dimensional lattice. b: Two-dimensional lattice. c: A general graph.

Figure 1.1: Examples of types of graphs.

The evolutionary games on graphs (a game-theoretical model for describing the spread of cooperative and
defective behaviour) are examined in §2. We turn our attention to the existence of steady states and periodic
orbits and their properties with respect to various settings including the graph (spatial) structure. The main
object of interest in §3 is the Nagumo lattice differential equation. We namely focus on spatially heterogeneous
periodic stationary solutions and their regions of existence in the parameter space. Further, special wave-type
solutions which can be perceived as waves connecting two periodic stationary solutions out of which at least
one is a heterogeneous one; the so-called multichromatic waves.
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Chapter 2

Evolutionary games on graphs

Many similar definitions of the game theory exist in literature. Here, we can settle with the definition of
Murray [53] that “game theory can be defined as the study of mathematical models of conflict and cooperation
between intelligent rational decision-makers”. These decision makers are usually called players. This definition
indicates the crucial difference between classical optimization and decision making in the virtue of the game
theory. In classical optimization, one looks for an optimal solution with respect to certain given conditions. On
the other hand, the problem definition in game theory contains other players and each decision must be made
with respect to the possible reactions of the other players. For the comprehensive overview of the history of
game theory we refer to, e.g., [9, 25, 53].

In this chapter, we focus on the so called social dilemmas, e.g., the games in which each individual profits
from cooperative behaviour of other players. One of the great foci of the social dilemmas is to figure out
the mechanism of cooperation emergence and preservation. We refer to a summarizing paper by Martin A.
Nowak [57] as a starting point.

The chapter is organized as follows. We start in §2.1 with general introduction of basic game-theoretical
concepts and their relation to dynamical systems. The examined model is rigorously defined in §2.2. We follow
with results describing the interplay of graph structure and existence of fixed points of evolutionary games on
a graph in §2.3. The chapter is concluded by an exposition of claims proving the existence of periodic orbits of
arbitrary length in §2.4 and a short summary if open questions and possible further research directions in §2.5.

2.1 Preliminaries
2.1.1 Matrix games
We explain the concept of matrix games in a quite narrow interpretation consisting of two equivalent players
(both of them are humans who possess an equivalent social status or animals of the same species) and both of
them are placed in the situation in which they have to choose whether to cooperate (C or 0) or to defect (D or
1). The set of possible strategies is denoted by S = {0, 1}. For more general treatment on this topic (multiple
players, multiple strategies or unequal payoffs of players) we refer to [25].

Let us have two players who have to simultaneously choose whether to cooperate or to defect at a given
moment. Let us note that both players make decision at the same time; the numbering of the players is
introduced purely for clarity of the game description. Naturally, there are four possible outcomes and the whole
game can be described by the utility matrix

C D
C a b
D c d

. (2.1)

The matrix (2.1) reads as follows. If both players choose to cooperate or to defect their mutual payoff will be a
or d, respectively. If the first player chooses to cooperate and the second one to defect, their respective payoffs
are b and c. If the first player chooses to defect and the second one to cooperate their respective payoffs are c
and b.

In order to restrict ourselves to the case of social dilemma games, we pose certain conditions on the parameter
quadruple (a, b, c, d):

(M1) For the sake of brevity, we assume that no two parameters are equal.

(M2) It is always better if both players cooperate than if they both defect, i.e., a > d.

(M3) If only one cooperates, it is more advantageous to be the defector, i.e., c > b.

5



6 CHAPTER 2. EVOLUTIONARY GAMES ON GRAPHS

(M4) No matter what strategy a player chooses, it is always better for him/her if his/her opponent cooperates,
i.e., a > b and c > d.

(M5) a, c are positive, i.e., there is a positive reward for cooperation of the opponent.

This allows us to define the following.

Definition 2.1.1. The set of all parameter quadruples (a, b, c, d) ∈ R4 satisfying conditions (M1)–(M5) is called
the set of admissible parameters and denoted by P.

Note, that the condition (M1) is not particularly important for the idea of social dilemma games modelling.
It is the part of the generic payoffs assumption which states, that for the sake of clarity, we ignore the sets of
measure zero in the parameter space (the space R4 in our case). We refer to [9] for further discussion. The
conditions (M2)–(M5) can be compactly written as

min{a, c} > max{b, d, 0}.

The set P can be naturally decomposed into four classes each of which induces qualitatively different game
behaviour:

PPD =
{
(a, b, c, d) ∈ P : c > a > d > b

}
,

PHD =
{
(a, b, c, d) ∈ P : c > a > b > d

}
,

PSH =
{
(a, b, c, d) ∈ P : a > c > d > b

}
,

PFC =
{
(a, b, c, d) ∈ P : a > c > b > d

}
.

(2.2)

In connection to the sets PPD,PHD,PSH,PFC we speak about four scenarios called Prisoner’s Dilemma (PD)
scenario, Hawk and Dove (HD) scenario, Stag Hunt (SH) scenario and Full Cooperation (FC) scenario. See [66]
for a deeper analysis and the origin of the scenario names.

To be able to analyse the game given by the matrix (2.1) deeper we introduce the concept of the mixed
strategy. The first player chooses to cooperate with probability p ∈ [0, 1] (and to defect with probability 1− p).
Analogously, the second player chooses to cooperate with probability q. If p ∈ (0, 1) we say that the first player
plays a mixed strategy. If p ∈ {0, 1} then we say that the first player plays a pure strategy. The respective
expected payoffs of the players playing strategies p, q (possibly pure ones) are denoted π1(p, q), π2(p, q). Based
on the probability of the possible outcomes, we can straightforwardly derive

π1(p, q) = pqa+ p (1− q) b+ (1− p) qc+ (1− p)(1− q) d, (2.3)
π2(p, q) = pqa+ (1− p) qb+ p (1− q) c+ (1− p)(1− q)d. (2.4)

We can now introduce the concept of the Nash equilibrium. Roughly speaking, the strategy pair (p∗, q∗) is the
Nash equilibrium if none of the players can single-handedly increase his/her payoff by the strategy change. This
concept was developed by John F. Nash, see [56].

Definition 2.1.2. [9, Definition 3.3., p. 36] In a two-player game where players are allowed to play mixed
strategies, a strategy pair (p∗, q∗) forms a Nash equilibrium if

π1(p
∗, q∗) ≥ π1(p, q

∗) for all p 6= p∗,

π2(p
∗, q∗) ≥ π2(p

∗, q) for all q 6= q∗,

where πi(p, q) denotes the payoff of the i-th player if the first player uses strategy p while the second one uses q.

The search for Nash equilibria is done through the analysis of the best response, i.e., what is the optimal p
for the first player provided the second player plays some q. Let us rearrange the expressions (2.3) and (2.4)

π1(p, q) = p
[
q (a− b− c+ d) + b− d

]
+ q (c− d) + d, (2.5)

π2(p, q) = q
[
p (a− b− c+ d) + b− d

]
+ p (c− d) + d, (2.6)

and define

ψ(r) = r (a− b− c+ d) + b− d.

Note that ψ(r∗) = 0 if r∗ = (d− b)/(a− b− c− d) but r∗ ∈ [0, 1] is not assured. We will now discuss the four
scenarios (FC, HD, SH, PD) separately. All the results are depicted in Figure 2.1. See Table 2.1 on p. 10 for
an overall summary.
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FC: The function ψ(r) is positive for all r ∈ [0, 1]. Thus, it is always advantageous to cooperate (p = q = 1)
regardless of the opponent’s strategy and the only Nash equilibrium is (1, 1).

HD: It can be shown that r∗ ∈ (0, 1); ψ(r) is positive for r ∈ [0, r∗) and negative for r ∈ (r∗, 1] since
c > a > b > d. Thus, if p = r∗, the second player can not gain a higher payoff by the change of his/her
strategy (π2 is now independent of q) and vice versa. The best response of the second player to p = 1 is
q = 0 and the best response of the first player to q = 0 is p = 1. The same idea can be used for the case
p = 0, q = 1. The Nash equilibria are (0, 1), (r∗, r∗), (1, 0).

SH: Similarly to the HD scenario, r∗ ∈ (0, 1) holds. But, ψ(r) is negative for r ∈ [0, r∗) and positive for
r ∈ (r∗, 1] since a > c > d > b. By an analogous argumentation as in the HD case, the Nash equilibria
(0, 0), (r∗, r∗), (1, 1) can be obtained.

PD: The function ψ(r) is negative for all r ∈ [0, 1]. Thus, it is always advantageous to defect (p = q = 0)
regardless of the opponent’s strategy and the only Nash equilibrium is (0, 0).

2.1.2 Replicator dynamics
The replicator dynamics describe the evolution of different individual types ratio in a population. Here, we
show the close connection of the replicator dynamics to the Malthusian growth model and perform a stability
analysis of the model. The leading principle in the derivation of the replicator model is that the population is
big, well mixed (spatial homogenity assumption) and individuals encounter each other with an even probability.

It was stated by Thomas R. Malthus in An Essay on the Principle of Population [47], that without any outer
restriction, the size of the human population increases geometrically. This was later generalized to describe the
growth of any natural population. This postulate can be modelled by the ordinary differential equation (ODE)

n′ = (β − δ)n, (2.7)

which has the solution

n(t) = n0 e
(β−δ) t,

where n0 is the initial population size, n is the total population size, β, δ > 0 are the per-capita birth and death
rates, respectively (i.e., the population size at time t+1 is the population size at time t multiplied by the factor
exp (β − δ). The ODE (2.7) is also called the Malthusian growth model. A simple analysis of the equation (2.7)
yields that

• n(t) → 0 as t→ +∞ for β − δ < 0,

• n(t) → +∞ as t→ +∞ for β − δ > 0,

• n(t) ≡ n0 for β − δ = 0.

The dynamics of one population with individuals showing different behaviour (e.g., cooperative (n1) and
defective (n2)) can be now modelled by an ODE system which is a slight modification of the Malthusian growth
model (2.7)

n′1 =
(
β − δ + π̃1(n1, n2)

)
n1,

n′2 =
(
β − δ + π̃2(n1, n2)

)
n2,

(2.8)

where β > 0 is the per-capita birth rate of individuals, δ > 0 is the per-capita death rate of individuals and
πi : R+ ×R+ → R is the utility of individuals of the i-th type provided there are n1 individuals of the first type
and n2 individuals of the second type. We assume that the utilities πi are given by the outcomes of the matrix
games (2.1) played by individuals in a well mixed population. Assuming n1, n2 � 1, we have

π̃1(n1, n2) ≈ a
n1

n1 + n2
+ b

n2
n1 + n2

, (2.9)

π̃2(n1, n2) ≈ c
n1

n1 + n2
+ d

n2
n1 + n2

, (2.10)

since the encounters are considered to be random and proportional to the individual types frequencies1. Let us
denote n = n1 + n2 and xi = ni/n for i = 1, 2. Note that x1 + x2 = 1 holds from definition. This allows us to

1Sufficiently great n1 and n2 allow us to neglect the impossibility of an individual playing with him/herself. Otherwise, the
expressions (2.9), (2.10) would take cumbersome form which would be difficult to handle properly.
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Figure 2.1: Best response diagrams for the matrix game (2.1). The best response of the first player is depicted by
the short-dashed line and can be viewed as a multivalued function p(q). The best response of the second player
is depicted by the long-dashed line and can be viewed as a multivalued function q(p). The diagrams are depicted
for generic FC and PD scenarios. The parameters for the HD scenario were: a = 1, b = 0.55, c = 1.45, d = 0
and thus r∗ = 0.55. The parameters for the SH scenario were: a = 1, b = −0.275, c = 0.775, d = 0 and thus
r∗ = 0.55. See the end of §2.1.1 for further details.
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Figure 2.2: The examples of the right-hand sides of (2.15) for all scenarios. The arrows indicate the one-
dimensional phase portrait of the system and thus the fixed points’ stability. The functions were depicted with
parameters a, d set to a = 1, d = 0. The parameters b, c varied in the following way: FC: b = 0.25, c = 0.75,
HD: b = 0.55, c = 1.45, SH: b = −0.275, c = 0.775, PD: b = −0.75, c = 1.05. Note, that the parameters for
HD and SH scenarios are the same as in Figure 2.1 and the equilibria and the fixed point values correspond
(r∗ = x∗ = 0.55).

define x = x1 and substitute x2 = 1−x. The utility functions (2.9), (2.10) can be now equivalently reformulated
as

π1(x) = ax+ b (1− x), (2.11)
π2(x) = cx+ d (1− x). (2.12)

To observe the dynamics of x, the elementary calculus gives

x′ =
(n1
n

)′
=
[
π1(x)− π(x)

]
x, (2.13)

where

π(x) = xπ1(x) + (1− x)π2(x) (2.14)

is the population mean utility provided there is a ratio x of type 1 individuals.
The existence of the equation (2.13) fixed points and their stability are directly dependent on the game

theoretical parameter quadruple (a, b, c, d) ∈ P ordering. First, let use rewrite (2.13) as

x′ = x (1− x)
(
(a− b− c+ d)x+ b− d

)
. (2.15)

Each of the four scenarios has at least two fixed points under the replicator dynamics (x = 0 and x = 1). There
is also a third fixed point for HD and SH scenarios, i.e., x∗ = (d− b)/(a− b− c+ d). Analysing the sign of the
expression on the right-hand side of (2.15) one can decide on the stability of the fixed points, see Figure 2.2.
The stability results of this section and §2.1.1 are summarized in Table 2.1. Information on further connections
of the replicator dynamics fixed points, equilibria and the matrix games’ stable strategies can be found in [9,
25].

Let us note that the form of (2.15) allows us to introduce linear parameter substitution

ỹ =
y − d

a− d
, where y = a, b, c, d. (2.16)
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Scenario Parameters Nash equilibria Fixed points Stable fixed points
FC a > c > b > d

{
(1, 1)

}
{0, 1} {1}

HD c > a > b > d
{
(0, 1), (x∗, x∗), (1, 0)

}
{0, x∗, 1} {x∗}

SH a > c > d > b
{
(0, 0), (x∗, x∗), (1, 1)

}
{0, x∗, 1} {0, 1}

PD c > a > d > b
{
(0, 0)

}
{0, 1} {0}

Table 2.1: Summary of the matrix games’ Nash equilibria and the replicator dynamics fixed points for each of
the four scenarios in (2.2).

Without loss of generality, we can thus assume a = 1 and d = 0 and the system (2.15) preserves qualitative
properties of its equilibria. This substitution enables us to depict the parameter regions in plane, see Figure 2.3.

-3 -2 -1 0 1
0

1

2

3

4

Figure 2.3: Admissible parameter regions PFC, PHD, PSH, PPD with a = 1 and d = 0 fixed. Note, that the
whole region P is unbounded for c→ +∞ and b→ −∞.

2.2 Model formulation
The focal dynamical system of this chapter describes the spread of cooperation and defection with a discrete time
setting. Contrary to the replicator dynamics, we do not assume a large population size and we furthermore
assume spatial nonhomogenity. The framework presented here is a purely deterministic one with a small
exception. For a general framework of the evoutionary games on graphs see [17, 18].

We consider undirected connected graphs G as the spatial structure of our game with the vertices V being
players. The interactions between vertices are defined by a set of edges E (no edge means no direct interaction).
The m-neighborhood of the vertex i (the set of all vertices having distance to i exactly m) is denoted by Nm(i).
We also define

N≤m(i) =

m∪
n=1

Nn(i) ∪ {i}.

The evolutionary game on a graph can be formally defined as follows.

Definition 2.2.1. The evolutionary game on a graph is a quintuple (G, p, π, T , φ), where
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1. G = (V,E) is a connected graph,

2. p = (a, b, c, d) ∈ P are game-theoretical parameters,

3. π : SV → RV is a utility function,

4. T : N0 → 2V is an update order,

5. φ : (N0)
2
≥ × SV → SV is a dynamical system.

The set (N0)
2
≥ is the set of all ordered pairs (t, s) ∈ N2

0 such that t ≥ s. The strategy vector (the state of
the system) is denoted by X = (X1, . . . , X|V |) ∈ SV . For a strategy vector X ∈ SV , the strategy of the vertex
i is Xi. The utility of the player i is denoted by πi(X).

The utility function is supposed to capture payoffs of the players from the matrix games played with his/her
neighbours. The first natural choice is the aggregate utility function which sums the utilities

πA
i (X) = a

∑
j∈N1(i)

XiXj + b
∑

j∈N1(i)

Xi(1−Xj) + c
∑

j∈N1(i)

(1−Xi)Xj + d
∑

j∈N1(i)

(1−Xi)(1−Xj). (2.17)

An another possible choice is to consider the mean utility function which averages the aggregate utility function
over the number of the players’ neighbours

πM
i (X) =

πA
i (X)

|N1(i)|
. (2.18)

The mean utility function has a convenient property of preserving the order of the utilities under the parameter
transformation (2.16). The transformed mean utility function π̃M

i is given by positive linear transformation of
the original mean utility function πM

i . Indeed,

π̃M
i (X) =

π̃A
i (X)

|N1(i)|
=

1

|N1(i)|

(
πA
i (X)

a− d
− d

a− d
|N1(i)|

)
=

1

a− d
πM
i (X)− d

a− d

holds since

|N1(i)| =
∑

j∈N1(i)

XiXj +
∑

j∈N1(i)

Xi(1−Xj) +
∑

j∈N1(i)

(1−Xi)Xj +
∑

j∈N1(i)

(1−Xi)(1−Xj).

We can thus, without loss of generality, assume a = 1, d = 0 as in the case of replicator dynamics. Note that
|N1(i)| is constant on regular graphs and both utilities πM and πA are the same. However, on irregular graphs
this is no longer true and one could argue which utility is more realistic.

The update order T is a function which determines candidate vertices to be updated in the immediate time
step. It can possess various properties. The update order T is called:

• non-omitting, if for each vertex i ∈ V and each t0 ∈ N0, there exists t > t0 such that i ∈ T (t); otherwise
T is called omitting,

• periodic, if there exists T ∈ N such that T (t+ T ) = T (t) for each t ∈ N0,

• synchronous, if T (t) = V for each t ∈ N0; otherwise T is called asynchronous,

• sequential, if vertices can be ordered so that T (t) = {(t+ 1)(mod |V |)}.

The dynamical system φ is in general required to satisfy the two-parameter semiflow property

φ(t, t;X) = X, φ
(
t, r;φ(r, s;X)

)
= φ(t, s;X)

for all X ∈ SV and r, s, t ∈ N0 such that t ≥ r ≥ s. In this thesis, we consider the deterministic imitation
dynamics only. The idea is that each player imitates the strategy of his/her strongest neighbour (including
him/herself)

φi(t+ 1, t,X) =

{
Xmax i ∈ T (t), |Ai(X)| = 1 and Ai(X) = {Xmax} ,
Xi otherwise,

where

Ai(x) =
{
Xk | k ∈ argmax

{
πj(X) | j ∈ N≤1(i)

}}
,

φi = proji ◦ φ : SV → S.
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When some player i has the strongest cooperating and the strongest defecting neighbour simultaneously it
preserves its strategy. We refer to [17] for further discussion on other related dynamical systems.

It has been shown in [63], that considering a version of stochastic update order and taking the limit for the
time step ∆t → 0 and |V | → +∞ on a complete graph, the trajectory of the system uniformly approaches the
trajectory of the corresponding replicator dynamics. However, the trajectory of evolutionary game on graph
can show qualitatively different behaviour to the one of replicator dynamics (e.g., cooperation can prevail and
spread even for the PD scenario, see §2.3 and §2.4) considering and arbitrary graph.

The origins of the evolutionary game on a graph idea can be tracked to [58]. Note that the model presented
here can be understood as a subclass of cellular automata on a graph [48]. See [19] or Appendix C for further
references on models related to the evolutionary games on a graph.

2.3 Fixed points
The results of this section were mainly published in the paper [18] (included in Appendix B).

Table 2.1 summarized the equilibria and fixed points of matrix games and replicator dynamics. The structure
of equilibrium points was qualitatively different for each of the four scenarios. We show that the fixed point
sets of the evolutionary games on graphs have much richer structure. This also indicates that the structure of
the population might be an important factor in the emergence and the preservation of cooperation.

Let us start with a formal definition of a fixed point. Note that every strategically homogeneous state
(everyone cooperates or everyone defects) is a fixed point under deterministic imitation dynamics. Thus, there
is a need to define a coexistence fixed point.

Definition 2.3.1. Given an evolutionary game E = (G, p, π, T , φ) on a graph, the state X = (X1, . . . , X|V |) ∈
SV is a fixed point of E if φ(t+ 1, t;X) = X for all t ∈ N.

Further, if 0 <
∑

i∈V Xi < |V |, then the state X is called a coexistence fixed point.

Note, that if a certain strategy vector X ∈ SV is a fixed point under certain non-omitting update order T
then it is a fixed point under any arbitrary update order.

The behaviour of evolutionary games on graphs fixed points with the underlying graph belonging to a
particular class (complete graph, wheel graph) was examined in [17]. Certain notion of stability and attractivity
was also discussed therein. Unfortunately, any known concept of stability does not seem to correspond with
any expected and intuitive behaviour.

The next theorem shows that given any parameter quadruple p = (a, b, c, d) there is always an underlying
graph such that its evolutionary game on a graph has a coexistence fixed point. In other words, the structure of
the population enabling a balanced state can be found for any given game rules (game-theoretical parameters).

Theorem 2.3.2. [18, Theorem 4.1., Theorem 6.1] Let π be either mean or aggregate utility function. For each
p = (a, b, c, d) there exists a connected graph G such that for any update order T the evolutionary game on a
graph (G, p, π, T , φ) has a coexistence fixed point.

The proofs of both parts of Theorem 2.3.2 are carried out in [18]; we just discuss their ideas here. Hopefully,
we are able to demonstrate that the mechanism of cooperation preservation is not in contradiction with a
common sense.

Note that vertex strategy cannot change if the vertex is surrounded by vertices playing the same strategy.
It is thus reasonable to define clusters of cooperators and clusters of defectors and their inner and boundary
vertices. The inner (IC) and boundary (BC) cooperators are defined

VIC =
{
i ∈ V | Xi = 1 and Xj = 1 for all j ∈ N1(i)

}
,

VBC =
{
i ∈ V | Xi = 1 and there exists j ∈ N1(i) with Xj = 0

}
.

Boundary (BD) and inner (ID) defectors are defined analogously.

Sketch of the proof of Theorem 2.3.2. Let us consider the case with mean utility function πM first. Given
parameter quadruple p = (a, b, c, d) we construct a graph (dependent on p) as in Figure 2.4.

The subgraph consisting of boundary cooperators (BC) and boundary defectors (BD) forms a complete
bipartite graph. All boundary cooperators have the same number of inner cooperators (IC) attached. Similarly,
all boundary defectors have the same number of inner defectors (ID) attached. The trick is to balance the
number of all four types of vertices (IC, BC, BD, ID) with respect to the given parameter quadruple p such
that the inequality

πM
IC > πM

BD > πM
BC

holds.
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IC BC BD ID

Figure 2.4: Construction of a graph with a coexistence equilibrium for any given parameters, see Theorem 2.3.2.
Black vertices represent cooperators, white vertices defectors. Source: [18].

It can be shown that this balance is always possible. The boundary defectors then have the highest utility in
their neighbourhood and do not change their strategy. Boundary cooperators have lower utility than boundary
defectors but the strong inner cooperators prevent them from the strategy change. As mentioned above, the inner
cooperators and the inner defectors cannot change their strategy under the deterministic imitation dynamics.

Considering the aggregate utility function πA we just add a certain number of cooperating vertices to the
inner cooperators. This enables us to create the same type of balance as discussed above to obtain

πA
IC > πA

BD > πA
BC

which concludes this sketch of the proof.

Speaking in the terms of cooperation preservation, the idea is that the boundary cooperators need not have
to have the highest utility to prevail. The important fact is that they have a strong cooperating neighbour
whose utility is not lowered by any defecting neighbour.

A result from [18] complementary to Theorem 2.3.2 is that given any connected graph the parameters
p = (a, b, c, d) can be chosen such that the resulting evolutionary game on a graph has a coexistence fixed point.

Theorem 2.3.3. [18, Theorem 4.2., Theorem 6.2.] Let π be either mean or aggregate utility function. For
each connected graph G there exists a parameter vector p = (a, b, c, d) such that for any update order T the
evolutionary game on a graph (G, p, π, T , φ) has a coexistence fixed point.

Sketch of the proof of Theorem 2.3.3. Let us consider the case with the mean utility function πM first. Assume
that the graph G is complete. It is then straightforward to pick an arbitrary coexistence state and suitable
parameters such that πi = πj for all i, j ∈ V (G) 2. Let us assume that the graph G is not complete. There
is surely a vertex which is not connected to all the other vertices in G. Denoting this vertex i, we construct a
coexistence state as in Figure 2.5.

The parameters p = (a, b, c, d) can be now chosen dependent on the vertex maximal degree such that

πM
i > πM

BD > πM
BC. (2.19)

The approach is identical if the aggregate utility function πA is considered.

2.4 Periodic orbits
The results of this section were mainly published in paper [19] (included in Appendix C).

Another of the coexistence phenomena observed in dynamical systems is the periodic behaviour. Let us
start with a formal definition of a periodic orbit of the evolutionary games on graphs.

2Note that given a complete graph Kn and a coexistence state the suitable parameter vector p = (a, b, c, d) forms a set of measure
zero in the space R4. It is arguable whether this can be considered as the violation of the generic payoffs assumption. On the other
hand, the class of complete graphs can be considered a very small one in the class of all graphs.
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Figure 2.5: Construction of a coexistence equilibrium on an arbitrary graph, see Theorem 2.3.3. Source: [18].

Definition 2.4.1. Given an evolutionary game E = (G, p, π, T , φ) on a graph and an initial state X0, the
sequence of strategy vectors X =

(
X(0), X(1), . . .

)
∈
[
SV
]N0 is called the trajectory of E = (G, p, π, T , φ) with

initial state X0 if for all t ∈ N0 we have

X(0) = X0,

X(t+ 1) = φ
(
t+ 1, t;X(t)

)
.

The trajectory is called periodic with period p ∈ N if X(t+ p) = X(t) for t ∈ N0.

The behaviour of periodic orbits of the evolutionary games on graphs with the underlying graph belonging
to a certain class (complete graph, wheel graph) was again examined in [17].

The main question of [19] was whether there exists a graph such that the evolutionary game on graph has
a periodic orbit of arbitrary length.

Question 2.4.2. [19, Question 1] Given admissible parameters p = (a, b, c, d) ∈ P, a utility function π, an
update order T , dynamics φ and a number p ∈ N, does there exist a connected graph G and an initial state X0

such that X is a periodic trajectory of the evolutionary game E = (G, p, π, T , φ) on a graph with minimal period
p?

This question was answered positively for the mean utility function πM , the synchronous update order T and
the deterministic imitation dynamics φ. Further, certain restriction on the underlying graph G were posed. This
is investigated later. The general answer to Question 2.4.2 is formally summarized in the following theorem.

Theorem 2.4.3. [19, Theorem 3.1] Let p = (a, b, c, d) ∈ P be admissible parameters, π the mean utility
function, T the synchronous update order, φ the deterministic imitation dynamics and p ∈ N. Then there exists
a graph G and an initial state X0 such that X =

(
X(0), X(1), . . .

)
is a periodic trajectory of minimal length p

of the evolutionary game E = (G, p, π, T , φ) on a graph with initial state X0.

As in the fixed point case, the proof of Theorem 2.4.3 will be just sketched. The proof relies on a construction
of an underlying graph and an initial condition based on the given parameters p = (a, b, c, d) and the subsequent
analysis of the dynamics. Two different constructions will be separately presented for the cases a > c and c > a.

Sketch of the proof of Theorem 2.4.3. Let us suppose that a > c. The construction of our graph depends on p
and three parameters q, r, s ∈ N. See Figure 2.6 for an illustration of the graph structure. Let S be a bipartite
graph with classes S1 and S2 each having s vertices. Add a vertex hS incident with all vertices in S1 and a
vertex fS incident with exactly one vertex in S2.
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Now take 2p − 1 copies of the complete graph with q vertices, denoted by K−(p−1), . . . ,Kp−1, and chain
them together to form a ladder-like structure. Add one vertex g connected to all vertices in K0. Denote the
vertices in Kn by {kn,ℓ | ℓ = 1, . . . , q} for n = −(p − 1), . . . , p − 1 such that kn,ℓ and kn+1,ℓ are connected by
an edge for n = −(p− 1), . . . , p − 2 and ℓ = 1, . . . , q. Add q · r many copies of S and denote them by Sℓ,m for
ℓ = 1, . . . , q and m = 1, . . . , r. Connect fSℓ,m

to all vertices in {kn,ℓ | n = −(p− 1), . . . , p− 1} for m = 1, . . . , r
and ℓ = 1, . . . , q and to one vertex in Sℓ,m. Next, connect a vertex hSℓ,m

to each of the vertices in the opposite
partition of Sℓ,m. We denote the graph thus obtained G.

Set H = {hSℓ,m
| ℓ = 1, . . . , q, m = 1, . . . , r}. Let I be the set of all neighbours of the vertices in H, let J

be the set of all neighbours of vertices in I which are not already in H, and set F = {fSℓ,m
| ℓ = 1, . . . , q, m =

1, . . . , r}. Finally set Kn = {kn,ℓ | ℓ = 1, . . . , q} ∪ {k−n,ℓ | ℓ = 1, . . . , q} for n = 0, . . . , p− 1 and K =
∪p−1

n=0Kn.
Let X0 be the state in which all vertices in H ∪ I ∪ K0 ∪ {g} are cooperating and all other vertices are

defecting, that is,

(X0)i =

{
1, i ∈ I ∪H ∪K0 ∪ {g},
0, i ∈ F ∪ J ∪

∪p−1
n=1Kn.

Let X =
(
X(0), X(1), . . .

)
be the trajectory of the evolutionary game with parameters (a, b, c, d), the syn-

g

K

J

I

H

F

S2,1

S1,1

K1−p,2

k1−p,2

k1−p,1

k1−p,3

fS2,1

hS2,1

Figure 2.6: Example of the graph G in the proof of Theorem 2.4.3 for a > c with the parameters p = 5, q =
3, r = 2 and s = 4. The cooperators are depicted by full circles. Source: [19].

chronous update order, the mean utility function and the deterministic imitation dynamics on the graph G
constructed above with initial state X0. Let πi(t) = π

(
Xi(t)

)
be the utility of the vertex i at time t. It can

be shown that for suitable parameters q, r, s the dynamics with initial value X0 is the following. All vertices
not in K do not change their strategy and cooperation spreads along the ladder for p time steps. After p time
steps, we reach again the initial state X0 since all vertices in K \K0 switch back to defection. More precisely,
for t = 1, . . . , p− 1 we have

Xi(t) =


Xi(0), i ∈ F ∪H ∪ I ∪ J ∪K0 ∪ {g},
1, i ∈

∪t
n=0Kn,

0, i ∈
∪p−1

n=t+1Kn
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and X(p) = X(0).
The proof in [19] shows that there always exist parameters q, r, s such that the dynamics of the game are as

described above provided a > c. This discussion is rather technical and not included.
Let us suppose that c > a. Let us define a graph G depending on p and four parameters o, q, r, s ∈ N as

depicted in Figure 2.7. We start with p complete graphs K1, . . . ,Kp on o vertices. Again, the subgraphs Kn

for n = 1, . . . , p are connected in series to form a ladder-like structure. There is a subgraph Kp+1 which is a
complement of a complete graph on o vertices (isolated vertices) connected to the ladder in the same manner.
The vertices of Kn are denoted by kn,m for n = 1, . . . , p + 1 and m = 1, . . . , o, forming the sets Kn. Every
vertex in the interior of the ladder (the vertices in K2 to Kp) is connected to the vertex gR. Additionally, the
vertex gR has q + 1 other neighbours. It has q neighbouring vertices of degree one forming the set H and a
neighbour which we call gD. The vertex gD has r neighbouring vertices of degree one forming the set I and s
neighbouring vertices of degree two forming the set J . Each vertex in J is connected to the vertex gC .

Let X0 be the initial state defined by

(X0)i =

{
1, i ∈ K1 ∪ J ∪ {gC},
0, i ∈

∪p+1
n=2Kn ∪H ∪ I ∪ {gD, gR}.

k1,3

k1,2

k1,4

k1,1

k2,3

k2,4

k3,3

k3,4

k4,3

k4,4

k5,3

k5,4

k6,3

k6,2

k6,4

k6,1

gR
H

gD

I

gC

J

Figure 2.7: Example of the graph G in the proof of Theorem 2.4.3 for c > a with parameters p = 5, o = 4, s =
6, r = 1, q = 2 with strategy vector X(4). Cooperators are depicted by full circles. Source: [19].

Let X =
(
X(0), X(1), . . .

)
be trajectory of the evolutionary game with parameters (a, b, c, d), the syn-

chronous update order, the mean utility and the deterministic imitation dynamics on the graph G constructed
above with initial state X0. It can be shown that for suitable parameters o, q, r, s the dynamics with the initial
value X0 is the following. The cooperation spreads along the ladder Kn to Kp and at time t = p−1 the strategy
of all vertices of K2 to Kp is reset to defection. Formally,

Xi(t) =

{
1, i ∈

∪t+1
n=1Kn,

Xi(t− 1), otherwise

holds for t = 1, . . . , p− 1 and X(t+ p) = X(t) for t ∈ N0. See Figure 2.7 for illustration.
The proof in [19] shows that there always exist parameters o, p, q, r, s such that the dynamics of the game

are as described above, provided c > a. This discussion is rather technical and not included here.

All the previous constructions relied heavily on the cycles present in the underlying graph. The reset to the
initial states was ensured by one or more defecting vertices connected to all vertices changing their strategy.
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Interestingly, the evolutionary games on graphs can show a periodic behaviour even when the underlying graph
is a tree. This needs a completely different approach to the dynamics. The idea is summarized in the following
theorem. Note that we restrict ourselves to the HD scenario only which has a mixed Nash equilibrium in the
matrix game and a stable non-trivial equilibrium in replicator dynamics.

Theorem 2.4.4. [19, Theorem 4.1] Let p = (a, b, c, d) ∈ P be admissible parameters satisfying the conditions
of the HD scenario, c > a > b > d, π the mean utility function, T the synchronous update order, φ the
deterministic imitation dynamics and p0 ∈ N. There exists an acyclic graph G, a number p ∈ N0 such that
p ≥ p0 and an initial state X0 such that X =

(
X(0), X(1), . . .

)
is a periodic trajectory of minimal length p of

the evolutionary game E = (G, p, π, T , φ) on a graph with initial state X0.

Sketch of the proof of Theorem 2.4.4. Let us define a graph G whose structure is dependent on two parameters
q, r ∈ N. The graph G is a rooted r-nary tree such that:

• the root h0 has only one child h1,

• every vertex at the level 1 to q − 2 has exactly r children,

• exactly r2 vertices at the level q − 1 with pairwise different predecessors at the third level are leaves,

• every other vertex at the level q − 1 has r children which are leaves.

See Figure 2.8 for illustration.
For the sake of simplicity, we only focus on one branch of the tree G rooted in a fixed vertex h3 at the

level three. The vertices in the other branches follow the same dynamics by symmetry reasons (the initial
state and the graph G are invariant with respect to an automorphism exchanging the whole branches rooted at
level 3). The descendant of h1 at the level q − 1 in the fixed branch which is a leaf is denoted by hq−1. The
vertices in a path from h1 to hq−1 are be denoted by h1, h2, . . . , hq−1 in an increasing manner. The vertices in
H = {h1, . . . , hq−1} are called the special vertices. The set of all descendants of hm for m = 3, . . . , q − 2 which
are not in H will be denoted by Im. Vertices in I =

∪q−2
m=3 Im are called the ordinary vertices. Let the initial

condition X0 be such that every vertex in levels 0, . . . , q − 2 is cooperating and every other vertex is defecting,
that is

(X0)i =

{
1, i ∈ N≤q−2(h0),

0, otherwise.

See Figure 2.8 for illustration of the graph construction and the initial condition X0.
A complete description of the system dynamics is rather technical. The key ingredient to understanding the

dynamics are two local situations. There exists the value of q such that

(T1) a cooperating inner vertex with one cooperating neighbour switches all other neighbouring defectors to
cooperation while preserving its strategy, see Figure 2.9a,

(T2) a defecting inner vertex with one defecting neighbour switches all other neighbouring cooperators to
defection while preserving its strategy, see Figure 2.9b.

The main idea of the dynamics is that the special vertices H gradually switch from cooperation to defection.
This is induced by the behaviour (T1). When the only cooperating special vertices are h0 and h1, the cooperation
starts to spread towards the leaves. This is induced by the behaviour (T2). The dynamics of other (non-special)
vertices can also be explained by (T1) and (T2). For better illustration, see the figure sequence in the closing
pages of the paper [19] (included in Appendix C).

2.5 Open questions and further directions
We provide a structured overview of possible further directions and open questions in this final section.

Stability and attractivity: A natural and surprisingly nontrivial question concerns the stability of the
equilibria of evolutionary games on graphs. In [18, Definition 7] the stability via a perturbation of a single
vertex in a state was defined and results for complete and k-regular graphs were provided therein. It however
seems that this concept is very difficult to study on general graphs. Is there a sophisticated way to analyse
the stability of the equilibria in this sense? Alternatively, is there a better concept of stability/attractivity for
evolutionary games on graphs? The stability can be moreover regarded with respect to the existence of edges,
i.e., is the current state stable with respect to a small structure change?
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h1 h2 h3

h4

h5

h0

I3

I4

Figure 2.8: Example of the graph constructed in the proof of Theorem 2.4.4 with an initial condition. The
cooperators are depicted by filled black circles, defectors by white circles. The parameters are r = 3, q = 6.
Source: [19].

Attractive states examination: Construct efficient methods for finding all attractors for a given graph
and admissible parameters (a, b, c, d) ∈ P .

Different dynamics: Examine behaviour of the evolutionary games on a graph under dynamics different
to the deterministic imitation dynamics. Namely, the deterministic death–birth dynamics, in which only the
vertices with the globally lowest utility adopt the state of its neighbour with highest utility or deterministic
birth–death dynamics in which only vertices in the neighbourhood of vertices with the globally highest utility
are updated.

Examination of particular classes of graphs: Behaviour of simple classes of graphs (cycle graphs, path
graphs, planar graphs, etc.) can be examined analytically in the same manner as complete graphs in [17].
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BC

BD

ϕ
?

a: Illustration of claim (T1).

BD

BC

ϕ

b: Illustration of claim (T2).

Figure 2.9: Examples of the local behaviour of the evolutionary game on a graph in the proof of Theorem 2.4.4.
Note that the orientation of the pictures may be sligthly misleading since cooperating and defecting neighbours
do not need to be on the same level of the tree (e.g., the local behaviour claim (T2) is still valid if the central
defector have one defecting offspring and all the other neighbours cooperating.) Source: [19].

Graph Limits: The asymptotic properties of the evolutionary games on a graph were examined in [63]. It
has been shown that the replicator dynamics can be considered as a limit of evolutionary game on a graph with
G = Kn being complete as n → ∞. This limiting behaviour can be analysed for the evolutionary games on
graphs with noncomplete underlying graphs, e.g., bipartite graphs, cycle graphs, etc. (generally any graph type
which admits a graph limit in a feasible way).
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Chapter 3

Travelling waves in the Nagumo lattice
differential equation

Note to notation
Let us shortly elaborate on the notation of the derivatives in the forthcoming text. We express the derivative

of the function in one variable by the prime mark (the Lagrange’s notation), i.e., g′(x). We mostly denote
the partial derivative via the lower index, i.e., fu(u; a) but in specific cases we may resort to the use of the
Leibnitz’s notation, i.e., ∂

∂uf(u; a), to avoid confusion with the used indexing. The derivatives of multivariate
transformations are expressed via the Euler’s notation, i.e., D1u(x, t) where the number denotes the position of
the variable with respect to which we calculate the derivative. For example, for x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ Rn and
u = (u1, u2, . . . , un) : Rn × R → Rn we have

D1u(x, t) =



∂

∂x1
u1(x, t)

∂

∂x2
u1(x, t) . . .

∂

∂xn
u1(x, t)

∂

∂x1
u2(x, t)

∂

∂x2
u2(x, t) . . .

∂

∂xn
u2(x, t)

...
... . . . ...

∂

∂x1
un(x, t) . . . . . .

∂

∂xn
un(x, t)


and

D2u(x, t) = ut(x, t).

The second part of this thesis is devoted to the investigation of periodic stationary solutions and travelling
waves in the Nagumo lattice differential equation, which is the model with the discrete spatial structure, the
continuous temporal structure and the continuous state space

u′i(t) = d
(
ui−1(t)− 2ui(t) + ui+1(t)

)
+ f

(
ui(t); a

)
, (3.1)

where i ∈ Z, t > 0 and d > 0. The nonlinear term is given by

f(s) = f(s; a) = s(1− s)(s− a), a ∈ (0, 1). (3.2)

The spatial structure of the equation (3.1) can be expressed as a one-dimensional path, see Figure 1.1a. Let us
start with a brief and general introduction to reaction-diffusion equations with homogeneous spatial structure
(partial differential equations, PDE) and non-homogenous spatial structure (graph differential equations and
lattice differential equations) to be able to present some of the properties of the equation (3.1) in a proper
context. This treatise on reaction-diffusion equations does not aspire to be complete but focuses on specific
parts of this wide topic.

Reaction-diffusion differential equations The reaction-diffusion partial differential equation is usually
considered to be in the form

ut(x, t) = d∆u(x, t) + f
(
t, x, u(x, t)

)
, (3.3)

21
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where n ≥ 2, x = (x1, x2, . . . , xn) ∈ Ω ⊂ Rn, Ω being an open subset of Rn. The value d ∈ R expresses the
strength of the diffusion, the operator ∆ is the Laplacian

∆u(x, t) = ux1x1
(x, t) + ux2x2

(x, t) + . . .+ uxnxn
(x, t). (3.4)

We can specially assume x ∈ R, one-dimensional spatial variable. The equation (3.3) then formally reduces to

ut(x, t) = d uxx(x, t) + f
(
t, x, u(x, t)

)
.

Here, d > 0 and x ∈ I ⊂ R where I is an open interval. The reaction term g is a strictly local function
dependent on the values at the exact point x ∈ Rn only. In contrary, the diffusion operator ∆ is not strictly
local since the derivatives in the Laplacian consider not only the values at the point x ∈ Rn but also in an
infinitesimal neighbourhood1. This distinction is clearly recognizable in the further text when we resort to the
graph reaction-diffusion equations and the lattice reaction-diffusion equations. The equations of type (3.3) and
their systems are used for modelling various processes in chemistry [27], biology [51], population dynamics [52]
and other fields. From mathematical point of view, the equation of type (3.4) can possess travelling wave
solutions which are stable with respect to a reasonable perturbation [43] and their systems can even exhibit
pattern formation [51].

Reaction-diffusion equations on graphs The models of type (3.3) assume that the spatial structure (the
set Ω) is connected and continuous. On the other hand, one can assume that there are several patches or
locations in which the reaction locally takes place and they are connected via paths where the transport is
ensured via diffusion. A simple example is a system of coupled biochemical reactors [38]. The spatial structure
is then mathematically described by an undirected graph as in each of the three examples in Figure 1.1. Let
G = (V,E) be an undirected graph, V be the set of vertices which is possibly countable and E be the set of
edges. For simplicity, we assume that each vertex i ∈ V has a finite number of edges attached and this number
is globally bounded from above by some finite value. A general reaction-diffusion differential equation on a
graph then takes the form

u′i(t) =
∑

j∈N (i)

dij
(
uj(t)− ui(t)

)
+ f

(
i, ui(t)

)
, (3.5)

where i ∈ V , D = (dij)i,j∈V is a possibly infinite matrix with nonnegative2 entries, dij ≥ 0. Let us point out
that as in the case of the PDE (3.4), the linear diffusion term in (3.5) is non-local since it processes values
from the intermediate neighbourhood of the vertex of interest (the vertex i) but the nonlinear reaction term is
strictly local in this sense. The equations of type (3.5) arise in of modelling various phenomena in biology [3],
epidemiology [15], population dynamics [61] and other fields (we advise the reader to see the citations therein).
Let us also note that we restricted ourselves to the reaction-diffusion equations only and completely neglected
other possible dynamics of the differential equations on graphs in this treatise.

Here, we further distinguish two classes of the equations of type (3.5): the graph reaction-diffusion differential
equations (GDE) and the lattice reaction-diffusion differential equations (LDE). Note that the terminology is
not fully unified in the literature but by graph differential equations, we consider equations of type (3.5) where
the set of the vertices V is finite |V | < +∞. On the other hand, the lattice differential equations are also of
the type (3.5) with the countable set of vertices V but an additional (and a fairly strong one) regularity of the
edge connections is required, see Figures 1.1a, 1.1b.

Bistable equations The LDE (3.1) is used as a prototype bistable equation arising from the modelling of the
nerve impulse propagation through a myelinated axon [3]. The bistable equations have their use in modelling of
active transmission lines [54, 55], cardiophysiology [2], nonlinear optics [36], population dynamics [41] and other
fields. The idea of this model originates in spatially continuous PDE, the FitzHugh-Nagumo equation ([21, 54])
used to describe signal propagation in homogeneous media

ut(x, t) = d uxx(x, t) + f
(
u(x, t); a

)
(3.6)

with the cubic nonlinearity (3.2). One can also consider a general cubic nonlinearity

fgen(0; a) = fgen(a; a) = fgen(1; a) = 0 , f ′gen(0; a) < 0 , f ′gen(1; a) < 0,

fgen(x; a) < 0 for x ∈ (0, a) , fgen(x; a) > 0 for x ∈ (a, 1)
(3.7)

1There is also a wide research field focusing on the so-called nonlocal diffusion operators in the form of kernel integral, e.g., [11].
The operator then depends not only on an infinitesimal neighbourhood of the point of interest but on the values in the neighbourhood
with nontrivial area/volume.

2In some models, this assumption is relaxed and sometimes the diffusion intensity is even required to be negative [10, 33].
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with (3.2) as a special case3. The fundamental idea is that the equation

u′(t) = fgen
(
u(t)

)
has two asymptotically stable steady states u∗ ∈ {0, 1} and one unstable solution u∗ = a. The parameter
a is also called the detuning parameter and it naturally describes the basins of attraction of the two stable
stationary solutions. The equation (3.6) exhibit travelling wave behaviour whose properties are discussed later
in Section 3.1.1. We only mention that the waves travel for almost all values of the detuning parameter a ∈ (0, 1).

Nagumo lattice equation The LDE (3.1), as some versions of (3.4), possesses travelling wave solutions
and spatially heterogeneous stationary solutions. Any of the structures does not however behave as one should
expect from the continuous case. There is a nontrivial region in the parameter (a, d)-space such that the wave
solution of the LDE (3.1) does not travel (it is pinned) contrary to a singular case of a = 1/2 for the Nagumo
PDE. The pinning phenomenon can be partially explained by the existence of countably many asymptotically
stable stationary solutions for sufficiently small diffusion rate r which prevent the waves from propagation, [35].
This constitutes one of our major motivations for the study of periodic stationary solutions of the LDE (3.1); the
existence regions of the periodic stationary solutions actually seem to mostly occupy the pinning region, [32].
The periodic stationary solutions are also building blocks of the multichromatic waves, the waves which are
not monotone and connect two stationary solutions of the LDE (3.1) out of which at least one is spatially
heterogeneous, see Figure 3.1. The multichromatic waves’ travelling regions are smaller in comparison to the

Figure 3.1: Illustrative examples of the monochromatic wave and multichromatic wave (we call this particular
wave a birchomatic one). The monochromatic wave (the upper panel) can be interpolated by a monotone
profile (3.10). The bichromatic wave can be partially interpolated by two monotone profiles (3.33).

classical monotone (monochromatic) waves but they travel even when the monochromatic waves are pinned, [30,
32]. They can be also composed to produce intricate wave collisions.

The following chapter consists mostly of the summary of results from [30–32, 69] ([31, 32, 69] are included in
Appendices D, E, F as co-authored or authored publications). The text is organized as follows. We start with
introductory results which mainly concern the comparison of travelling wave behaviour in the Nagumo PDE and
the Nagumo LDE in §3.1. The periodic stationary solutions of the LDE (3.1) are examined in §3.2. In §3.2.1,
we develop a naming scheme for the solutions. We closely focus on two-, three- and four-periodic solutions in
§3.2.2. Subsequently, §3.2.3 is devoted to counting formulas determining the numbers of inequivalent (distinct)
periodic stationary solutions and their existence regions. Using the aforementioned results, we provide proof
of existence of the multichromatic waves and show numerical experiments further exposing their properties in
§3.3.1. The chapter is concluded by discussion of possible extensions and open questions, §3.4.

3.1 Preliminaries and introductory results
We include a brief overview describing known properties of the travelling waves in the (3.1) and its spatially con-
tinuous counterpart, the Nagumo PDE. Let us note that the LDE (3.1) is well-posed in the space ℓ∞(Z,R), [67].

3We usually work with the cubic nonlinear term (3.2). Many results can be also applied to the model with the general nonlin-
earity (3.9) but the additional regularity of the cubic is essential in some proofs. We shall inform individually whether the cubic or
the general bistability is considered.
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3.1.1 Travelling waves in the Nagumo PDE
Since the Nagumo LDE (3.1) can arise as a spatial discretization of a continuous PDE, we first summarize the
properties of the travelling waves in the equation

ut(x, t) = d uxx(x, t) + f
(
u(x, t); a

)
, (3.8)

where d, t > 0, x ∈ R and

f(s) = f(s; a) = s(1− s)(s− a), a ∈ (0, 1). (3.9)

As stated above, even though the equation (3.1) acts as a standalone model in various fields, the comparison
between the continuous and the discrete case is important from the mathematical point of view.

The existence and the stability of the travelling wave solutions in the form

u(x, t) = ϕ(x− ct) , ϕ(−∞) = 0 , ϕ(+∞) = 1 , (3.10)

for the PDE (3.8) were examined in [20]. Substituting (3.10) into (3.8) leads to a problem

−c ϕ′(ξ) = dϕ′′(ξ) + f
(
ϕ(ξ); a

)
, (3.11)

with ξ = x− ct which can be understood as a search for an unknown function ϕ : R → [0, 1] and speed c ∈ R.
Considering ψ = ϕ′, the system equivalent to (3.11) can be formulated

ψ′(ξ) =
c

d
ψ(ξ)− 1

d
f
(
ϕ(ξ); a

)
,

ϕ′(ξ) = ψ(ξ).
(3.12)

The heteroclinic orbit of the system (3.12) connecting the unstable stationary solution of the saddle type (0, 0)
and the stable node (1, 0) represents the sought solution profile of the form (3.10). An incomplete summary of
the results from [20] follows. The problem (3.8) possesses a monotone travelling wave solution ϕ if a 6= 1/2 and
the direction (the sign of the speed c) is given by the formula4

sign (c) = sign
(
a− 1

2

)
.

If the initial condition u0 has a “sufficiently similar” shape to ϕ then the solution of the problem (3.8) uniformly
approaches the travelling wave solution ϕ with exponential speed.

3.1.2 Pinning in the Nagumo LDE (3.1)
Qualitatively different properties of the travelling wave solutions can be observed for the LDE (3.1). Substitut-
ing (3.10) into (3.1) leads to a functional differential equation of a mixed type (MFDE)

−c ϕ′(ξ) = d
(
ϕ(ξ − 1)− 2ϕ(ξ) + ϕ(ξ + 1)

)
+ f

(
ϕ(ξ); a

)
(3.13)

with ξ = x− ct where we search for an unknown profile ϕ : R → [0, 1] and a speed c ∈ R subject to (3.10).
A rather complex treatise was performed by Mallet-Paret in [46] where an appropriate linear operator was

formulated; its spectral properties were examined in the associated paper [45]. Let us note that these papers
focus on a wider class of MFDE while the problem (3.13) being a special case. The results show that there
exists a solution couple (c, ϕ) for each combination of the parameters d > 0, a ∈ (0, 1). The profile ϕ is moreover
monotone.

We now turn our attention to the so-called pinning phenomenon. As we commented in the previous para-
graph, the wave profiles travel for the PDE (3.3) provided a 6= 1/2. This is however not true for the LDE (3.1)
which is illustrated by Figure 3.2. In a chronological order, Keener in [35] gave sufficient conditions on the
existence of the travelling front solutions of the LDE (3.1) and conditions which cause the propagation fail-
ure. If d > 0 is sufficiently small, then every doubly infinite sequence s = (si)i∈Z, si ∈ {0, 1} represents one
asymptotically stable steady state u = (ui)i∈Z of the LDE (3.1) such that ui ∈ [0, a) if si = 0 and ui ∈ (a, 1]
if si = 1. Moreover, their stability prevents the propagation of the waves of the form (3.10). In the case of

4This is also true for a general bistable nonlinearity of type (3.7) with

sign (c) = −sign
(∫ 1

0
fgen(s; a) ds

)
.
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the problem with the cubic nonlinearity (3.9), the waves do not propagate if d < a2/4 and d < (1− a)2/4 hold
simultaneously.

But, if d is great enough there are travelling wave solutions of the form (3.10) emerging from the Heaviside
initial condition which are travelling to left (c < 0) for a close enough to 0 and travelling to the right for a close
enough to 1. Namely, in the case of the cubic nonlinearity (3.9), the travelling wave solution is travelling to the
left if

d > ζ(a) =
2a2 − a+ 2− 2(a+ 1)

√
a2 − 3a+ 1

25

and to the right if d > ζ(1− a). The conditions above can ensure the existence of the travelling wave solutions
on the subintervals of a ∈ (0, 1) such that η(a) = a2 − 3a+ 1 (η(1− a), respectively) are nonnegative functions
for the wave travelling to the left (right, respectively). The numerical experiments however show that the
conditions are only sufficient, see Figure 3.2.

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8

0.02

0.04

0.06

0.08
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Figure 3.2: Analytical results from [35] including results of numerical experiments. Note that the numerical
experiments are in accordance with the claims from [46]. The region description 0 → 1 means that the wave
travels due to the gradual change of solution values close to 0 to the values close to 1.

Another description of the pinning region in the (a, d)-plane was made by Zinner in [72]. Namely, for fixed
a ∈ (0, 1) \ {1/2} and d � 1 great enough the speed c 6= 0 is nonzero. Considering the parameter play the
other way around Mallet-Paret in [46] showed that for fixed d > 0 the solutions in the form (3.10) travel to left
(c < 0) if a ≈ 0 and travel to right (c > 0) if a ≈ 1.

The results in the works devoted to the crystalographic pinning [26, 44] indicate the existence of two constants
a−(d), a+(d) ∈ (0, 1) such that c = 0 for any a ∈

(
a−(d), a+(d)

)
which corresponds to the propagation failure

result for small d in [35].
As a final remark of this section, we emphasize that the pinning seems to be present in more general class

of LDE since, for example, the results from [26, 44, 46] are applicable to the two-dimensional reaction-diffusion
LDE

u′i(t) = d
(
ui−1,j(t) + ui+1,j(t) + ui,j−1(t) + ui,j+1(t)− 4ui,j(t)

)
+ f

(
ui,j(t); a

)
(3.14)

with the general bistable nonlinearity (3.9) and the research is still ongoing [28].

3.2 Periodic stationary solutions of the Nagumo LDE
The section on the periodic solutions of the Nagumo lattice equation plays a twofold role in this thesis as in the
analysis of the travelling waves in the LDE (3.1). Firstly, it is heavily indicated, that the region of existence of
stable stationary solutions of the LDE (3.1) inhabit primarily (but not exclusively) the pinning region [35], see
also Figure 3.3.

Secondly, the periodic stationary solutions are building blocks of the so-called multichromatic waves which
can be considered generalizations of the waves of type (3.10) with novel and interesting behaviour. The multi-
chromatic waves shall be discussed later.

Here, we mainly summarize the results from the papers [30–32, 69] (the publications [31, 32, 69] are included
in Appendices D, E, F, respectively, as co-authored or authored publications).

For now on, we denote doubly-infinite sequences (mainly the stationary solutions of the LDE (3.1)) by
the italic letters, e.g., u = (ui)i∈Z ∈ RZ, and we use the roman letters for vectors and their elements, e.g.,
u = (u1, u2, . . . , un) ∈ Rn for some n ∈ N.
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Figure 3.3: The existence regions of periodic stationary solutions of the LDE (3.1). The label Ωi depicts the
region for i-periodic solutions. Ωmono is the travelling region of monochromatic waves, compare to Figure 3.2.
Source: [32].

3.2.1 Qualitative properties of the periodic solutions
The stationary solutions of the LDE (3.1) must solve a countable system of parameter-dependent polynomial
equations

d
(
ui−1(t)− 2ui(t) + ui+1(t)

)
+ f

(
ui(t); a

)
= 0,

where d > 0, a ∈ (0, 1) and i ∈ Z. If we restrict ourselves to the case of the periodic stationary solutions the
problem then includes a finite number of equations only. Indeed, we can define the graph differential equation
(GDE) by 

u′
1(t) = d

(
un(t)− 2u1(t) + u2(t)

)
+ f(u1(t); a),

u′
2(t) = d

(
u1(t)− 2u2(t) + u3(t)

)
+ f(u2(t); a),

...
u′
i(t) = d

(
ui−1(t)− 2ui(t) + ui+1(t)

)
+ f(ui(t); a),

...
u′
n(t) = d

(
un−1(t)− 2un(t) + u1(t)

)
+ f(un(t); a)

(3.15)

on a cycle graph with n vertices. The link between the n-periodic stationary solutions of the LDE (3.1) and
the stationary solutions of the GDE (3.15) is stated in the following lemma.

Lemma 3.2.1 ([31, Lemma 1]). Let n ≥ 3. The vector u = (u1, u2, . . . , un) is a stationary solution of the
GDE (3.15) if and only if its periodic extension u is an n-periodic stationary solution of the LDE (3.1). Moreover,
u is an asymptotically stable solution of the GDE (3.15) if and only if u is an asymptotically stable solution of
the LDE (3.1) with respect to the ℓ∞-norm.

Let u = (u1, u2, . . . , un) ∈ Rn be a vector, then its periodic extension u = (ui)i∈Z ∈ RZ is given by

ui = u1+mod(i,n), i ∈ Z,

where mod(i, n) is a remainder of the integer division i/n, i.e., mod(4, 2) = 0 and mod(3, 2) = 1.

Remark 3.2.2. The statement of Lemma 3.2.1 can be reformulated for two-periodic solutions of the LDE (3.1).
The only technical difference is that the two-periodic stationary states are equivalent to the stationary solutions
of the GDE {

u′
1(t) = 2d

(
u2(t)− u1(t)

)
+ f

(
u1(t); a

)
,

u′
2(t) = 2d

(
u1(t)− u2(t)

)
+ f

(
u2(t); a

)
.

(3.16)

The doubled diffusion coefficient originates from the fact, that we actually consider the GDE on cycle graph
with two vertices which is actually a two-vertex path with a doubled edge. Note that when we reference the
GDE (3.15), we implicitly include the equation (3.16) for the case n = 2. This enables us to simplify the text
significantly.
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From now on, we shall assume the initial conditions of the LDE (3.1) and of the GDE (3.15) such that
u0 ∈ [0, 1]Z and u0 ∈ [0, 1]n. Although these conditions might seem restrictive the following lemmas show that
they are quite natural.

Lemma 3.2.3. Let u(0) = u0 ∈ [0, 1]n, then there exists a unique solution of the GDE (3.15). Moreover
u(t) ∈ [0, 1]n.

Proof. The proof is a consequence of [64, Theorem 18] and is thus omitted.

Lemma 3.2.4. Let u be a stationary solution of the GDE (3.15). Then u ∈ [0, 1]n.

Proof. The proof is a consequence of [62, Lemma 3.1] and is thus ommited.

Thanks to the statement of Lemma 3.2.1 we can turn our attention to the investigation of the stationary
solutions of the GDE (3.15). To enlighten the notation, we introduce the following function h : Rn×[0, 1]×R+

0 →
Rn by

h(u; a, d) =


d (un − 2u1 + u2) + f(u1; a)
d (u1 − 2u2 + u3) + f(u2; a)

...
d (un−1 − 2un + u1) + f(un; a)

 . (3.17)

The roots u ∈ Rn of h( · ; a, d) are clearly stationary solutions of the GDE (3.15) and also u ∈ [0, 1]n holds
from Lemma 3.2.4. Each of the roots u ∈ [0, 1]n also define a periodic extension u ∈ [0, 1]Z which is an n-
periodic stationary solution of the LDE (3.1) and the correspondence is one-to-one, both from Lemma 3.2.1.
This implies that the knowledge of the system (3.17) complete root set is equivalent to the knowledge of the
n-periodic stationary solution set of the LDE (3.1) and we can thus fully turn our attention to the system of
polynomial equations

h(u; a, d) = 0. (3.18)

The system (3.18) consists of n cubic polynomials and thus it is expected to have 3n solutions (including
possibly the complex solutions and multiplicities), [71]. Indeed, the system with zero diffusion

h(u; a, 0) = 0

has exactly 3n solutions in the form u ∈ {0, a, 1}n. Moreover, we have

D1h(u; a, 0) = diag
(
gu(u1; a), gu(u2; a), . . . , gu(un; a)

)
,

where

gu(0; a) = −a < 0,

gu(a; a) = a(1− a) > 0,

gu(1; a) = a− 1 < 0.

The matrix D1h(u; a, 0) is thus regular at the solutions of h(u; a, 0) and the solutions u ∈ {0, a, 1}n can be
continued with their stability preserved for d > 0 sufficiently small via the implicit function theorem. This is
the basis of our naming scheme for the solutions of (3.18). We want to label each of the solutions u of (3.18)
by a word w ∈ {0, a, 1}n. Note that we do use an alternative letters 0, a, 1 since the parameter a ∈ (0, 1) is
allowed to vary. For simplicity, we denote the alphabet A3 = {0, a, 1} and its restricted version A2 = {0, 1}.
The constants words, e.g., 000, aaaa, 11 etc. are denoted by a single letter, i.e., 0, a, 1, respectively. This helps
to simplify the notation. We shall show later that the words from An

2 represent asymptotically stable solutions
of the GDE (3.15). The varying parameter a ∈ (0, 1) leads us to the definition of the vector (w|a) ∈ Rn for any
w ∈ An

3

(w|a)i =


0, wi = 0,

a, wi = a,

1, wi = 1.

Definition 3.2.5 ([32, Definition 2.1]). Consider a word w ∈ An
3 together with a triplet

(u, a, d) ∈ [0, 1]n × (0, 1)× R+
0 .
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Then we say that u is an equilibrium of the type w if there exists a C1-smooth curve

[0, 1] 3 t 7→
(
v(t), α(t), δ(t)

)
∈ [0, 1]n × (0, 1)× R+

0

so that we have

(v, α, δ)(0) = (w|a, a, 0),

(v, α, δ)(1) = (u, a, d),

together with

h(v(t);α(t), δ(t)) = 0, detD1h(v(t);α(t), δ(t)) 6= 0

for all 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.

This definition and some additional considerations (we refer the reader to [32] or Appendix D for further
details) allow us to define a pathwise connected open set for each w ∈ An

3 by

Ωw =
{
(a, d) ∈ [0, 1]× R+

0 | the system (3.18) admits a solution of type w
}
.

We further define an augmented system5 which naturally describes the boundary portions of all Ωw

h∗(u; a, d) =
(

h(u; a, d)
detD1h(u; a, d)

)
=

(
0
0

)
. (3.19)

The set Γ is then given by

Γ =
{
(a, d) ∈ [0, 1]× R+

0 | there exists u ∈ Rn solving (3.18)
}
. (3.20)

Note that the set Γ contains upper boundaries of the regions Ωw
6.

Remark 3.2.6. The condition D1h
(
v(t);α(t), δ(t)

)
6= 0 from Definition 3.2.5 directly implies that a solution

uw of type preserves its stability in Ωw as a stationary solution of the GDE (3.15). It is stable if w ∈ An
2 and

unstable if w ∈ An
3 \An

2 . This also applies to the periodic stationary solutions of the LDE (3.1) via Lemma 3.2.1.

To show that our naming scheme behaves sensibly, namely that the determination of solution types is
independent of the chosen continuation path we introduce three assumptions.

(AΩ1) For any two words wA,wB ∈ A3
n the intersection ΩwA

∩ ΩwB
is connected.

(AΩ2) For any word w ∈ A3
n the set Ωw is simply connected.

(AΩ3) Consider any word w ∈ A3
n and any (a, d) ∈ Ωw ∩ Γ. Suppose that h(ui; ai, di) is a sequence of the

system (3.18) solutions of type w with (ai, di) → (a, d) and ui → u. Then we have detD1h(u; a, d) 6= 0.

This enables us to state the following theorem.

Theorem 3.2.7 ([32, Corollary 2.1]). Fix an integer n ≥ 2 and suppose that (AΩ1), (AΩ2) and (AΩ3) all hold.
Then for any word w ∈ An

3 there is a smooth function uw : Ωw → Rn so that uw(a, d) is the unique solution
of type w for the system (3.18) for all (a, d) ∈ Ωw. In addition, whenever (a, d) ∈ ΩwA

∩ ΩwB
for two distinct

words wA,wB ∈ An
3 we have

uwA
(a, d) 6= uwB

(a, d).

Remark 3.2.8. Note that we can freely extend the naming scheme to the periodic stationary solutions of the
LDE (3.1) via Lemma 3.2.1 and Theorem 3.2.7 ensures that the naming scheme is well-behaved

Remark 3.2.9. There are intriguing symmetry properties of the system (3.18) solutions which are discussed
later in §3.2.3. We use one rather clear fact to enlighten the notation. If we cyclically rotate any solution
uw of (3.18) it is still a root of h( · ; a, d). This enables us to define classes of solutions and words, e.g.,
u[0a1] = {u0a1, ua10, u10a} and implicitly Ω[0a1] = Ω0a1 = Ωa10 = Ω10a and [0a1] = {0a1, a10, 10a}. This rather
vague definition is formalized and extended later via the tools of the finite group theory.

We are left to show that the solution type also captures the shape of the solution to a certain extent, see
Figure 3.4. We demonstrate that the component-wise partial ordering of the words from An

3 captures the actual
partial ordering of the system (3.18) solutions. To this end, let us start with a short example of the ordering of
the words.

5Solving this system also forms the backbone of our numerical computations, see Figures 3.6, 3.7, 3.11.
6In order to keep the flow of ideas commenting the naming scheme, we discuss particular properties of the sets Ωw later.
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a: A two-periodic stationary solution of the type 01.

b: A three-periodic stationary solution of the type 0aa.

c: A four-periodic stationary solution of the type 0a11. Source [69].

Figure 3.4: Examples of two-, three- and four-periodic stationary solutions of the LDE (3.1). The parameters
a = 0.475, d = 0.025 are set to be identical in all three cases. See that neither of the corresponding solutions
uw of the system (3.18) is significantly distinct from the origin of the bifurcation branch w|a at d = 0, e.g., the
solution u0a11 is in close proximity to (0, a, 1, 1) = (0, 0.475, 1, 1).

Example 3.2.10. Without loss of generality, we can consider the partial ordering of the classes of words defined
in Remark 3.2.9. The words of length three made with the two-letter alphabet A2 (the stable words) can be
actually totally ordered

[0] ▹ [001] ▹ [011] ▹ [1],

but the words of length four can be only partially ordered

[0011]
▹ ▹

[0] ▹ [0001] [0111] ▹ [1]
▹ ▹
[0101]

.

Theorem 3.2.11 ([32, Lemma 5.2]). Assume that (AΩ1) and (AΩ2) are satisfied and consider a distinct pair
wA,wB ∈ An

3 that admits the ordering wA ≤ wB. Suppose furthermore that at least one of these two words is
contained in An

2 . Then for any (a, d) ∈ ΩwA
∩ ΩwB

we have strict component-wise inequality

uwA
(a, d) < uwB

(a, d).

The extension of the statement of Theorem 3.2.11 to the periodic stationary solutions of the LDE (3.1) is
illustrated in Figure 3.5. Secondly, when fixing the detuning parameter a ∈ (0, 1) and increasing d > 0 the solu-
tions of (3.18) still preserve the partial ordering (Theorem 3.2.11), their number does not increase [71] and some
of them collapse and merge into a new solution or turn into complex roots. The solution uw should thus pre-
serve the profile of the corresponding word w which is also supported by numerical experiments. Theorem 3.2.11
further plays important role in answering the question of existence of multichromatic waves in §3.3.

We continue with an overview of properties of the system (3.18) solutions (their periodic extensions as
the LDE (3.1) solutions, respectively). Since the regions Ωw cannot be described explicitly, we summarize
asymptotic results describing their shape here.

3.2.2 N-periodic stationary solutions, n = 2, 3, 4

The two-periodic solutions were examined in [30] and amongst other, they are crucial elements for building the
so-called bichromatic waves, see §3.3.

The authors proved the existence of two threshold curves in the (a, d)-plane at which the bifurcations of the
problem (3.18) take place with n = 2, see Figure 3.6 for illustration.
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Figure 3.5: Schematic illustration of Theorem 3.2.11 statement for the LDE (3.1). The periodic extensions of
the system (3.18) solutions with n = 3 are depicted: u[0], u[00a], u[001], u[0a1], u[011], u[a11], u[1] (starting from
bottom). Unstable solutions (the solutions of type containing the letter a) are displayed in grey color. Note
that this picture makes sense only if (a, d) lies in the common intersection of all respective regions Ω[w] which,
as we shall later see, is nonempty.
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Figure 3.6: Graphical illustration of Theorem 3.2.12 statement. The pinning region consists of the white area
and Ω[01]. Under the dotted line, there are 9 distinct solutions of (3.18). Between the dotted line and the
parabolic line, there are 5 distinct roots and above the parabolic line, only the three homogeneous solutions
(0, 0), (a, a), (1, 1) remain.

Theorem 3.2.12 ([30, Proposition 3.1]). There exist two continuous functions

d± : [0, 1] → R+
0

that satisfy the following properties.

(i) For any 0 < a < 1 we have the explicit expression

d+(a) =
g′(a; a)

4

together with the identities

d−(a) = d−(1− a), d+(a) = d+(1− a)

and the inequality d−(a) < d+(a). In addition, we have

d−(0) = d+(0) = d−(1) = d+(1) = 0

together with d−(1/2) = 1/24.

(ii) We have d− ∈ C∞([0, 1/2)) ∪C∞((1/2, 1]). In addition , d− is strictly increasing on [0, 1/2] and strictly
decreasing on [1/2, 1].
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(iii) Pick any a ∈ (0, 1). The system (3.18) has nine distinct roots for 0 ≤ d < d−(a), five distinct roots for
d−(a) < d < d+(a), and three distinct real roots for d > d+(a).

(iv) Pick any a ∈ (0, 1). The equation has seven distinct roots for d = d−(a) if a 6= 1/2 and five if a = 1/2.

(v) We have the expansion

d−(a) =
1

8
a2 +

1

32
a4 +O(a5)

for a ↓ 0. In addition, writing a− : [0, 1/24] → [0, 1/2] for the inverse function of d− on [0, 1/2], we have
the expansion

a−(d) =
1

2
−

√
−1152

(
d− 1

24

)3

+O

((
d− 1

24

)2
)

as d ↑ 1/24.
According to our notation, the restriction of the piecewise smooth function d− : [0, 1] → R+

0 to a ∈ [0, 1/2)
describes the boundary of the region Ω[01] = Ω[a1]. Numerical results indicate that the function d+ : [0, 1] → R+

0

describes the boundary of the region Ω[0a] when restricted to the same interval a ∈ [0, 1/2) See [30, Figure 6]
for the bifurcation diagram.

Note that the asymptotic expansions hint, that Ω[01] lies completely in the pinning region which supports
the statement from [35] that the stable stationary solutions of the LDE (3.1) prevent the waves of type (3.10)
from travelling.

Three-periodic solutions

We assume that n = 3 in this section. The system (3.18) solutions exhibit much richer behaviour compared
to the two-periodic ones. The richness however goes hand in hand with increasing complexity of the system
and prevents us to get results in breadth corresponding to the two-periodic case. The intuition that the
increasing diffusion intensity d with fixed detuning parameter a ∈ (0, 1) makes the solutions more alike to the
homogeneous ones does not hold for higher n’s starting with n = 3. We shall show that there is a nontrivial
interval (ac, af ) ⊂ (0, 1) for the detuning parameter a in which some solutions disappear and reappear again
with increasing diffusion intensity d > 0. This section is commentary of results from [32] which is included in
Appendix D.

Let us introduce a further distinction of the boundary set Γ defined by (3.20); the sets Γ[a],Γ[001],Γ[011]

describe boundary portions of their respective Ω[w]’s and additional two thresholds Γ1
u and Γ2

u. The latter
special notation is caused by the fact, that when the bifurcating roots cross their respective threshold, we
cannot name them according to Definition 3.2.5. The emergence of the unlabelled branches is illustrated later.
The boundary sets are depicted in Figure 3.7. We next include bifurcation diagrams with the fixed detuning
parameter a in three distinct positions. Namely left of the curve Γ[001] cusp, a < af where af ≈ 0.4013889,
between the cusp and the fold af < a < ac where ac ≈ 0.401476 and right of the fold af < a, see Figures 3.8,
3.9, 3.10.

More detailed description of the threshold curves from Figure 3.7 follows. There is a symmetry present in
the set of the solutions which enables us to focus on the case a ∈ (0, 1/2] only. This will be discussed in a
greater detail later in the text, namely the equality (3.22) in §3.2.3, .

The Γ[011] threshold Using a similar approach as in [30], we examine asymptotic behaviour of the curve
Γ[011] near the point (a, d) = (0, 0). In particular, the form of (3.18) shows that the second and the third
component of the solution are equal. We can thus examine the solutions of the problem

h
(
(x, 1 + y, 1 + y); a, d

)
= 0

for |x|+ |y|+ |a|+ |d| small. The curve can be then locally described as a function d[011](a) which satisfies

d[011](a) =
a2

8
+
a4

64
+O(a5).

Note that the leading term is quadratic as in the expansion for the two periodic solution of type [01], Theo-
rem 3.2.12, the function d− but the second leading term is halved. The curve Γ[011] thus locally lies under the
threshold d−. In addition, we have

u011

(
a; d[011](a)

)
=

(
a

2
, 1− a2

8
− a3

16
− a4

64
, 1− a2

8
− a3

16
− a4

64

)
+O(a5).

For detailed explanation of this approach see [30, 32] or Appendix D.
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Figure 3.7: The numerically computed boundaries Γ[w] of the sets Ω[w] and the two threshold curves Γ1
u, Γ2

u.
The label in the form R#1,#2

indicates the region in which there are #2 distinct nonhomogeneous solutions of
the system (3.18) out of which #1 are asymptotically stable. Note that the curve Γ[001] cannot be described as
a function of the detuning parameter a ∈ [0, 1] due to the cusp and fold in the interval numerically computed
interval a ∈ (0.4013889, 0.401476). Source: [32].

The Γ2
u threshold This is the threshold on which there lies a pitchfork bifurcation of the roots of type

[0a1], [a01], [aa1]; it takes place simultaneously at three places of the space [0, 1]3. Only one of the three
collisions is depicted in Figures 3.8, 3.9, 3.10.

The Γ[001] threshold The curve Γ[001] cannot be expressed as a function of the detuning parameter a ∈
(0, 1/2]. Indeed, numerical experiments indicate that there exist a couple of solutions (uf ; af , df ), (uc; ac, dc)
for the once again augmented system (see (3.19))(

h∗(u; a, d)
detD1,3 h

∗(u; a, d)

)
=

(
0
0

)
with (af , df ) ≈ (0.401476, 0.056275) and (ac, dc) ≈ (0.4013889, 0.05668). These solutions correspond to the fold
and cusp points visible in the zoom frame of Figure 3.7. This manifests in the phenomenon where two solution
branches collide, temporarily become complex just in order to become real again, see Figure 3.9. Nevertheless,
the curve Γ[001] can be approximated in the proximity of (a, d) = (0, 0) via the solution of the system

h
(
(x, x, 1 + y); a, d

)
= 0

for |x|+ |y|+ |a|+ |d| small by a function d[001] of the detuning parameter a. We have

d[001](a) =
a2

4
+
a4

8
+O(a5)

and

u011(a; d[011](a)) =

(
a

2
,
a

2
, 1− a2

8
− a3

16
− a4

64

)
+O(a5),

which shows that the curve Γ[001] locally lies above Γ[011], see Figure 3.7.

The Γ[a] threshold This curve can be explicitly computed as a solution of

detD1h(u; a, d) = 0

to be

d[a](a) =
a(1− a)

3
.

At this threshold, there is a triple intersection of the branches [0aa] which then continue to the bifurcation point
at the next threshold.
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Figure 3.8: The bifurcation diagram for fixed detuning parameter a = 0.401 < ac and increasing d ≥ 0 for
the system (3.18) with n = 3. Wherever possible, the branches are named according to the scheme from
Definition 3.2.5 but clearly, not all branches could be named that way since some of them originate from a
bifurcation point, e.g., the branch [0a1]/[a01] + [aa1]. Interesting behaviour occurs when crossing the threshold
Γ[a] where the three roots of type [0aa] pass through each other and subsequently merge with the roots of
type [00a] at Γ1

u. The thresholds are depicted by the dot-dashed line and the red dashed line in Figure 3.7.
Source: [32].

The Γ2
u threshold At this numerically observed threshold, the branches emerging from the triple collision of

[0aa] meet the branches of [00a]. Above this threshold, only the homogeneous solutions 0, a and 1 remain.

Four-periodic solutions

The solutions of (3.18) with n = 4 exhibit qualitatively similar behaviour with the the case of n = 3, see
Figure 3.11. There is however one exception which is of crucial importance later in the examination of travelling
waves. The curves Γ[0001] and Γ[0111] have a nonempty intersection with the travelling region of monochromatic
waves as can be seen in Figure 3.16.

Note that asymptotic expansions of the system (3.18) and the curves Γw near (a, d) = (0, 0) can be computed
in the virtue of the n = 3 case. Interested reader can see [32] or Appendix D for further details.

3.2.3 Symmetries of stationary solutions in the Nagumo LDE
The previous section focused on various properties of the existence regions for two-, three- and four-periodic
stationary solutions of the LDE (3.14). Here, we investigate symmetries present in the equation and their
significance for its stationary solutions. This was foreshadowed in Remark 3.2.9.

We first turn our attention to the solutions of the system (3.18). Let u be a solution of the system (3.18),
it is still a solution under the transformations ui → ui−1 and ui → un−i+1 (the former with a proper modulo
wrapping). It can be shown by a mere relabelling of the vector’s elements; the transformed solutions then
have the same profile. When we want to determine the number of distinct solutions of the system (3.18) (and
subsequently the stationary solutions of the GDE (3.15) and the LDE (3.1)), these symmetries must be taken
into account. To this end, we define groups of transformations and count the number of their orbits (maximal
subsets of words/solutions which are unreachable by the group actions) via Burnside’s lemma. When we want
to count the number of distinct periodic stationary solutions of the LDE (3.1) of all periods m ∈ N up to the
given one n ∈ N, there is one more thing to be considered. A solutions with, say, period three is also six-, nine-
etc. periodic and must be thus included only once. This is taken into account via Möbius inversion formula.

Aside from counting the stationary solutions, we can use the group formulation to group together solutions
whose existence regions Ωw are identical or easily-transformable onto each other. If there is a solution of type
w, then there surely exist a solution with type obtained by rotation ui → ui−1 or reflection ui → un−i+1 and
moreover, they have the same existence region Ωw, e.g., Ω0a1 = Ωa10 = Ω10a = Ω1a0 = Ωa01 = Ω10a. Moreover,
switch in the letter 0 ↔ 1 gives another legitimate solution type whose region is obtained via the axial reflection.
All the counting formulas are extended to include this value switch .

It is beneficial to know the number of the regions and namely the relationship between them when performing
analytical computations or numerical simulations. The similarities of regions were actually used in [32] and in
the previous section to reduce the number of computations.
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Figure 3.9: The bifurcation diagram for fixed detuning parameter a = 0.40146 ∈ (ac, af ) and increasing d ≥ 0
for the system (3.18) with n = 3. This is the region when the three pairs of branches collide and then reappear
elsewhere. The results from [23] indicate that the solutions became complex, collide after a slight increase in d
and become real again. This situation is depicted in the upper right tile. Some branches are omitted since we
depict only the class representatives for the sake of clarity. Source: [32].
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Figure 3.10: The bifurcation diagram for fixed detuning parameters a = 0.41 and a = 0.48, both greater than
af , increasing d ≥ 0 for the system (3.18) with n = 3. Note that the threshold values at Γ[a] and Γ1

u get closer
to each other as a→ 1/2. Source: [32].

This section gathers mainly the results from [31] and [69] (Appendices E and F).

Rotation/translation Let u = (u1, u2, . . . , un) ∈ Rn be a solution of type w = (w1,w2, . . . ,wn) ∈ An
3

of the system (3.18). Then the rotated vector (u2, . . . , un, u1) is also a solution and moreover, it is of type
(w2, . . . ,wn,w1). This motivates the introduction of the rotation operator r : An

3 → An
3 defined by(

r(w)
)
i
= w1+mod (i,n), (3.21)

which can be extended to work on vectors from Rn and on the stationary solutions of the LDE (3.1) as the
translation ui 7→ ui−1. Since the rotation r just relabels the vertices, we have

Ωw = Ωr(w)

for all w ∈ An
3 .

The rotation operator r is a generator of a cyclic group of order n

Cn =
(
{e, r1, . . . , rn−1}, ◦

)
.

. The group operation ◦ is composition of the rotations through the modulo sum ri ◦ rj = rmod (i+j,n).

Reflection Let u = (u1, u2, . . . , un) ∈ Rn be a solution of type w = (w1,w2, . . . ,wn) ∈ An
3 of the system (3.18).

Then the reflected vector (un, un−1, . . . , u1) is a solutions of type (wn,wn−1, . . . ,w1). Formally, we define the
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Figure 3.11: Numerically computed thresholds for the system (3.18) with n = 4. The curves Γ[0001], Γ[0111]

exhibit fold and cusp behaviour similar to Γ[001], Γ[011], see Figure 3.7. Moreover, these curves intersect the
travelling region for the waves of type (3.10) for the LDE (3.1) as can be seen in Figure 3.16. The notation
Γ[0011] = 2Γ[01] indicates that the curve Γ[0011] can be expressed as a function d[0011](a) = 2d−(a) for a ∈ [0, 1]
where d− is defined in Theorem 3.2.12 as the threshold for existence of the system (3.18) heterogeneous two-
periodic solution of type [01]. Source: [32].

reflection operator s : An
3 → An

3 by (
s(w)

)
i
= wn−i+1.

As the rotation r, it can be extended to vectors from Rn and to stationary solutions of the LDE (3.1) as
ui 7→ u−i. The rotation r with the reflection s generate the dihedral group

Dn =
(
{e, r1, . . . , rn−1, s, sr1, . . . , srn−1}, ◦

)
where sri is the composition of rotation and reflection with the subsequent rotation, i.e., sri = ri ◦ s. The
action of the group Dn just relabels the vertices while preserving their incidence, we have

Ωw = Ωg(w)

holds for all w ∈ An
3 and g ∈ Dn.

Value permutation The previous two symmetries originated from the cyclic graph structure of the GDE (3.15).
This one is a consequence of certain property of the cubic bistable nonlinear term (3.9).7 Namely,

f(u, a) = −f(1− u, 1− a)

holds for u, a ∈ [0, 1]. Since the transformations u 7→ 1− u, a 7→ 1− a is linear, we have

h(u; a, d) = −h(1 − u; 1− a, d) (3.22)

for any u ∈ [0, 1]n and a ∈ [0, 1] where the subtraction 1− u is element-wise. This has two consequences. First,
when a = 1/2, then u is a solution of type w if and only if 1 − u is a solution of type π(w) where

(
π(w)

)
i
=


1, wi = 0,

a, wi = a,

0, wi = 1.

(3.23)

This is however a very special case since any deviation from a = 1/2 destroys this symmetry. On the other
hand, this still propagates to the shape of the existence regions. In particular, we have

Ωw = T
(
Ωπ(w)

)
7This property is not however exclusive to this term only; various generalizations and application are discussed in the concluding

parts of [69] (included in Appendix F).
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for all w ∈ An
3 where T : H → H is

T (a, d) = (1− a, d).

Indeed, the transformations u 7→ 1− u, a 7→ 1− a induce a flip of the regions with respect to the line a = 1/2.
The transformation π generates an order-two group

Π =
(
{e, π}, ◦

)
,

whose structure is rather simple, but the group product of Π with Cn and Dn (i.e., groups of operations whose
actions do not change the profile of the solution and/or the shape of the existence regions significantly) are not
trivial any more and are expressed as

CΠ
n =

(
{e, r, . . . , rn−1, π, πr, . . . , πrn−1}, ◦

)
.

and

DΠ
n =

({
e, r, . . . , rn−1, π, πr, . . . , πrn−1,
s, sr, . . . , srn−1, πs, πsr, . . . , πsrn−1

}
, ◦
)
.

Formally, adding π to the group operations from Cn or Dn just mean, that we exchange 0 ↔ 1 after (or before
since the composition with π is commutative) the index permutations.

To conclude our discussion on the similarity of the regions, we provide the following definition.

Definition 3.2.13. Two regions Ωw1 ,Ωw2 ⊂ H are called qualitatively alike if either

Ωw1 = Ωw2 or Ωw1 = T (Ωw2).

Two sets are called qualitatively distinct if they are not qualitatively alike.

Remark 3.2.14. Note that all of the operations can be restricted to act on the words corresponding to
asymptotically stable stationary solutions of the GDE (3.15) and the LDE (3.1), the set An

2 . The only issue is
that we have to formally restrict the value permutation π

(
π(w)

)
i
=

{
1, wi = 0,

0, wi = 1.

Action of any group G divides its underlying set (An
3 or An

2 in our case) into equivalence classes (also called
orbits) through the equivalence relation: w1,w2 ∈ An

3 are equivalent if and only if there exists a group element
g ∈ G such that g(w1) = w2. The general group properties ensure that this is indeed an equivalence relation.
The previous discussion furthermore implies that the words in one equivalence class label solutions with similar
properties and whose regions are easily transformable onto each other. Let us include a short example.

Example 3.2.15 ([69, Example 2.5]). There are 27 words of length n = 3 made with the alphabet A3 = {0, a, 1}:

WA3(3) ={000, 00a, 001, 0a0, 0aa, 0a1, 010, 01a, 011,
a00, a0a, a01, aa0, aaa, aa1, a10, a1a, a11,

100, 10a, 101, 1a0, 1aa, 1a1, 110, 11a, 111}.

Taking into account the action of the group C3, there are 11 equivalence classes

WC3

A3
(3) =

{
{000}, {aaa}, {111},

{00a, 0a0, a00}, {001, 010, 100}, {0aa, a0a, aa0},
{0a1, a10, 10a}, {01a, 1a0, a01}, {011, 110, 101},
{aa1, a1a, 1aa}, {a11, 11a, 1a1}

}
,

while the action of the group D3 merges two classes

WD3

A3
(3) =

{
{000}, {aaa}, {111},

{00a, 0a0, a00}, {001, 010, 100}, {0aa, a0a, aa0},
{0a1, a10, 10a, 1a0, a01, 01a}, {011, 110, 101},
{aa1, a1a, 1aa}, {a11, 11a, 1a1}

}
.
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The action of the groups CΠ
3 and DΠ

3 divides the set of the words into the same system of 6 equivalence
classes

WCΠ
3

A3
(3) = WDΠ

3

A3
(3) =

{
{000, 111}, {aaa},

{00a, 0a0, a00, 11a, 1a1, a11}, {001, 010, 100,
110, 101, 011}, {0aa, a0a, aa0, 1aa, aa1, a1a},
{0a1, a10, 10a, 1a0, a01, 01a}

}
.

See Figure 3.12 for a graphical illustration of the equivalence classes.

Figure 3.12: A diagram capturing the action of the groups C3, D3, C
Π
3 and DΠ

3 on the set
of three-letter words made with the alphabet A3. The presence of a line connecting two
words indicates the existence of an operation transforming the solutions onto each other.
The rotation r is expressed by a solid line, the reflection s is expressed by a dashed line
and the symbol permutation π is expressed by a dotted line. Every maximal connected
subgraph with appropriate line types represents one equivalence class with respect to the
action of a certain group, e.g., the action of CΠ

3 is depicted by solid and dotted lines.
Source [69].

There are multiple ways to determine the number of orbits generated by an action of a group, [59]. In [69],
we resorted to the use of Burnside’s lemma.

Theorem 3.2.16 (Burnside’s lemma). Let G be a finite group operating on a finite set S. Let I(g) be the
number of set elements such that the group operation g ∈ G leaves them invariant. Then the number of distinct
orbits O is given by the formula

O =
1

|G|
∑
g∈G

I(g).

The main advantage is such that we do not actually count the number of the orbits but number of elements
fixed by each of the group operations which is significantly easier in many cases. Also, the orbits induced by
action of the groups Cn or Dn represent distinct stationary solution of the GDE (3.15) and periodic stationary
solutions of the LDE (3.1). With the help of Definition 3.2.13, the orbits induced by action of the groups CΠ

n

and DΠ
n represent word subsets whose regions of existence are qualitatively alike.8

8To obtain a full set of symmetries present in the GDE (3.15) caused by its structure it is more reasonable to include the action
of the groups Dn and DΠ

n . From theoretical point of view, it is convenient to consider also their simpler counterparts, i.e., Cn, CΠ
n .
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Up until now, we assumed that the number of the equations of the system (3.18) n ∈ N is fixed. But what
if we want to count for example periodic stationary solutions of the LDE (3.1) with all periods m smaller than
some given n ∈ N? Simple summing of all the solutions with period lengths smaller than n is not sufficient
since it does not take into account the primitive period of the solutions, e.g., if n = 4, then the solution of type
0a would be counted twice since its period is two and four. To this end, we employ Möbius inversion formula,
see [49].

Theorem 3.2.17 (Möbius inversion formula). Let f, g : N → R be two arithmetic functions such that

f(n) =
∑
d|n

g(d),

holds for all n ∈ N. Then the values of the latter function g can be expressed as

g(n) =
∑
d|n

µ
(n
d

)
f(d),

where µ is the Möbius function.

The Möbius function µ was first introduced in [49] as

µ(n) =

{
(−1)P (n), each prime factor of n is present at most once,
0, otherwise,

where P (n) number of the prime factors of n. In our setting, the function g expresses the number of solutions
of a given primitive period, which is a-priori unknown. We are only able to obtain the values of f through
Burnside’s lemma. Möbius inversion formula then enables us to compute g from f .

Before stating the main theorems of this section, we include another example which takes the primitive
period of the labelling words into account.

Example 3.2.18 ([69, Example 2.8]). We complement Example 3.2.15 with the list of equivalence classes of
the length n = 4 words made with the alphabet A2 = {0, 1}. There exist words of length 4 with the primitive
period 2 and thus the set of the equivalence classes and the set of the Lyndon words will differ not by only the
trivial constant words {0000}, {1111}. There are 16 words of length 4

WA2
(4) =

{
0000, 0001, 0010, 0011, 0100, 0101, 0110, 0111,

1000, 1001, 1010, 1011, 1100, 1101, 1110, 1111
}
.

We next include the equivalence classes induced by the action of the groups C4, D4, C
Π
4 , D

Π
4 . The words with

the primitive period of length lesser than 4 are highlighted by a grey color

WC4

A2
(4) = WD4

A2
(4) =

{
{0000}, {1111}, {0101, 1010}, {0011, 0110, 1100, 1001},
{0001, 0010, 0100, 1000}, {0111, 1110, 1101, 1011}

}
,

WCΠ
4

A2
(4) = WDΠ

4

A2
(4) =

{
{0000, 1111}, {0101, 1010}, {0011, 0110, 1100, 1001},
{0001, 0010, 0100, 1000, 0111, 1110, 1101, 1011}

}
.

First, we assume that d > 0 is small enough which ensures the existence of all 3n n-periodic stationary
solutions of the LDE (3.1) via the implicit function theorem.

Theorem 3.2.19 ([31, Theorem 4.]). Let a ∈ (0, 1) and d > 0 be small enough. Then the LDE (3.1) has

1. 3n n-periodic stationary solutions which form

(a) N3(n) equivalence classes with respect to translations Cn. Moreover, NL3(n) of these equivalence
classes are formed by primitive periodic solutions.

(b) B3(n) equivalence classes with respect to translations and reflections Dn. Moreover, BL3(n) of these
equivalence classes are formed by primitive periodic solutions.

2. 2n asymptotically stable n-periodic stationary solutions which form

(a) N2(n) equivalence classes with respect to translations Cn. Moreover, NL2(n) of these equivalence
classes are formed by primitive periodic solutions.
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(b) B2(n) equivalence classes with respect to translations and reflections Dn. Moreover, BL2(n) of these
equivalence classes are formed by primitive periodic solutions,

where

Nk(n) =
1

n

∑
d|n

φ(d)k
n
d , (3.24)

Bk(n) =
1

2

[
Nk(n) +XB,k(n)

]
, XB,k(n) =


k + 1

2
k

n
2 , n is even,

k
n+1
2 , n is odd,

(3.25)

NLk(n) =
1

n

∑
d|n

µ
(n
d

)
kd, (3.26)

BLk(n) =
1

2

[
NLk(n) +

∑
d|n

µ
(n
d

)
XB,k(d)

]
. (3.27)

The function φ : N → N is the Euler totient function, see, e.g., [1]. Now, we consider the shapes of the
regions.
Theorem 3.2.20 ([69, Theorem 2.9]). Let n ≥ 2 be given. There are at most

#≤
A3

(n) = 1 +

n∑
m=2

BLπ
A3

(m) (3.28)

qualitatively distinct regions Ωw, w ∈ Am
3 , out of which at most

#≤
A2

(n) = 1 +

n∑
m=2

BLπ
A2

(m) (3.29)

regions belong to the asymptotically stable stationary solutions, where

BLπ
A3

(m) =
1

4m

[ ∑
d|m, d odd

µ(d) 3
m
d +XNL(m) + 2m

∑
d|m

µ
(m
d

)
Xπ

B,3(d)

]
, (3.30)

BLπ
A2

(m) =
1

4m

[ ∑
d|m, d odd

µ(d) 2
m
d + 2n

∑
d|m

µ
(m
d

)
Xπ

B,2(d)

]
, (3.31)

XNL(m) =


1, m = 1,

−1, m = 2α, α ∈ N,
0, otherwise

and

Xπ
B,3(d) =


4

3
· 3 d

2 , d is even,

2 · 3 d−1
2 , d is odd,

Xπ
B,2(d) =


2

d
2 , d is even,

2
d−1
2 , d is odd.

(3.32)

Technical details of the proofs and derivations of the used formulas can be found in [69] (included in Ap-
pendix F).

3.3 Multichromatic travelling waves of the Nagumo LDE
The examined properties of the periodic stationary solutions of the LDE (3.1) form the basis of the investigation
of the multichromatic waves. The waves of type (3.10) are monotone both in continuous and discrete case. On
the other hand, we can consider waves connecting a homogeneous steady state and a nonhomogeneous periodic
steady state of LDE (3.1). Such waves can be understood as a composition of multiple monotone waves; this
phenomenon has no natural counterpart in the continuous case.

We first provide analytic results proving the existence of the multichromatic waves. Mostly numerical results
are provided to determine the speed of such waves9. The final part of this section is devoted to the examination
of the collision of compound travelling solutions. The presented results originate mainly from [30] and [32]. The
latter paper is included in Appendix D.

9Indeed, the increasing complexity and the beauty of the behaviour comes at the cost of increasing analytical intricacy.
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3.3.1 Problem formulation and general results
In this section, we study the solutions of the LDE (3.1) which connect n-periodic stationary solutions investigated
in the preceding text. We call these solutions multichromatic waves. A solution of (3.1) in an n-chromatic wave,
n ∈ N, n ≥ 2 if it has the form

uj(t) =


Φ0(j − ct), mod(j, n) = 0,

Φ1(j − ct), mod(j, n) = 1,
...

Φn−1(j − ct), mod(j, n) = n− 1

(3.33)

for some wavespeed c ∈ R and Rn-valued waveprofile

Φ = (Φ0,Φ1, . . . ,Φn−1) : R → Rn

satisfying boundary conditions

lim
ξ→−∞

Φ(ξ) = uw1
, lim

ξ→+∞
Φ(ξ) = uw2

(3.34)

with some system (3.18) solutions uw1 , uw2 of type w1,w2, respectively10. See Figure 3.1 for illustration.
Substituting (3.33) into (3.1) we obtain the travelling wave system

−cΦ′
0(ξ) = d

[
Φn−1(ξ − 1)− 2Φ0(ξ) + Φ1(ξ + 1)

]
+ f

(
Φ0(ξ); a

)
,

−cΦ′
1(ξ) = d

[
Φ0(ξ − 1)− 2Φ1(ξ) + Φ2(ξ + 1)

]
+ f

(
Φ1(ξ); a

)
,

...
−cΦ′

n−1(ξ) = d
[
Φn−2(ξ − 1)− 2Φn−1(ξ) + Φ0(ξ + 1)

]
+ f

(
Φn−1(ξ); a

)
.

(3.35)

If n = 2 then the system has the form

−cΦ′
0(ξ) = d

[
Φ1(ξ − 1)− 2Φ0(ξ) + Φ1(ξ + 1)

]
+ f

(
Φ0(ξ); a

)
,

−cΦ′
1(ξ) = d

[
Φ0(ξ − 1)− 2Φ1(ξ) + Φ0(ξ + 1)

]
+ f

(
Φ1(ξ); a

)
.

(3.36)

The system can be understood as a problem of searching for a real number c ∈ R and a set of profiles Φ =
(Φ0,Φ1, . . . ,Φn−1) : R → Rn. Naturally, the existence and properties of the solutions depend on the parameters
(a, d). As the structure of the problem suggests, there are two main questions concerning the MFDE (3.35):
the existence and the properties of the profile Φ and the value of c (particularly whether c = 0 or c 6= 0).

The existence of the profile system Φ solving (3.35) was proved in [32, Theorem 2.1]. Before formulating
the result, let us note that the naming scheme from Definition 3.2.5 and the properties of the cubic f ensure
proper correspondence of words from An

3 or An
2 with n-periodic stationary solutions of the LDE (3.1). This

is not always true for a general bistable nonlinearity (3.7), [50, Section 1.2]. For the sake of completeness, we
include the following assumption.

(AS) Suppose that h(u; a, d) = 0 for some u ∈ Rn and (a, d) ∈ [0, 1] × [0,+∞]. Suppose furthermore that all
eigenvalues λ of D1h(u; a, d) satisfy λ ≤ 0. Then we have u = uw(a, d) for some w ∈ An

2 and (a, d) ∈ Ωw.

Theorem 3.3.1 ([32, Theorem 2.1]). Fix an integer n ≥ 2 and assume that (AΩ1), (AΩ2), (AΩ3) and (AS) all
hold. Consider two distinct words w−,w+ ∈ An

2 and pick (a, d) ∈ Ωw− ∩ Ωw+ with d > 0. Suppose furthermore
that one of the following conditions holds.

1. The words w− and w+ differ at precisely one location.

2. For each w ∈ An
2 \ {w−,w+} that satisfies w− ≤ w ≤ w+ we have (a, d) /∈ Ωw.

Then there exists a unique c ∈ R for which the travelling system (3.35) admits a solution Φ : R → Rn that
satisfies the boundary conditions (3.34). If c 6= 0 then Φ is unique up to translation and each component is
strictly increasing.

The main idea of the proof is to show that the partial ordering of the words induces the respective partial
ordering of the periodic stationary solutions through Theorem 3.2.11. The ordering then allows us to apply [14,
Theorem 6]. The validity of either of the two conditions ensures that there are no stable stationary solutions

10For the sake of simplicity, we omit the the discussion of the question whether both of the solutions uw1 , uw2 exist for the given
parameter (a, d) combination. This is treated later in a systematic manner.
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“in between” the ones we want to connect. The wave connecting the two periodic steady states of type w− and
w+ is denoted by w− → w+. Note that the translational symmetry (3.21) is also present in the set of wave
connections and for the sake of simplicity, we usually speak about classes of waves, i.e.,11

[001 → 011] = {001 → 011, 010 → 110, 100 → 101}.

The statement of Theorem 3.3.1 allows us to construct diagrams depicting the existence of respective waves,
Figure 3.13.

0 001

011

101

1

Ω[011] \ Ω[001]

Ω[001] \ Ω[011]

0 0001

01

1001

0011

0111

1011

1

Ω[0011] \ Ω[0001]

Ω[0111] \ Ω[0001] ∪ Ω[01] ∪ Ω[0011]

Ω[0011] \ Ω[0111]

Ω[0001] \ Ω[0111] ∪ Ω[01] ∪ Ω[0011]

Figure 3.13: This diagram depicts the wave connections mentioned in Theorem 3.3.1. A solid arrow indicates
the wave connection existing due to the validity of the first condition (i.e., the respective words differ at precisely
one location). A dashed arrow indicates the wave connection existing due to the second condition including
the necessary condition on the parameter (a, d) tuple. For the sake of clarity, we omit the obvious connection
0 → 1. The connections with words which are not minimal with respect to the rotation (3.21) are hinted in
grey at proper places and omitted everywhere else. Source: [32].

As previously mentioned, the crucial question is whether the existing wave travels or not. Intuitively, the
monochromatic wave (3.10) travelling speed is closely connected to the diffusion intensity d. Vaguely speaking
the higher the diffusion intensity, the more likely is the wave to travel. On the other hand, the results on existence
of stable periodic stationary solutions of the LDE (3.1) show that the solutions tend to lose their stability and
bifurcate if the diffusion intensity exceeds some threshold. One then should expect that the solutions of the
form (3.33) and (3.34) travel, i.e., c 6= 0, only for some small balanced parameter region inside Ωw− ∩Ωw+ . Due
to the complexity of the problem, no general analytic results are available so far. The nonzero speed of the
bichromatic waves (waves of type [0 → 01] and [01 → 1]) was however proved by Hupkes et al. in [30, Theorem
2.2, 2.3], see Figure 3.14 for illustration. Other results concerning the speed of the multichromatic waves are
numerical.

3.3.2 Numerical results and wave collisions
The numerical investigation is divided into three separate sections. First, we examine the behaviour of trichro-
matic waves, the waves connecting the trivial stable steady state of the LDE (3.1) and some stable three-periodic
steady state. We next turn out attention to quadrichromatic waves which incorporate four-periodic solutions.

Each of the paragraphs is concluded with an overview of the wave collisions. Experiments show that
Theorem 3.3.1 can be applied somewhat locally which enables the construction of compound waves containing
for example the wave [0 → 001] and [001 → 1], see Figure 3.19. Such waves can collide and subsequently
form new waves. Closer examination of the travelling regions for tri- and quadrichromatic waves helps us to
categorize the collisions and specify the parameter (a, d) regimes in which the collisions occur.

11Note that the stationary solutions rotate simultaneously. Analytically, an asynchronous rotation would create qualitatively
distinct object. This is illustrated in Figure 3.20.
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0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
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d

Figure 3.14: Regions of nonzero travelling speed for the bichromatic waves ([0 → 01] and [01 → 1]). The
number cmc indicates the speed of the monochromatic wave of type (3.10). The “tent” region is Ω01 as in
Figure 3.6. The indices 0 → bc and bc → 1 label the values describing the wave connections [0 → 01] and
[01 → 1], respectively. The regions of nonzero speed for bichromatic waves are just under the upper edge of the
Ω01 region, see [30] for further details. Source: [32].

Each of the traveling wave simulations were performed on a path with more than 100 vertices. The initial
condition was estimated as an arcus tangent approximation. A special attention was paid for the connection
not to be close to the end vertices. Surprisingly, this was enough to reach the desired wave type. The actual
ODE simulation was performed by the ODE45 solver in MATLAB software.

Let us note that this section is figure-heavy and it is not technically possible to include all the figures in
their proper place in the text. The simulation examples are thus included in the final pages of this chapter in
order to keep the flow of the text as natural as possible.

Trichromatic waves

The majority of information about the travelling regions of trichromatic waves is compiled in Figure 3.15. Let

Figure 3.15: Numerically computed regions in which the trichromatic waves travel. Boundary of each of the
region consists of the existence threshold of the three-periodic solution of the LDE (3.1). The lower thresholds
on which the waves still exist but with zero speed c = 0 are depicted by non-solid lines. The travelling regions
are divided into six regions (omitting the symmetry of the waves [0 → 001] and [011 → 1]) with qualitatively
different behaviour. Source: [32].
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us note that we examine waves of type [0 → 001], [0 → 011], [001 → 1] and [011 → 1]. The other three possible
wave connections as predicted by Theorem 3.3.1, i.e., [001 → 011], [001 → 110] and [001 → 110], seem to exist;
they were however not observed to travel.

The travelling regions for waves in the state [001] existence area can be divided into six different subregions in
which the compound waves exhibit different behaviour. Note that considering other regions would be superficial
because the symmetry argument (3.22) implies that the waves [0 → 001] and [011 → 1] exhibit qualitatively
same behaviour for a 7→ 1− a.

In the region Ω[001] both of the waves [0 → 001] and [001 → 1] exist. In the region A the wave [001 → 1]
travels. This enables us to construct a compound wave denoted by12 [0 → 001 → 1] as can be seen in the
second row of Figure 3.19. The travelling connection moves to left until it hits the pinned connection and
created the pinned monochromatic wave. Indeed, the monochromatic wave is pinned since the region Ω[001] lies
exclusively in the pinning region. Another possibility occurs in the region B where both of the waves [0 → 001]
and [001 → 1] travel, collide and form the pinned monochromatic wave, see the first line in Figure 3.19. The
behaviour of the compound wave in the region C is just a symmetric counterpart of A.

The most convoluted behaviour can be observed in the region E . Since E ⊂ Ω[001] ∩ Ω[011] the existence of
the waves [0 → 001], [001 → 011] and [011 → 1] is ensured. Moreover, the former and the latter waves travel. In
the virtue of the previous wave compositions, we can create a compound wave [0 → 001 → 011 → 1] where the
two outer connections travel until the collision occurs. Then again the pinned monochromatic wave emerges,
see the first row of Figure 3.20.

We omit the discussion of the behaviour in the other regions since the compound waves in D and F corre-
sponds to the already discussed cases in A and C.

Quadrichromatic waves

In the virtue of Figure 3.15 we include Figure 3.16 depicting the traveling regions for quadrichromatic waves.
Besides higher number of waves containing trivial periodic steady states there is one significant novel behaviour.
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Figure 3.16: Regions in which quadrichromatic waves travel. The Γw thresholds are identical to the ones in
Figure 3.11. The travelling regions of the waves incorporating the steady states of type [0001] and [0111] have
nonempty intersection with the region in which the monochromatic wave [0 → 1] travels. This enables us to
observe more intricate collision processes compared to trichromatic case. Source: [32].

Note that the existence regions of the 4-periodic stationary solutions of type [0001] and [0111] have nonempty
intersection with the travelling region of the monochromatic waves. The collisions of the compound waves thus
exhibit much richer phenomena. There can again be distinguished six subsets of Ω[0001] in which the compound
waves show qualitatively different behaviour, see Figure 3.17. Indeed, there are six possible combinations of
whether the waves of type [0 → 0001], [0001 → 0111] and [0 → 1] travel. Let us closely examine the compound
wave [0 → 0001 → 1]. The regions C,D,E and F correspond to the regions A,B, the region with zero speed
for the waves [0 → 001], [001 → 1] and C, respectively, see Figure 3.15. Both in A and B, the emerging
monochromatic wave travels as can be seen in Figure 3.21.

12Up to now, we do not have a proper definition of compound waves and thus the labelling is rather intuitive than rigorous.
Figures 3.19, 3.20 and 3.21 should be informative enough to explain the concept of compound waves and its notation.
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Figure 3.17: Magnifications of two sepcific parts of Figure 3.16. The first panel is illustrative depiction of the
situation at the intersection of the monochromatic travelling region and Ω[0001]. The small arrows respectively
depict whether the waves of type [0 → 0001] and [0001 → 1] travel. The big arrow relates to the monochromatic
wave of type [0 → 1]. The second panel illustrates a qualitative difference in the examination of periodic steady
states and the travelling waves, see Remark 3.3.2. Source: [32].

More complex compound waves can also be made. For example, assuming (a, d) ∈ Ω[0001] ∩ Ω[01] the wave
[0 → 0001 → 01 → 1] can be constructed, see Figure 3.20.

Remark 3.3.2. There is one subtlety observed which further shows the intricacy in the study of the multi-
chromatic waves. It can be shown that Ω[01] and Ω[0011] coincide. Indeed, if we search for solution of type
[0011] we assume u1 = u2 and u3 = u4. The system (3.18) reduces to the system on two vertices with halved
diffusion coefficient. This is demonstrated in the right panel of Figure 3.17 such that Ω[0011] coincides with
twice vertically magnified Ω[01]. On the other hand, the existence region of the wave [0 → 01] and the scaled
region of the wave [0 → 0011] do not seem to coincide.

3.4 Open questions and further directions
The following list does not aspire to give a general overview of open questions and possible directions. It just
gives few ideas which might be of interest for future research.

Travelling waves in general bistable systems The LDE (3.1) exhibits bistable behaviour; there are two
asymptotically stable homogeneous steady states. This rather general property can be for example observed
in Lotka-Volterra competition model. Local behaviour of stationary states of such systems were examined
in [61]. In the light of §3.2, can a similar analysis be performed for such systems? What can be said about
multichromatic waves in such system?

Counting of stationary solutions on general graphs with nontrivial automorphism, [69] The main
objects of interests were the LDE (3.1) and the GDE (3.15) in this paper. In general, given a graph G =
(V,E), the Nagumo graph differential equation can be written as (3.5). Provided the graph G has a nontrivial
automorphism (a nontrivial self-map which preserves the edge-vertex connectivity) the approach used here can
be extended. Indeed, the group Dn is the automorphism group of the cycle graph with n vertices and all
computation can be carried out when the replacing the dihedral group Dn with the automorphism group of the
graph G.

Equivalence of the GDE and the LDE stationary solutions in general, [69] The idea of Lemma 3.2.1
is such that the restriction to the periodic stationary solutions of the LDE (3.1) allows us to formally divide
the lattice into a countable number of identical finite graphs. General equivalence claim which helps to reduce
the search for an arbitrary periodic patterns in sufficiently regular infinite graphs (e.g., triangular lattice,
hexagonal lattice) into a finite-dimensional problem is still missing. For example, a reproduction of the proof
of Lemma 3.2.1 shows that the stationary solutions of the LDE (3.14) in the form of a repeated 2x2 pattern are
equivalent to the stationary solutions of the GDE (3.15) on 4 vertices with the doubled diffusion coefficient d,
see Figure 3.18 for illustration.
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Figure 3.18: A graphical illustration of a possible extension of Lemma 3.2.1 for patterns on two-dimensional
lattices. A general idea is that the edges crossing the dashed line are wrapped back inside from the opposite
sides. Source: [69].

Can there be derived a more general lemma in the virtue of Lemma 2.1 for a general class of lattices, e.g.,
hexagonal lattice, triangular lattice, etc., and an arbitrary pattern which covers the whole lattice?
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Figure 3.19: Examples of two wave collisions. The first line depicts the wave [0 → 001 → 1]. The parameters
were set to (a, d) = (0.404, 0.054) and they occupy the region B, see Figure 3.15. Both the waves [0 → 001] and
[001 → 1] travel here until the collision which creates a pinned monochromatic wave. The second line shows the
wave of the same type but the parameters (a, d) = (0.404, 0.05) lie in the region A. Only the wave [0 → 001]
travels here until hits the pinned wave [001 → 1] and create a pinned monochromatic wave. Source: [32].
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Figure 3.20: The first line depicts the wave of type [0 → 001 → 011 → 1]. The parameters are set to be
(a, d) = (0.5, 0.0337) which places them in the region E , see Figure 3.15. Both the waves [0 → 001] and
[011 → 1] travel here; they collide and they form a pinned nonmonotone monochromatic wave. A monotone
monochromatic wave can be obtained by replacing the first wave with [0 → 010]. The second line depicts
a compound quadrichromatic wave [0 → 0001 → 0101] in the regime where the wave [0 → 0001] travels,
(a, d) = (0.5, 0.033554). The collision results in a pinned bichromatic wave [0 → 01]. Source: [32].
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Figure 3.21: Two examples of compound quadrichromatic waves. The first line depicts the wave of type
[0 → 0001 → 1] with (a, d) = (0.378, 0.058), i.e., they lie in the region A from Figure 3.17. Only the wave
of type [0001 → 1] travels here. After the collision the monochromatic travelling wave is formed. This is a
novel behaviour impossible to observe in the trichromatic case. The same wave is shown in the second line but
the parameters are set to be in the region B, (a, d) = (0.37, 0.0625). Now both of the waves [0 → 0001] and
[0001 → 1] travel. The resulting monochromatic wave then also travels. Source: [32].
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Chapter 4

Conclusion

A wide topic of dynamical systems on graphs was presented from two of many possible viewpoints. We investi-
gated evolutionary games on graphs which are dynamical systems with discrete spatial and temporal structure
and discrete (even binary) state space. Another examined field were reaction-diffusion problems which in con-
trary possess continuous temporal structure and state space. Generally speaking, the research focused on various
types of equilibrium states.

In the evolutionary games on graphs, we investigated fixed points (constant states of the system) and
periodic orbits (invariant set of states which are periodically rotating). Although not explicitly stated, all the
results show that introducing a spatial structure into a system can result in much richer and less predictable
behaviour. Specific spatial settings can construct fixed states whose ratio of cooperating and defecting players
is in a complete contrast with the possible Nash equilibria and/or the evolutionary stable strategies of the
two-player matrix game. On the other hand, the richer dynamics is balanced with increasing complexity of
the problem from the mathematical point of view. To this end, we have so far neglected possible extensions
such as other reproduction dynamics (death-birth, birth-death, etc., see [17]), length of player interaction [8],
various update rules and other. One of the major traits of the model is such that the notion of stability is yet
to be defined since even one vertex perturbation can lead to emergence of an intricate trajectory. Although this
trajectory ends in the desired steady state the behaviour is still unexpected and hard to predict, see [17, Example
13]. On the other hand, even simple discrete-time models can exhibit very rich and unintuitive behaviour, see,
e.g., [70].

The second part of this thesis was devoted to the Nagumo lattice differential equation. When possible,
some overlap with the theory of more general bistable systems is discussed. We paid special attention to the
comparison of the properties of the lattice equation and its continuous counterpart, the Nagumo partial differ-
ential equation. The lattice equation can possess travelling wave solutions similar to the spatially continuous
equation but there is a non-trivial parameter region (the pinning region) in which the solutions do not travel.
Moreover, the lattice equation can have an infinite number of stationary solutions; it is argued that the existence
of such solutions is directly connected to the pinning phenomenon. Further, we investigated the properties of
heterogeneous periodic stationary solutions of the lattice equation; again, a phenomenon with no counterpart
in the continuous case. The periodic stationary solutions we used as building blocks of more intricate trav-
elling wave solutions, the multichromatic waves, which exhibit wave collisions and even travel in the pinning
area. Since the topic of emergence of the heterogeneous stationary states and the travelling structures in the
Nagumo lattice differential equation is fairly complex, there is abundance of open questions and further research
directions. Namelly, the multichromatic waves travelling speed has been investigated only through numerical
simulations but even the knowledge of the monochromatic waves’ travelling speed is not complete yet, [35, 72].
Next, our approach for investigating stationary solutions included the reduction of the countable system of
algebraic equations into a finite one. This was possible due to a specific structure of the underlying structure:
the one-dimensional lattice, the path graph. Further extension to other types of lattices is still missing.

We would like to finally mention an interesting link between the Nagumo lattice equation and time-discrete
dynamical systems. The stationary problem for the lattice equation

0 = d(ui−1 − 2ui − ui+1) + f(ui; a)

can be expressed as a two dimensional system

ui+1 = vi,

vi+1 = 2vi − ui +
1

d
f(vi; a),

(4.1)

which is forward and backward solvable for any initial condition (u0, v0) ∈ [0, 1]n. The knowledge of the fixed
and periodic points is crucial to understanding of the stationary solutions of the lattice equation, [7, 29].

49
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All the mentioned directions show a similar property: the parameters of the system must be in a certain
balanced setting for the equilibrium-like behaviours to emerge which makes it challenging and interesting topic
for mathematical research.
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Abstract. Cooperative behaviour is often accompanied by the incentives to

defect, i.e., to reap the benefits of others’ efforts without own contribution.
We provide evidence that cooperation and defection can coexist under very

broad conditions in the framework of evolutionary games on graphs under de-

terministic imitation dynamics. Namely, we show that for all graphs there
exist coexistence equilibria for certain game-theoretical parameters. Similarly,

for all relevant game-theoretical parameters there exists a graph yielding co-
existence equilibria. Our proofs are constructive and robust with respect to

various utility functions which can be considered. Finally, we briefly discuss

bounds for the number of coexistence equilibria.

1. Introduction. Cooperative behaviour in complex systems and natural networks
is an exciting phenomenon occurring in groups of cells, animals [4, 6, 11] and,
most importantly, human societies [1], social organizations and related networks
[10]. Increased levels of cooperation can lead to advanced organizational structures.
It has been suggested that cooperation is the third fundamental driving force of
evolution besides mutation and natural selection [12]. Naturally, in most cases,
cooperative actions are accompanied by the presence of defective ones (i.e., free-
riding behaviour in which individuals collect the benefits of cooperation of others
without contributing themselves) and both coexist in various forms [7, 9]. The
goal of this paper is to formally show that in a simple framework of evolutionary
games on graphs one can easily observe omnipresence of configurations in which
cooperation and defection coexist.

In standard evolutionary game theory [8, 9], infinite homogeneous populations
are considered and cooperation and defection coexist in the case of Stag hunt and
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Hawk and dove games (whereby the coexistence equilibrium is unstable in the for-
mer and stable in the latter case). In recent years, numerous studies of finite and
heterogenous populations (modelled by evolutionary games on graphs) revealed that
the introduction of spatial structure could extend the areas of coexistence of coop-
eration and defection to other social-dilemma games, especially prisoner’s dilemma
[5, 7, 13, 14, 15, 16]. We contribute to this line of research and provide construc-
tive proofs showing that, under deterministic imitation dynamics, for every social
dilemma parameter cooperation and defection can coexist. Similarly, we show that
for each graph/network there exist game-theoretical parameters such that cooper-
ation and defection can coexist (we find these parameters in SH and FC parameter
regions). Finally, in order to quantify the ubiquity of the states in which cooper-
ation and defection coexist, we construct a specific class of graphs such that the
number of coexistence equilibria grows exponentially with the number of vertices of
underlying graphs.

The paper is organized as follows. Firstly, in Section 2 we introduce our formal
model of an evolutionary game on a graph as well as the concept of coexistence
equilibria. Next, in Section 3, we study the stationary boundaries of clusters of
cooperators and defectors. Based on this knowledge, we are able to show in Section
4 that coexistence equilibria (or fixed points) exist for all social-dilemma game
parameters as well as for all graphs. Finally, we estimate the possible number of
coexistence equilibria on graphs in Section 5. In Section 6 we provide a robustness
analysis for our constructions to show that they could be used also if another utility
function is considered. We conclude with final remarks and open problems in Section
7.

2. Evolutionary games on graphs. We consider undirected graphs whose ver-
tices represent players and the edges/links represent the interaction between the
players. Each player can either cooperate C or defect D, the set of possible states
for each vertex is thus S = {D,C} = {0, 1}. We use the following notation for
neighbourhoods on graphs. N1(i) denotes all vertices with distance 1 from vertex
i and N≤1(i) includes all vertices whose distance is at most one (similarly N2(i)
denotes all vertices with distance 2 etc.).

In each time step each vertex (player) determines its utility u from interactions
with its neighbours. This utility is given by the underlying game-theoretical pa-
rameters:

C D
C a b
D c d

Based on the values of its utility and the utilities of its neighbours it then chooses
its next state (following a dynamical rule ϕ).

Putting those ideas together, we can formulate formally an evolutionary game
on a graph as a dynamical system in the following way (see [5] for more details):

Definition 2.1. An evolutionary game on a graph is a quintuple (G, p, u, T , ϕ),
where

(a) G = (V,E) is a connected graph,
(b) p = (a, b, c, d) are game-theoretical parameters,
(c) u : SV → RV is a utility function,
(d) T : N0 → 2V is an update order,

(e) ϕ : (N0)
2
≥ × SV → SV is a (generally nonautonomous) dynamical system.
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Figure 1. Game-theoretical parameters b, d and underlying
social-dillemas (for a = 1, d = 0). Stability diagrams show the
standard replicator dynamics on the interval [0, 1] for spatially ho-
mogenenous and well-mixed populations. Coexistence equilibria
exist only in Stag-hunt (unstable, white) and Hawk and dove (sta-
ble, black).

Remark 1. (a) We assume that the game-theoretical parameters p = (a, b, c, d)
satisfy min{a, c} > max{b, d}, i.e. we consider the so-called social-dilemmas
which include Prisoner’s dilemma (PD, c > a > d > b), Stag hunt (SH, a >
c > d > b), Hawk and dove (HD, c > a > b > d) and Full cooperation (FC,
a > c > b > d), see Figure 1. Without loss of generality one could assume that
a = 1 and d = 0, see [5, Remark 9] for details.

(b) There are two most common choices of utility functions, either the aggregate
utility

uA
i (x) =a

∑
j∈N1(i)

xixj + b
∑

j∈N1(i)

xi(1− xj) + c
∑

j∈N1(i)

(1− xi)xj

+ d
∑

j∈N1(i)

(1− xi)(1− xj), (1)

for x ∈ SV or the mean utility

uM
i (x) =

1

|N1(i)|
uA
i (x). (2)

In the case of regular graphs, the dynamics is the same, but it differs for irregular
graphs, see [5].

(c) Two major examples of update orders (for others see [5, Section 5]) are syn-
chronous (T (t) = V for each t ∈ N0), and sequential (vertices can be ordered
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so that T (t) = {(t + 1)(modn)}). However, in this paper we deal with fixed
points and our results apply to any update order.

(d) In this paper we use the (deterministic) imitation dynamics ϕID, in which a
vertex follows the strategy in its 1-neighbourhood which currently yields the
highest utility. For other dynamics (birth-death, death-birth), see [5, Remark
4].

Mathematically, we define ϕID via its components ϕID
i := proji◦ϕ : (N0)

2
≥×

SV → S by

ϕID
i (t + 1, t, x) =

{
xmax if i ∈ T (t), |Ai(x)| = 1 and Ai(x) = {xmax},
xi otherwise,

(3)

where Ai(x) is the set of strategies in the neighbourhood of x which yield the
highest utility and is given by

Ai(x) = {xk : k ∈ argmax {uj(x) : j ∈ N≤1(i)}} . (4)

The cardinality of Ai(x) is used to ensure that all vertices with the highest
utility have the same state. If that is not the case, the vertex preserves its
current state (in order to keep the dynamics deterministic).

In this paper we study states in which cooperation and defection coexist and
which remain unchanged by the dynamics ϕ.

Definition 2.2. We say that a state x ∈ SV is a coexistence equilibrium (coexis-
tence fixed point) of the evolutionary game on a graph (G, p, u, T , ϕ) if

(a) it is a fixed point, i.e., ϕ(t + 1, t, x) = x for all t ∈ N0,
(b) it is a coexistence state, i.e., 0 <

∑
i∈V xi < |V |.

The following observation enables us to easily consider all update orders T at
once.

Lemma 2.3. Let T : N0 → 2V be the synchronous update order, i.e., T (t) = V for
all t ∈ N0. If a state x ∈ SV is a coexistence equilibrium of the evolutionary game
on a graph (G, p, u, T , ϕ) then it is a coexistence equilibrium of any evolutionary

game (G, p, u, T̃ , ϕ), where T̃ is an arbitrary update order.

Proof. Indeed, if ϕ(t+1, t, x) = x in the synchronous case, all vertices i ∈ V = T (t)

preserve their strategy xi. Thus, if T̃ (t) ⊂ V (only a subset of vertices is being
updated) we have ϕ(t + 1, t, x) = x as well.

Remark 2. (i) Consequently, we consider the synchronous update order through-
out the paper and shorten the nonautonomous notation ϕ(t+1, t, x) and write
autonomously ϕ(x) instead. However, note that the dynamical properties like
the stability of fixed points (which we do not study in this paper) need not be
preserved when we move from the synchronous (autonomous) to the general
(nonautonomous) update order, see examples in [5].

(ii) Following the idea of the proof, we could replace synchronous update order
by any fair update order in Lemma 2.3. An update order T : N0 → 2V is fair
if for each vertex v ∈ V and each time t0 ∈ N0 there exists t > t0 such that
v ∈ T (t) (i.e., v is updated at time t). See [5, Definition 15] for more details.
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3. Cluster boundaries. In a deterministic imitation dynamics ϕID which we in-
troduced above, the vertices which only have neighbours with the same state never
change their strategy. Consequently, we introduce clusters of cooperators and de-
fectors and study their boundaries on which the change of strategies could occur,
see Figure 2 for the illustration and note that the importance of clusters has been
already pointed out [13]. For a given state x ∈ SV we introduce the sets of inner
cooperators (abbreviated by IC, cooperators with only cooperative neighbours) and
inner defectors (ID, defectors with only defective neighbours)

VIC(x) := {i ∈ V : xi = 1, and xj = 1 for all j ∈ N1(i)} ,
VID(x) := {i ∈ V : xi = 0, and xj = 0 for all j ∈ N1(i)} .

In contrast, if a cooperator has at least one defective neighbour, we call it a
boundary cooperator (BC). Similarly, boundary defectors (BD) have at least one
cooperative neighbour. For a given state x ∈ SV we define the set of boundary
cooperators by

VBC(x) := {i ∈ V : xi = 1, and there exists j ∈ N1(i) with xj = 0} ,
and the set of boundary defectors by

VBD(x) := {i ∈ V : xi = 0, and there exists j ∈ N1(i) with xj = 1} .
Obviously, for all x ∈ SV we have V = VIC(x) ∪ VBC(x) ∪ VID(x) ∪ VBD(x).

This definition of cluster boundaries enables us to prove the following simple
sufficient condition for a state x to be a coexistence equilibrium. This statement is
the cornerstone of our later constructions.

Lemma 3.1. Let (G, p, u, T , ϕID) be an evolutionary game on a graph and let
x ∈ SV be a coexistence state. If for each i ∈ VBD(x) and each j ∈ VBC(x) ∩N1(i)
there exists v ∈ VIC(x) ∩N1(j) such that

uv > ui > uj , (5)

then x is a coexistence equilibrium of (G, p, u, T , ϕID).

Proof. We need to prove that neither boundary cooperators nor boundary defectors
change states. Indeed, the fact that for all i ∈ VBD(x) and each j ∈ VBC(x)∩N1(i)
we have ui > uj implies that (see (3)-(4))

Ai(x) = {0} and consequently ϕID
i (x) = 0 (= xi).

Similarly, each j ∈ VBC(x) has a cooperative neighbour v ∈ VIC(x)∩N1(j) such
that for all i ∈ VBD(x) ∩N1(j) inequalities (5) hold, which implies that

Aj(x) = {1} and consequently ϕID
j (x) = 1 (= xj).

Remark 3. The inequalities (5) are not necessary (only sufficient) for x to be a fixed
point. For example, the boundary defector i could have a cooperating neighbour
j ∈ VBC(x) with a higher utility as long as it has a defective neighbour k ∈ VBD(x)
such that

uk > uj > ui.

4. Construction of coexistence equilibria. First, we show that for any given
game-theoretical parameters p = (a, b, c, d) there exists a graph such that the evo-
lutionary game has a coexistence equilibrium.
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IC BC BD ID

Figure 2. Construction of a graph with a coexistence equilibrium
for any given parameters, see Theorem 4.1. Black vertices represent
cooperators, white vertices defect.

Theorem 4.1. For each p = (a, b, c, d) and any update order T there exists a
connected graph G such that the evolutionary game on a graph (G, p, uM , T , ϕID)
has a coexistence equilibrium.

Proof. We construct a graph G and a state configuration x ∈ SV of the coexistence
equilibrium at once. We have four vertex types (see Figure 2). In our construction,
inner cooperators (IC) and inner defectors (ID) are always vertices of degree 1 (i.e.,
leaf vertices). On the other hand, m boundary cooperators (BC) and m boundary
defectors (BD) form a complete bipartite graph Km,m so that each boundary co-
operator is connected to all m boundary defectors and vice versa. Moreover, each
boundary defector has exactly ` neighbouring inner defectors and each boundary co-
operator has exactly n neighbouring inner cooperators (see Figure 2 for illustration
of this construction). For given parameters p = (a, b, c, d) the respective utilities
are

uM
IC = a,

uM
BC =

na + mb

n + m
,

uM
BD =

`d + mc

` + m
,

uM
ID = d.

The inequalities (5) hold if

a >
`d + mc

` + m
>

na + mb

n + m
. (6)

Since a > b we have that a > na+mb
n+m for all m > 0. Moreover, the fact that a > d

and b < c imply that we can find ` and m such that (6) hold.
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Figure 3. Construction of a coexistence equilibrium on an arbi-
trary graph, see Theorem 4.2.

So far, we showed that for any p = (a, b, c, d) there exists a graph such that a
coexistence equilibrium exists. Next, we prove that for any given graph we can find
a suitable parameter vector such that the evolutionary game on this graph yields a
coexistence equilibrium.

Theorem 4.2. For each connected graph G and any update order T there ex-
ists a parameter vector p = (a, b, c, d) such that the evolutionary game on a graph
(G, p, uM , T , ϕID) has a coexistence equilibrium.

Proof. Firstly, we construct a coexistence equilibrium for noncomplete graphs, then
for complete graphs.

1. If the graph is not complete, we can pick any vertex v which is not connected
to all the other vertices. We define the states of vertices x ∈ SV by

xi =

{
1 i ∈ N≤1(v),

0 i /∈ N≤1(v),

i.e., we define a cluster of cooperators (vertices which are at most at distance
one from v) and a set of defectors (vertices whose distance from v is at least
2, this set is not necessarily a connected subgraph of G). In other words, we
have (see Figure 3):

VIC(x) := {v},
VBC(x) := {j ∈ V : j ∈ N1(v)},
VBD(x) := {i ∈ V : i ∈ N2(v)}.

If we denote by kmax the maximal degree of the graph G, the utilities of
the relevant vertices satisfy

uM
v = a,

uM
j ≤

(kmax − 1)a + b

kmax
,

uM
i ≤ c,
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uM
i ≥

c + (kmax − 1)d

kmax
,

for all j ∈ VBC(x) and i ∈ VBD(x).
Consequently, the former inequality in (5) holds if we choose

a > c,

and the latter if we choose

c > (kmax − 1)(a− d) + b.

2. If the graph is complete, i.e. G = Kn and we pick arbitrary m vertices as
cooperators and the remaining n − m as defectors, we have the following
utilities for cooperators and defectors (note that VID(x) = VIC(x) = ∅ in this
case)

uM
C = (m− 1)a + (n−m)b,

uM
D = mc + (n−m− 1)d.

If uC = uD, we have that ϕi(x) = xi. This situation occurs if

(m− 1)a + (n−m)b = mc + (n−m− 1)d.

Remark 4. Note that, with the exception of the complete graph, the coexistence
equilibria are stable with respect to small perturbations of parameters (since the
construction is based on inequalities rather than equalities as in the case of complete
graphs).

5. Number of coexistence equilibria. In this section, we construct a special
narrow class of graphs which shows that there can be an exponential number of
coexistence equilibria.

Theorem 5.1. For each n ≥ 6, there exists a connected graph G with n vertices
such that the evolutionary game on a graph (G, p, uM , T , ϕID) has at least 2bn/3c

coexistence equilibria for some parameter vector p = (a, b, c, d) and any update order
T .

Proof. Consider the undirected cycle G = Cn of length n with vertices numbered
0, . . . , n− 1. Let X be the set of states x on Cn such that each cluster of defectors
and cooperators has at least size 3, that is

X = {x ∈ {0, 1}n |W (x) ∩ {(1, 0, 1), (1, 0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 0), (0, 1, 1, 0)} = ∅}
where we write

W (x) = {(xj mod n, xj+1 mod n, . . . , xj+k−1 mod n) | j, k ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1}}.
We calculate the following mean utilities

uM
j =

a + b

2
for all j ∈ VBC(x),

uM
i =

c + d

2
for all i ∈ VBD(x).

Thus for a > c+d
2 > a+b

2 the inequalities (5) hold and we get a coexistence equi-
librium. It remains to estimate the cardinality of X. Since for n = 3k we have
{(1, 1, 1), (0, 0, 0)}k ⊆ X, |X| > 2

n
3 holds. Consequently, for general n, we have

|X| > 2bn/3c.
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Remark 5. The parameter range that we used in the proof is a subset of SH, HD
and PD. We can get a parameter range intersecting all 4 scenarios by considering
the lexicographic product L = Cn[G] where G is a k regular graph with ` vertices
(i.e., k < `). Thus L has vertex set {1, . . . , n} × V (G) and ((i1, j1), (i2, j2)) ∈ E(L)
if (i1, i2) ∈ E(Cn) or i1 = i2, (j1, j2) ∈ E(G). Then L is a k + 2` regular graph.
Each state on x can be mapped to a state f(x) with f(x)(i,j) := xi. Define T =
{x ∈ {0, 1}n |W (x) ∩ {(0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 1, 1, 0)} = ∅}. Then for a state y in f(T )
we have

uM
j =

(k + `)a + `b

k + 2`
for all j ∈ VBC(x),

uM
i =

2`c + kd

k + 2`
for all i ∈ VBD(x).

Hence y is a fixed point, if

(k + 2`)a > 2`c + kd > (k + `)a + `b. (7)

For a = 1 and d = 0 this is 1 + k
2` > c > k+`

2` + b
2 . Again for fixed k and ` the

number of elements in f(T ) is exponential in n, but for every admissible (a, b, c, d)
with 1+b

2 < c < 3/2 we can find k and ` such that the inequalities in (7) are fulfilled.

Remark 6. Considering equivalence classes of states under automorphisms of the
graph can heavily reduce the number of states. In this sense, it is worth noting
that our constructions which yield the exponential number of coexistence equilibria
are based on symmetric graphs. Notice however that the number of coexistence

equilibria which differ under automorphisms in our example is at least 2bn/3c

2n (the
automorphism group of the cycle has size 2n), so we still get an exponential lower
bound. Also some of these equilibria cannot be attained from other states (the
influence of graph automorphisms and the problem of attainabilty has been studied
in the case of stochastic evolutionary dynamics on graphs in [2, 3]).

6. Aggregate utility function. All above results can relatively simply be for-
mulated for the aggregate utility function uA given by (1). First, for any given
parameters there exists a graph such that the evolutionary game has a coexistence
equilibrium (counterpart of Theorem 4.1).

Theorem 6.1. For each p = (a, b, c, d) and any update order T there exists a
connected graph G such that the evolutionary game on a graph (G, p, uA, T , ϕID)
has a coexistence equilibrium.

Proof. We only have to modify the construction in the proof of Theorem 4.1 slightly
by adding a set of k cooperators to every inner cooperator (see Figure 2). In that
case, the required inequalities (6) turn into

(k + 1)a > `d + mc > na + mb.

The former inequality will always be satisfied if k is large enough (i.e., if we add
sufficiently many cooperating neighbours to inner cooperators in Figure 2. The
latter inequality will be satisfied if m is large enough (since b < c), i.e., if each
boundary cooperator will have enough boundary cooperators.

Also in the case of the aggregate utility function, for each graph we can find
admissible parameters for which the evolutionary game on a graph has a coexistence
equilibrium.
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Theorem 6.2. For each connected graph G and any update order T there ex-
ists a parameter vector p = (a, b, c, d) such that the evolutionary game on a graph
(G, p, uA, T , ϕID) has a coexistence equilibrium.

Proof. In this case, the construction is the same as in the proof of Theorem 4.2,
we only assume that max{b, d} ≤ 0 and min{a, c} > 0. Considering the worst case
scenarios we observe that a vertex j ∈ VBC(x) can be connected to every vertex from
the cooperating cluster and must be connected to at least one boundary defector.
A vertex i ∈ VBD(x) can be connected to all vertices from the cooperating cluster
except the vertex v (yielding the highest utility). On the other hand, the vertex i
could be connected to exactly one cooperator and to every other defecting vertex
in the graph (yielding the lowest utility). Consequently,

uA
v ≥ a,

uA
j ≤ (kmax − 1)a + b,

uA
i ≤ kmaxc,

uA
i ≥ c + (kmax − 1)d.

These estimates imply that (5) hold if a > kmaxc and c+(kmax−1)d > (kmax−1)a+b.
Thus, if we set a > kmaxc and b� d both inequalities are satisfied.

Finally, in Theorem 5.1 we showed that there is an exponential growth of the
number of coexistence equilibria with respect to the number of vertices of the under-
lying graph. Since the construction in the proof was based on 2-regular graphs (on
which the mean and aggregate utility functions uM and uA satisfy uA = 2uM ), we
can straightforwardly claim the same statement for the aggregate utility function.

Theorem 6.3. For each n ≥ 6, there exists a connected graph G with n vertices
such that the evolutionary game on a graph (G, p, uA, T , ϕID) has at least 2bn/3c

coexistence equilibria for some parameter vector p = (a, b, c, d) and any update order
T .

7. Final remarks. Evolutionary games on graphs have been studied in very com-
plex settings under more general assumptions (large random nonconstant graphs,
random updating, etc.). In this paper, we showed analytically that even in the de-
terministic settings the theory offers rich behaviour and yields coexistence equilibria
for all graphs and for all game theoretical parameters. Consequently, we answered
problems (A) and (D) which we posed in [5, Section 9]. Besides the other ques-
tions listed there we mention other issues related to coexistence equilibria worth
investigation.

(A) Cluster dynamics: Our results are based on a simple observation, Lemma
3.1. This result could indicate that deeper analysis of dynamics on cluster
boundaries could provide finer insight into the behaviour of evolutionary games
on graphs. Specifically, since Lemma 3.1 is a sufficient condition for x being a
coexistence equilibrium can we, e.g., obtain a helpful necessary condition?

(B) Stability and attractivity: A natural and surprisingly nontrivial question
concerns the stability of equilibria of evolutionary games on graphs. In [5,
Definition 7] we defined stability via perturbation of a single vertex in a state
x and provided simple results for complete and k-regular graphs. However, it
seems that this concept is very difficult to study on general graphs. Is there a
sophisticated way to analyze stability of equilibria in this sense? Alternatively,
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is there a better concept of stability/attractivity for evolutionary games on
graphs?

(C) Nonexistence: Describe conditions under which there is no coexistence equi-
librium for an evolutionary game on a graph.

(D) Periodic coexistence: In this paper we studied coexistence equilibria, i.e.,
fixed points. Note that we could ask similar questions related to coexistence
cycles, in which we could observe periodic dynamics. Most importantly, given
game-theoretical parameters (a, b, c, d) (see Figure 2), can we find a graph G
such that the evolutionary game on G yields a cycle (or even a cycle of given
length)?
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Abstract. A periodic behavior is a well observed phenomena in biological

and economical systems. We show that evolutionary games on graphs with

imitation dynamics can display periodic behavior for an arbitrary choice of
game theoretical parameters describing social-dilemma games. We construct

graphs and corresponding initial conditions whose trajectories are periodic with

an arbitrary minimal period length. We also examine a periodic behavior
of evolutionary games on graphs with the underlying graph being an acyclic

(tree) graph. Astonishingly, even this acyclic structure allows for arbitrary

long periodic behavior.

1. Introduction. Evolutionary game theory on graphs in the spirit of Nowak and
May [14] studies the evolution of social behavior in spatially structured populations.
In our setting, each vertex of a graph is assigned a strategy. In every time step,
each vertex plays a matrix game with its imminent neighbors. The resulting game
utilities together with the update order (certain vertices can remain rigid) and the
update function result in the change of strategy to the subsequent time step. Here,
we focus on the case of synchronous update order and deterministic imitation dy-
namics - every vertex copies the strategy of the most successful neighbor including
itself. From a biological point of view, it is natural to consider a stochastic update
rule leading mathematically to a Markov chain. This is also the approach taken by
most rigorous investigations of such systems, see for example [4] and [2]. Random-
ness can also be used to introduce mutations of the individuals into the model, see
for example [2]. However, questions about the dynamical behavior of these models
often become intractable because of the stochastic nature of the system. Different
authors therefore also studied deterministic versions of the model, see for example
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[1, 5, 10, 12, 14, 15]. The results regarding this deterministic version, however, are
almost all obtained by simulations.

One of the factors influencing dynamics heavily are the parameters of the un-
derlying matrix game. We consider a two strategy game (Cooperation, Defection)
whose interpretation leads to a natural division of the parameter space into 4 scenar-
ios Prisoner’s dilemma, Stag hunt, Hawk and dove, Full cooperation. The equilibria
of the replicator dynamics based on matrix games with such parameters are already
well known, [9].

In [14] it was shown by simulations that even on lattices these dynamical systems
can show very complicated behavior starting from a very simple initial condition,
see also Chapter 9 in [13]. Nowak and May show for example that the systems
can exhibit cascading behavior. Most of the time, such constructions work for very
specific choices of parameters.

Our main questions is thus: Can arbitrarily long periodic behavior happen for all
parameter choices? For example, the replicator dynamics with parameters of HD
scenario tend to a stable mixed equilibrium but only pure equilibria are attractive
for the other scenarios. The spatial structure of the game must be thus thoroughly
examined. We will answer the question positively by explicitly constructing the
graphs demonstrating the required behavior for each set of parameters.

In this paper, we focus on evolutionary games on a graph with periodic trajecto-
ries along which the strategy profiles (number of cooperators and defectors) change.
Periodic behavior with no change in the strategy profiles was observed for example
in [13] by Nowak and May in a structure they called a walker (spaceship in cellular
automata terms). Moreover, such a structure is automorphism invariant in a cer-
tain sense; for each time step, there exists a graph automorphism which keeps the
moving walker in one place. Such structures may be of interest for future research.
We note, that our constructions introduce a periodic behavior of arbitrary length
both in strategy vectors (distribution of strategies) and strategy profiles.

Evolutionary games on graphs also form a very interesting class of cellular au-
tomata. Cellular automata on a lattice can take into account the relative spatial
position of a neighbor. The dependence on the neighbor on the left might differ
from the dependence on the neighbor on the right. On an arbitrary graph this is
only possible if the edges carry some kind of label. A cellular automaton in which
the new state of a cell depends only on its own state and the number of neighboring
cells in each state is called totalistic. Such cellular automata are naturally defined
also on unlabeled graphs. While evolutionary games as considered here are not
totalistic, they nevertheless are defined on unlabeled graphs in an obvious way. See
[11] for a discussion of cellular automata on graphs.

The paper is organized as follows. We introduce basic notation and the dynamics
of evolutionary games on a graph in Section 2. In Section 3, Theorem 3.1, answering
the main question of this paper, is stated and proved. The proof is carried out
for two separate cases depending on the parameter scenario. Periodic behavior of
evolutionary games on a graph with the underlying graph being a tree is examined
in Section 4. We conclude our results in Section 5.

2. Preliminaries. We are considering undirected connected graphs G as the spa-
tial structure of our game with the vertices V being players. The interactions
between vertices are defined by a set of edges E (no edge means no direct interac-
tion). The m-neighborhood of the vertex i (the set of all vertices having distance
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to i exactly m) is denoted by Nm(i). We also define

N≤m(v) :=
m⋃

n=1

Nn(v) ∪ {v}.

The strategy set of the game is simply S = {“Cooperate”, “Defect”} = {C,D} =
{1, 0}. The neighboring vertices play a matrix game where the resulting utilities
are defined by the matrix

C D
C a b
D c d

and the utility function u. For example, if player A cooperates and player B defects,
player A gets utility b and player B gets utility c. In each time step, a certain subset
of players is allowed to change their strategy based on the update order T . Finally,
the strategy update is defined by a function ϕ. A general framework of evolutionary
games on graphs was developed in [7]. An evolutionary game on a graph can be
formally defined as follows.

Definition 2.1. An evolutionary game on a graph is a quintuple (G, π, u, T , ϕ),
where

(i) G = (V,E) is a connected graph,
(ii) π = (a, b, c, d) are game-theoretical parameters,

(iii) u : SV → RV is a utility function,
(iv) T : N0 → 2V is an update order,
(v) ϕ : (N0)2

≥ × SV → SV is a dynamical system.

The strategy vector (the state of the system) will be denoted X = (x1, . . . , x|V |) ∈
SV . For a strategy vector X ∈ SV , the strategy of the vertex v is Xv. The utility
of a player v is given by uv(X).

Our main focus lies in social dilemma games and we are thus interested in the
game-theoretical parameters P describing such games. In particular, it is more
advantageous if the opponent cooperates than if it defects for each player, i.e.

min{a, c} > max{b, d} .
This results into four possible scenarios: Prisoner’s dilemma (PD): c > a > d > b,

Stag hunt (SH): a > c > d > b, Hawk and dove (HD): c > a > b > d and
Full cooperation (FC): a > c > b > d. Demanding the inequalities to be strict
only excludes sets of measure zero. This generic payoff assumption is common in
examining game-theoretical models (see e.g. [3]). From now on, we consider the
mean utility function

ui(X) =
1

|N1(i)|

a ∑
j∈N1(i)

XiXj + b
∑

j∈N1(i)

Xi(1−Xj)+

+c
∑

j∈N1(i)

(1−Xi)Xj + d
∑

j∈N1(i)

(1−Xi)(1−Xj)


which is an averaged sum of the outcomes of the matrix games played with direct
neighbors. Without loss of generality, we can now assume a = 1, d = 0 and thus
the parameter regions can be depicted in the plane (see Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Regions of admissible parameters P with normalization
a = 1, d = 0.

This simplification can be done thanks to the averaging property of the mean
utility function (see [6, Remark 8.]). In Question 1, Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 4.1
we assume a synchronous update order only, i.e. T (t) = V for all t ∈ N0. In other
words, all vertices are updated simultaneously at every time step. However, the
definitions from Section 2 make sense for an arbitrary update order. Finally, the
dynamical system ϕ follows the deterministic imitation dynamics; namely, each ver-
tex adopts the strategy of its most successful neighbor (including itself). Formally,

ϕi(t+ 1, t,X) =

{
Xmax i ∈ T (t), |Ai(X)| = 1 and Ai(X) = {Xmax} ,
Xi otherwise ,

where

Ai(x) = {Xk | k ∈ argmax {uj(X) | j ∈ N1(i) ∪ {i}}} .

We refer to [6] for further discussion on the utility function, update order and the
dynamics.

Considering a deterministic dynamical system, the natural interest lies in exam-
ining the existence and properties of fixed points – strategy vectors X∗ ∈ SV for
which ϕ(t, 0, X∗) = X∗ for t ∈ N0. This topic was studied in [7]. Another notion is
the one of a periodic trajectory, a periodic behavior of a game on a graph.

Definition 2.2. Given an evolutionary game E = (G, π, u, T , ϕ) on a graph and an

initial state X0, the sequence of strategy vectors X = (X(0), X(1), . . .) ∈
[
SV
]N0

is
called the trajectory of E = (G, π, u, T , ϕ) with initial state X0 if for all t ∈ N0 we
have

X(0) = X0 ,

X(t+ 1) = ϕ(t+ 1, t,X(t)).

The trajectory is called periodic with period p ∈ N if X(t+ p) = X(t) for t ∈ N0.
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The previous definition admits an arbitrary choice of the update order. In gen-
eral, two games E1 = (G, π, u, T1, ϕ), E2 = (G, π, u, T2, ϕ) with the same initial
condition X0 may not have the same trajectory.

Note that a vertex playing a certain strategy will keep its strategy if surrounded
by vertices playing the same strategy. Thus, it is reasonable to define a cluster of
cooperators and defectors and their inner and boundary vertices. The inner (IC)
and boundary (BC) cooperators are defined by

VIC = {i ∈ V | Xi = 1 and Xj = 1 for all j ∈ N1(i)} ,
VBC = {i ∈ V | Xi = 1 and there exists j ∈ N1(i) with Xj = 0} .

Boundary (BD) and inner (ID) defectors are defined analogously.
The basic question we are answering in this paper can now be formulated using

the notation introduced in this section:

Question 1. Given admissible parameters π = (a, b, c, d) ∈ P, a utility function
u, an update order T , dynamics ϕ and a number p ∈ N, does there exist a con-
nected graph G and an initial state X0 such that X is a periodic trajectory of the
evolutionary game E = (G, π, u, T , ϕ) on a graph with minimal period p?

3. Existence of a periodic orbit of arbitrary length. In the following, graphs
and subgraphs are denoted by big calligraphic letters (e.g., G), sets of vertices are
denoted by capital letters (e.g., K) and single vertices are denoted by lower case
letters (e.g., v).

Theorem 3.1. Let π = (a, b, c, d) ∈ P be admissible parameters, u the mean util-
ity function, T the synchronous update order, ϕ deterministic imitation dynam-
ics and p ∈ N. Then there exists a graph G and an initial state X0 such that
X = (X(0), X(1), . . .) is a periodic trajectory of minimal length p of the evolution-
ary game E = (G, π, u, T , ϕ) on a graph with initial state X0.

Theorem 3.1 formally answers Question 1. The proof will be carried out for the
cases a > c (FC and SH scenario) and c > a (HD and PD scenario) separately. We
construct a connected graph, define an initial state and show, that the resulting
trajectory is periodic with the required minimal period length p.

3.1. Proof of Theorem 3.1 for FC and SH scenarios.

3.1.1. The graph and initial state. The construction of our graph depends on p
and three parameters q, r, s ∈ N which we will choose later. See Figure 2 for an
illustration of the graph structure. Let S be the bipartite graph with classes S1 and
S2 each having s vertices. Add a vertex hS incident with all vertices in S1 and a
vertex fS incident with exactly one vertex in S2.

Now take 2p − 1 copies of the complete graph with q vertices, denoted by
K−(p−1), . . . ,Kp−1, and chain them together to form a ladder-like structure. Add
one vertex g connected to all vertices in K0. Denote the vertices in Kn by {kn,` | ` =
1, . . . , q} for n = −(p− 1), . . . , p− 1 such that kn,` and kn+1,` are connected by an
edge for n = −(p − 1), . . . , p − 2 and ` = 1, . . . , q. Add q · r many copies of S and
denote them by S`,m for ` = 1, . . . , q and m = 1, . . . , r. Connect fS`,m to all vertices
in {kn,` | n = −(p− 1), . . . , p− 1} for m = 1, . . . , r and ` = 1, . . . , q. We denote the
graph thus obtained G.

Set H := {hS`,m | ` = 1, . . . , q, m = 1, . . . , r}. Let I be the set of all neighbors
of vertices in H, let J be the set of all neighbors of vertices in I which are not
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already in H, and set F := {fS`,m | ` = 1, . . . , q, m = 1, . . . , r}. Finally set
Kn := {kn,` | ` = 1, . . . , q} ∪ {k−n,` | ` = 1, . . . , q} for n = 0, . . . , p − 1 and
K := K0 ∪ · · · ∪Kp−1.

Let X0 be the state in which all vertices in H ∪ I ∪K0 ∪{g} are cooperating and
all other vertices are defecting, that is,

(X0)v := 1, v ∈ I ∪H ∪K0 ∪ {g} ,
(X0)v := 0, v ∈ F ∪ J ∪ (K1 ∪ · · · ∪Kp−1) .

g

K

J

I

H

F

S2,1

S1,1

K1−p,2

k1−p,2

k1−p,1

k1−p,3

fS2,1

hS2,1

Figure 2. Example of the graph G with parameters p = 5, q = 3,
r = 2 and s = 4. Cooperators are depicted by full circles.

3.1.2. Dynamics. Let X = (X(0), X(1), . . . ) be the trajectory of the evolution-
ary game with parameters (a, b, c, d), synchronous update order, mean utility and
imitation dynamics on the graph G constructed above with initial state X0. Let
uv(t) := u(Xv(t)) be the utility of the vertex v at time t. We will show that for
suitable parameters q, r, s the dynamics with initial value X0 is the following. All
vertices not in K do not change their strategy and cooperation spreads along the
ladder for p time steps. After p time steps, we reach again the initial state X0 since
all vertices in K \K0 switch back to defection. More precisely, for t = 0, . . . , p− 1
we have

Xv(t) = Xv(0) , v ∈ F ∪H ∪ I ∪ J ∪K0 ∪ {g} ,
Xv(t) = 1 , v ∈ K0 ∪ · · · ∪Kt ,

Xv(t) = 0 , v ∈ Kt+1 ∪ · · · ∪Kp−1

and X(p) = X(0). We first ensure that all vertices not in K do not change their
strategy. The vertices in H have utility a, the highest achievable one, and therefore
all vertices in I ∪H always cooperate. By the same argument, the vertex g and its
neighbors K0 stay cooperators at all time steps. We want the vertices in J to stay
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defectors by never imitating the strategy of their neighbors in I, hence we want

uj(t) > ui(t) , t = 0, . . . , p− 1, i ∈ I, j ∈ J . (1)

Every vertex in F should stay defecting. This is ensured if

uj(t) > ukn
(t) , t = 0, . . . , p− 1, j ∈ J, n = 0, . . . t, kn ∈ Kn . (2)

We now want cooperation to spread along the ladder for t = 0, . . . , p − 2. At
time t, the vertices in Kt+1 should copy the strategy from the vertices in Kt and
all vertices in Kn with n = 0, . . . , t should keep cooperating. Defecting vertices
without cooperating neighbors always have a lower utility than defecting vertices
with cooperating neighbors, hence the later never imitate the former. It is therefore
sufficient to have

ukn(t) > uf (t) , t = 0, . . . , p− 2, n = 0, . . . , t, kn ∈ Kn, f ∈ F , (3)

ukt
(t) > ukt+1

(t) , t = 0, . . . , p− 2, kt ∈ Kt, kt+1 ∈ Kt+1 . (4)

In the time step from p− 1 to p, we want the big reset to occur. The utility of the
vertices in F should be greater than the utilities of all vertices in K, in other words,

uf (p− 1) > uk(p− 1) , f ∈ F, k ∈ K . (5)

3.1.3. Bounds for the utilities and the resulting inequalities. We now give bounds
for the utilities involved in the inequalities (1) to (5).

uj(t) >
sc+ d

s+ 1
, t = 0, . . . , p− 1, j ∈ J ,

ui(t) =
a+ sb

s+ 1
, t = 0, . . . , p− 1, i ∈ I ,

uf (t) <
(2p− 3)c+ 3d

2p
, t = 0, . . . , p− 2, f ∈ F ,

uf (p− 1) =
(2p− 1)c+ d

2p
, f ∈ F ,

ukn(t) <
(q + 2)a+ rb

q + 2 + r
, t = 0, . . . , p− 1, n = 0, . . . , t, kn ∈ Kn ,

ukn(t) >
qa+ (r + 2)b

q + 2 + r
, t = 0, . . . , p− 2, n = 0, . . . , t, kn ∈ Kn ,

ukt+1(t) <
c+ (q + r − 1)d

q + r
, t = 0, . . . , p− 2, kt+1 ∈ Kt+1 ,

uk(p− 1) <
(q + 2)a+ rb

q + r + 2
, k ∈ K .

A set of inequalities sufficient for (1) to (5) to hold is therefore given by

sc+ d

s+ 1
>
a+ sb

s+ 1
, (6)

sc+ d

s+ 1
>

(q + 2)a+ rb

q + r + 2
, (7)
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qa+ (r + 2)b

q + r + 2
>

(2p− 3)c+ 3d

2p
, (8)

qa+ (r + 2)b

q + r + 2
>
c+ (q + r − 1)d

q + r
, (9)

(2p− 1)c+ d

2p
>

(q + 2)a+ rb

q + r + 2
. (10)

3.1.4. Choosing parameters. We start by choosing r and q in order to satisfy the

inequalities (8) – (10). Since c > d we also have (2p−1)c+d
2p > (2p−3)c+3d

2p and
(2p−1)c+d

2p − (2p−3)c+3d
2p = c−d

p > 0. Choose m large enough such that 6(a−b)
m+2 < c−d

p

and c+(m−1)d
m < (2p−3)c+3d

2p . We can then find r ∈ {1, . . . ,m−1} and set q := m− r
such that

(2p− 1)c+ d

2p
>

(q + 2)a+ rb

m+ 2
>
qa+ (r + 2)b

m+ 2
>

(2p− 3)c+ 3d

2p
.

This directly implies (8) and (10). The inequality (9) follows from

(2p− 3)c+ 3d

2p
>
c+ (q + r − 1)d

q + r
.

Finally choose s large enough such that (6) is fulfilled and such that

sc+ d

s+ 1
>

(2p− 1)c+ d

2p
,

which implies (7) by (10).

3.2. Proof Theorem 3.1 for HD and PD scenarios.

3.2.1. The graph and initial state. Let us define a graph G depending on p and four
parameters o, q, r, s ∈ N as depicted in Figure 3. We start with p complete graphs
K1, . . . ,Kp on o vertices. Again, the subgraphs Kn for n = 1, . . . , p are connected
in series to form a ladder-like structure. There is a subgraph Kp+1 which is a
complement of a complete graph on o vertices (isolated vertices) connected to the
ladder in the same manner. The vertices of Kn are denoted kn,m for n = 1, . . . , p+1
and m = 1, . . . , o, forming the sets Kn. Every vertex in the interior of the ladder
(the vertices in K2 to Kp) is connected to a vertex gR. Additionally, the vertex gR
has q + 1 other neighbors. It has q neighboring vertices of degree one forming the
set H and a neighbor which we call gD. The vertex gD has r neighboring vertices
of degree one forming the set I and s neighboring vertices of degree two forming
the set J . Each vertex in J is connected to a vertex gC .

Let X0 be the initial state defined by

(X0)v = 1 , v ∈ K1 ∪ J ∪ {gC} ,

(X0)v = 0 , v ∈
p+1⋃
n=1

Kn ∪H ∪ I ∪ {gD, gR} .

3.2.2. Dynamics. Let X = (X(0), X(1), . . . ) be the trajectory of the evolutionary
game with parameters (a, b, c, d), synchronous update order, mean utility and imi-
tation dynamics on the graph G constructed above with initial state X0. We will
show that for suitable parameters o, q, r, s the dynamics with initial value X0 is the
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following. Cooperation spreads along the ladder of vertices in Kn to Kp and at time
t = p− 1 the strategy of all vertices of K2 to Kp is reset to defection. Formally

Xv(t) = 1 , v ∈
t+1⋃
n=1

Kn , (11)

Xv(t) = Xv(t− 1) , otherwise , (12)

for t = 1, . . . , p − 1 and X(t + p) = X(t) for t ∈ N0. See again Figure 3 for an
illustration.

k1,3

k1,2

k1,4

k1,1

k2,3

k2,4

k3,3

k3,4

k4,3

k4,4

k5,3

k5,4

k6,3

k6,2

k6,4

k6,1

gR
H

gD

I

gC

J

Figure 3. Example of the graph G with parameters p = 5, o =
4, s = 6, r = 1, q = 2 with strategy vector X(4). Cooperators are
depicted by full circles. Note, that this graph exhibits periodic
behavior as described in Section 3.2 for (a, b, c, d) =
(1, 0.45, 1.24, 0).

The following conditions must be satisfied in order for X to fulfill (11) and (12).

• The vertices gR, gC , gD and all vertices in H, I, J keep their strategy. The
defector gD must prevent the vertex gR from changing its strategy, must not
change its own strategy and must not change the strategy of the cooperators
in J . This is guaranteed by satisfying the inequalities

(o+ 1)a+ b

o+ 2
<
sc+ (r + 1)d

s+ r + 1
< a , (13)

where a is the utility of the vertex gC and the fraction on the left hand side
of (13) is an upper bound for the utilities of the cooperating neighbors of gD
and gR.

• For the cooperation to spread at time t, t = 0, . . . , p − 2, the boundary co-
operators in Kt+1 must have greater utility than the boundary defectors in
Kt+2, that is,

min

{
(o− 1)a+ b

o
,
oa+ 2b

o+ 2

}
>
c+ (o+ 1)d

o+ 2
. (14)
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Here the first term on the left is the utility of the cooperators in K1 at t = 0
and the second term is the utility of boundary cooperators in subsequent time
steps.

• The vertex gR must not be stronger than the cooperators in Km for t =
0, . . . , p− 2 and 1 ≤ m ≤ t+ 1 for the cooperation to be able to spread, hence

oa+ 2b

o+ 2
>

(p− 2)oc+ (o+ q + 1)d

(p− 1)o+ q + 1
. (15)

Simultaneously, the defecting vertex gR must be able to change the strategy
of all neighboring cooperators to defection at time p− 1, thus

a <
(p− 1)oc+ (q + 1)d

(p− 1)o+ q + 1
. (16)

3.2.3. Choosing parameters. We now show that there exists a choice of parameters
o, q, r, s ∈ N such that the inequalities (13) – (16) are satisfied.

Without loss of generality, we assume a = 1, d = 0 (see [6], Remark 8.). Since the
denominators in (15), (16) are positive, we can multiply both sides by the product
of the denominators and express q in the terms of o. The inequality (15) gives

q >
o2 ((1− p)(1− c)− c)− o (2(p− 1)b− 2(p− 2)c+ 1)− 2b

o+ 2b
(17)

and the inequality (16) gives

q < o(p− 1)(c− 1)− 1 . (18)

If we depict both inequalities in the first quadrant of the o-q plane, the inequality
(17) is satisfied above the line given by the function on the right hand side. The
function on the right hand side asymptotically approaches the line with slope

σ1 = (1− p)(1− c)− c .
The inequality (18) is satisfied below the line with positive slope

σ2 = (p− 1)(c− 1) > 0 .

The difference of the slopes σ2 − σ1 = c > 0 is always positive and we are therefore
able to find o, q ∈ N such that the inequalities (15) and (16) are satisfied, see Figure
4. Furthermore, we can choose o, q arbitrarily big. Since a > d holds, the number
o can be chosen great enough such that (14) is satisfied.

Since c > a > d holds, we can find integers r, s ∈ N (possibly very big ones) such
that (13) is satisfied (implicitly using the density of rational numbers and the fact
that our parameters are generic).

Thus, we are able to find parameters o, q, r, s ∈ N such that the equations (13) –
(16) are satisfied and subsequently, X is a periodic trajectory of E = (G, π, u, T , ϕ)
with initial state X0 having minimal period length p.

4. Periodic orbits on an acyclic graph. Interestingly, periodic behavior of an
evolutionary game on a graph can be observed even in the case when the underlying
graph is a tree. The absence of cycles demands a new view on the periodic dynam-
ics since the information (strategy change) can spread only gradually through the
graph; for example there is no way of “resetting” vertex strategies. Nevertheless,
for specific parameter regions arbitrary long periodic behavior can occur.
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Figure 4. Regions of parameters o, q satisfying the inequali-
ties (15)and (16). The regions are depicted for (a, b, c, d) =
(1,−0.45, 1.35, 0) and p = 10.

Theorem 4.1. Let π = (a, b, c, d) ∈ P be admissible parameters satisfying the
conditions of the HD scenario, c > a > b > d, u the mean utility function, T the
synchronous update order, ϕ deterministic imitation dynamics and p0 ∈ N. There
exists an acyclic graph G, a number p ∈ N0 such that p ≥ p0 and an initial state X0

such that X = (X(0), X(1), . . .) is a periodic trajectory of minimal length p of the
evolutionary game E = (G, π, u, T , ϕ) on a graph with initial state X0.

4.1. Proof of Theorem 4.1.

4.1.1. The graph and initial state. Let us define a graph G whose structure is de-
pendent on two parameters q, r. The graph G is a rooted r-nary tree such that

• the root h0 has only one child h1,
• every vertex in level 1 to q − 2 has exactly r children,
• exactly r2 vertices in level q − 1 with pairwise different predecessors at level

3 are leaves,
• every other vertex in level q − 1 has r children which are leaves.

See Figure 5 for an illustration.
For the sake of simplicity, we focus only on one branch of the tree G rooted in

a fixed vertex h3 at level 3. The vertices in the other branches follow the same
dynamics by symmetry reasons (the initial state and the graph G are invariant with
respect to an automorphism exchanging the whole branches rooted at level 3). The
descendant of h1 at level q−1 in the fixed branch which is a leaf is denoted by hq−1.
The vertices in a path from h1 to hq−1 will be denoted by h1, h2, . . . , hq−1 in an
increasing manner. The vertices in {h1, . . . , hq−1} = H are called special vertices.
The set of all descendants of hm for m = 3, . . . , q − 2 which are not in H will be
denoted by Im. Vertices in I :=

⋃q−2
m=3 Im are called ordinary vertices.

Let the initial condition X0 be such that every vertex in levels 0, . . . , q − 2 is
cooperating and every other vertex is defecting, that is,
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h1 h2 h3

h4

h5

h0

I3

I4

Figure 5. Example of the graph constructed in the proof of The-
orem 4.1 with an initial condition. The cooperators are depicted
by filled black circles, defectors by white ones. The parameters are
r = 3, q = 6

(X0)v = 1 , v ∈ N≤q−2(h0) ,

(X0)v = 0 , otherwise .

See Figure 5 for illustration of the graph construction and initial condition.

4.1.2. The dynamics. The dynamics of the system in one period can be divided into
three qualitatively different phases. There are three important events that occur
during one period. At time t = 0, all vertices at level at most q−2 cooperate and all
vertices at the levels q− 1 and q defect. From here, defection is spreading along the
special vertices to the root and outward towards the boundary along the ordinary
vertices. We call this phase the shrinking phase. At time step t = q − 3, the only
special vertices which cooperate are those at level 0 and 1. There are however a few
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clusters of cooperating ordinary vertices left in the higher levels. Starting from the
root, the central cooperating cluster is growing again and at time t = (q−3)+(q−5)
there is only this central cluster of cooperators left which encompasses all vertices
at level at most q−4. Two time steps later, at t = 2(q−3), this cluster encompasses
all vertices at level at most q − 2 and we are back at the initial state. Please refer
to the example in Section 4.2 and Figures 10–15 for an illustration of the dynamics.

The local dynamics is essentially governed by the following two lemmas.

Lemma 4.2. Consider parameters (a, b, c, d) ∈ P such that

a+ rb

r + 1
>
c+ rd

r + 1
. (19)

Let i be a vertex which is a boundary cooperator at time t. If i is connected to one
cooperator and r boundary defectors, whose defecting neighbors have utility lower
that a+rb

r+1 and whose only cooperating neighbor is i, then i and all of its defecting
neighbors will cooperate in the next time step.

BC

BD

ϕ
?

Figure 6. Illustration of the local situation in Lemma 4.2. Gen-
erally, nothing can be stated about the behavior of the cooperating
neighbor on the left.

Proof. The defecting neighbors of i have utility c+rd
r+1 , and their defecting neighbors

have utility smaller than a+rb
r+1 . Both of these quantities are lower then the utility

of i, which is a+rb
r+1 .

See Figure 6 for an illustration of Lemma 4.2.

Lemma 4.3. Consider parameters (a, b, c, d) ∈ P such that

a <
rc+ d

r + 1
. (20)

Let i be a vertex which is a boundary defector at time t. If i is connected to one
defector and r boundary cooperators, then i and all its neighbors will defect in the
next time step.

Proof. At time t, the vertex i has utility rc+d
r+1 which is larger then a, the largest

utility that a cooperator can achieve.

See Figure 7 for an illustration of Lemma 4.3.
Let X = (X(0), X(1), . . . ) be the trajectory of the evolutionary game on a graph

described above with initial state X0. We start with some simple observations.

Lemma 4.4. Let i be an ordinary vertex and let t ∈ N. All children of i have the
same state at time t.
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BD

BC

ϕ

Figure 7. Illustration of the local situation in Lemma 4.3.
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1

q − 2
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=
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−

q
+
3
|+

1

Figure 8. The function f governing the shrinking and expansion
of cooperation among the special vertices for q = 8.

Proof. This follows directly by a symmetry argument. For every pair of children
j1 and j2 of i there is an automorphism of the graph G that exchanges j1 and
j2. The initial state and the functions defining the dynamics are invariant under
such automorphisms of the graph, hence the same must hold for every state in the
trajectory.

Lemma 4.5. Let i be an ordinary vertex. If Xi(t) = 0, then Xj(t+ 1) = 0 for all
children j of i.

Proof. Based on Lemma 4.4 we have to differentiate between only three cases. In
the first case all children of i are cooperators. By Lemma 4.3 they will switch to
defection. In the second case they are boundary defectors. Therefore all of their
children must be cooperators and again Lemma 4.3 shows that they will switch to
defection. In the last case the children are inner defectors which can not change
their strategy.

The dynamics along the special vertices is very simple to describe. Let f :
{0, . . . , 2q − 6} → N be the function given by f(t) := |t − q + 3| + 1, see Figure 8.
A special vertex h` is cooperating at time t if and only if ` ≤ f(t). This is shown
together with a description of the dynamics of the strategies of the ordinary vertices
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in the following theorem. Notice that property (f) and property (g) in Theorem 4.6
immediately imply that X has period 2q − 6 and property (a) implies that X has
no shorter period.

Theorem 4.6. The following invariants hold for the dynamics when 0 ≤ t ≤ 2q−6

(a)

Xh`
(t) =

{
1 if ` ≤ f(t)

0 otherwise
, for all h` ∈ H`.

(b) h` is an inner cooperator if and only if ` < f(t).
(c) h` is an inner defector if and only if ` > f(t) + 1.

In the shrinking phase (0 ≤ t < q − 3) additionally the following properties hold.

(d) For m ≤ f(t) + 1 and i ∈ Im ∩N1(hm) we have Xi(t) = 1.
(e) For m > f(t) + 1 and i ∈ Im ∩N≤m−f(t)−1(hm) we have Xi(t) = 0.

In the expanding phase (q − 3 ≤ t ≤ 2q − 6), we have

(f) All vertices at level at most f(t) are cooperating.
(g) All vertices at level n with f(t) < n ≤ f(t) + 3 are defecting.

Proof. We show by induction that these invariants are true throughout the course
of the dynamics. Let s ∈ N and assume that the theorem holds for all t ≤ s.

Initial state; i.e. s = 0: Obviously, all of the points (a) - (e) hold true. Since all of
the vertices h` for ` ≤ q−3 are inner cooperators by (b), they preserve their strategy
at time 1. The defecting vertex hq−1 has utility c. Thus, the vertex hq−2 changes
its strategy to defection at time s + 1 while changing the strategy of vertices in
Iq−2∩N1(hq−2) to cooperation as a consequence of Lemma 4.2. Every other vertex
preserve its strategy at time s = 0 and thus, the points (a) - (e) hold true at time
1.

Shrinking phase; i.e. 0 < s < q − 3: The vertex hf(s)+1 is defecting and has one
defecting neighbor hf(s)+2 by (a). The children of hf(s)+1 are cooperating by (d).
Thus, using Lemma 4.3, the vertex hf(s)+1 and all of his neighbors are defecting
in the next time step. Together with (c), this proves the point (a) for time s + 1.
Using (d), this also immediately implies (b) (the boundary cooperators closest to
the root h0 of the cluster containing h0 are at level q − 2− s).

The vertices h` for ` ≥ f(s) + 1 are inner defectors by (c). Moreover, their
children are all defecting by (e). Thus, h` stay inner defectors for ` ≥ f(s) + 1. The
vertex hf(s) is a boundary defector by (b) and has r cooperating neighbors ((d) and
(a)). Lemma 4.3 implies the vertex hf(s) is an inner defector at time s+ 1 which is
(c) for the next time step.

The invariant (a) implies that the predecessors of all vertices in Im ∩N1(hm) are
cooperating for m ≤ f(s) + 1. The children of a specific vertex v in Im ∩ N1(hm)
are either all defecting (Lemma 4.4) and then Lemma 4.2 ensures the preservation
of cooperation in s+ 1. If the children of v are cooperating then the vertex v is an
inner cooperator and preserves its strategy.

As a trivial consequence of Lemma 4.5, if all vertices in Im ∩ N≤m−f(s)−1(hm)
are defecting for m > f(s) + 1 then all vertices in Im ∩N≤m−f(s)(hm) are defecting
in the next time step. Furthermore, by (c) and (d) we can apply Lemma 4.2 to the
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vertex hq+s−2. This gives (e).

Phase switch; i.e. s = q− 2: We already established (a) - (e) at time s+ 1. We still
have to show, that (f) and (g) hold at time s + 1. We have f(q − 3) = 1. There
are no ordinary vertices at level one, hence (d) holds at time s + 1 by (a). This
also shows (g) for special vertices. There is also no ordinary vertex at level two and
three, hence we only have to show (g) for ordinary vertices at level four. They are
contained in N≤m−2 ∩ Im for some m = 3, hence they are defecting at time s + 1
by (e).

Growing phase; i.e. q−3 ≤ s < 2q−6: Lemma 4.2 together with (f) and (g) implies
that all vertices at level at most f(s) + 1 will cooperate at time s + 1, hence (f)
holds. This also implies (b).

The special vertices hf(s)+2, . . . , hq−1 are inner defectors by (c) and hence also
defect at time s + 1. Therefore (a) is satisfied. If f(s) + 3 < q, property (g)
automatically holds at time s+1. Consider s with f(s)+3 < q. An ordinary vertex
at level f(s) + 4 is either an inner defector at time s and hence defects at time
s + 1 or it has only cooperating children and hence defects by Lemma 4.3. All in
all this shows that (g) is also fulfilled. Let v be a child of a special vertex h` with
` > s+ 1. By (c) it is defecting at time s. Either it is an inner defector and hence
also defects at time s + 1 or all its children are cooperators and it defects at time
s + 1 by Lemma 4.3. This established in particular that h` is an inner defector at
time s+ 1, in other words, (g).

4.1.3. Parameter choice. The only assumptions we needed in the dynamics section
were the inequalities (19), (20) and the assumption that the parameters (a, b, c, d)
satisfy the conditions of the HD scenario (c > a > b > d). Let such a, b, c, d be
given. Clearly, r can be chosen great enough such that the inequalities (19) and
(20) hold.

The minimal period of the constructed trajectory is 2(q − 3). Setting q :=
max{5, dp0/2e+ 3} the period is at least p0.

Remark 1. In the constructions in Sections 3.1 and 3.2, the behaviour of the
number of cooperators or more precisely the sequence (|{v ∈ V | Xv(t) = 1}|)t∈N0

was rather boring. During one period of the trajectory it was growing and reset to
the initial value at the end of the period. The behaviour of this sequence is much
more interesting for our tree construction as shown in Figure 9.

4.2. Example. Figures 10 – 15 depict an example of a trajectory on an evolution-
ary game on a graph constructed in Section 4.1. Cooperators are depicted with
black circles, defectors are depicted with white ones. The players changing strategy
in the current time step are highlighted with a dashed circle. The parameters of this
graph are r = 3, q = 6. This trajectory can be observed for example for parameter
vector (a, b, c, d) = (1, 0.6, 2, 0) satisfying the inequalities (19), (20). Note that the
inequality

b >
c+ rd

r + 1
(21)

holds for such a choice of parameters. Cooperation then spreads from outer coop-
erators towards the leaves between X(2) and X(3). In contrary, for b ∈ (0, 0.5)
the inequality (21) does not hold anymore. The outer cooperators (cooperators not
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Figure 9. Development of the number of cooperators for the evo-
lutionary game on the tree G in Section 4 with r = 3 and game
theoretic parameters (a, b, c, d) = (1, 0.7, 2, 0). On the left the tree
has depth q = 6, on the right q = 9.

in the cluster containing the root h0) then vanish in X(3) and they do not spread
cooperation further. The strategy vectors X(t) and X(t+ 6) coincide for t ∈ N0.

This example and an example of an evolutionary game on a graph with q = 7
and all other parameters remaining unchanged can be found online in [8].

5. Conclusion. We showed that on arbitrary graphs the game theoretic param-
eters can not exclude periodic behavior with long periods. Our proofs hold also
true for a small perturbation of the game-theoretical parameters a, b, c, d as a con-
sequence of the generic payoff assumption.

Our constructions rely heavily on the fact that we can choose the graph parame-
ters arbitrarily. This no longer works if we restrict to certain classes of graphs. For
example Theorem 4.1 partially answers Question 1 while restricting to the param-
eters (a, b, c, d) satisfying the conditions of the HD scenario, c > a > b > d, and the
class of acyclic graphs.

Natural classes of graphs we might restrict ourselves to are k-regular graphs (ev-
ery vertex has exactly k neighbors), vertex-transitive graphs (every pair of vertices
can be exchanged by a graph automorphism) or planar graphs (the graph can be
drawn in the plane without edge crossings). This leads for example to the following
question.

Question 2. For which game theoretic parameters (a, b, c, d) and positive integers
k, p is there a k-regular graph G such that the corresponding evolutionary game with
synchronous update and imitation dynamics on G has a periodic trajectory with
minimal period p?
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Figure 10. The example from Section 4.2.
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We discuss multichromatic front solutions to the bistable Nagumo lattice differential 

equation. Such fronts connect the stable spatially homogeneous equilibria with spa- 

tially heterogeneous n -periodic equilibria and hence are not monotonic like the stan- 

dard monochromatic fronts. In contrast to the bichromatic case, our results show that 

these multichromatic fronts can disappear and reappear as the diffusion coefficient is in- 

creased. In addition, these multichromatic waves can travel in parameter regimes where 

the monochromatic fronts are also free to travel. This leads to intricate collision pro- 

cesses where an incoming multichromatic wave can reverse its direction and turn into 

a monochromatic wave. 

© 2019 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 

1. Introduction 

In this paper we are interested in the Nagumo lattice differential equation (LDE) 

˙ u j (t) = d[ u j−1 (t) − 2 u j (t) + u j+1 (t)] + u j (t)(1 − u j (t))(u j (t) − a ) , (1.1) 

posed on the one-dimensional lattice j ∈ Z , for small and intermediate values of the diffusion coefficient d > 0. This regime 

features spatially periodic equilibria for ( 1.1 ) that can serve as buffer zones between regions of space where the homo- 

geneous stable equilibria u ≡ 0 and u ≡ 1 dominate the dynamics. Our goal here is to continue the program initiated in 

[1] where two-periodic patterns and their connection to bichromatic waves were rigorously analyzed. 

In particular, we build a classification framework that also allows larger periods to be considered. We also construct 

so-called multichromatic (or n -chromatic) waves, which connect heterogeneous n -periodic rest-states to each other or their 

homogeneous counterparts u ≡ 0 and u ≡ 1. We numerically analyze these multichromatic waves for n ∈ {3, 4} and show that 

they exhibit richer behaviour than the bichromatic versions. Indeed, these multichromatic waves can disappear and reappear 

as the diffusion d is increased. In addition, open sets of parameters ( a , d ) exist where monochromatic and multichromatic 

waves can travel simultaneously. This allows us to explore various new types of wave collisions. 

Reaction-diffusion systems 

The LDE ( 1.1 ) can be seen as the spatial discretization of the Nagumo PDE 

u t = u xx + u (1 − u )(u − a ) (1.2) 

∗ Corresponding author. 
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0.0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
a

d

Fig. 1. The left panel depicts the parameter regions where (1.1) admits monochromatic and bichromatic wave solutions. Monochromatic waves (1.5) ex- 

ist for all pairs ( a , d ) but travel only inside the light gray regions (with either c mc < 0 or c mc > 0). Inside the region where monochromatic waves are 

pinned ( c mc = 0 ), there exist a (gray/dark gray) set where the bichromatic waves (1.8) exist. Above the black bounds d 0 → bc ( a ) and d bc → 1 ( a ), bichromatic 

waves travel with c 0 → bc > 0 or c bc → 1 < 0 respectively. The right panel shows a bichromatic wave (1.8) connecting the homogeneous solution (0,0) with the 

nonhomogeneous 2-periodic solution (v bc , w bc ) . 

onto a uniform grid with node-spacing h = d −1 / 2 . This scalar reaction-diffusion PDE can serve as a highly simplified model 

to describe the interaction between two species or states (described by u = 0 and u = 1 ) that compete for dominance in a 

spatial domain [2] . It admits a comparison principle and can be equipped with a variational structure [3] , but it also has 

a rich global attractor. As such, it has served as a prototype system to investigate many of the key concepts in the field 

of pattern formation, such as spreading speeds for compact disturbances [4] , the existence and stability of travelling waves 

[5,6] and other non-trivial entire solutions [7,8] . 

The semi-discrete version ( 1.1 ) has acted as a playground to investigate the impact of the transition from a spatially 

continuous to a spatially discrete domain. From a mathematical point of view, interesting questions and complications arise 

due to the broken translational invariance [9] . From the practical point of view, it is highly desirable to be able to incorpo- 

rate the natural spatial discreteness present in many physical systems such as myelinated nerve fibres [10] , meta-materials 

[11–13] and crystals [14,15] . 

Monochromatic waves 

Substitution of the travelling wave Ansatz u (x, t) = �(x − ct) into the PDE ( 1.2 ) yields the travelling wave ODE 

−c�′ = �′′ + �(1 − �)(� − a ) . (1.3) 

On the other hand, substitution of the discrete analog u j (t) = �( j − ct) into the LDE ( 1.1 ) yields the monochromatic wave 

equation 

−c�′ (ξ ) = d[�(ξ − 1) − 2�(ξ ) + �(ξ + 1)] + �(ξ )(1 − �(ξ ))(�(ξ ) − a ) , (1.4) 

which is a functional differential equation of mixed type (MFDE). We use the term monochromatic here to refer to the fact 

that each spatial index j follows the same waveprofile �. We are specially interested in waves that connect the two stable 

equilibria u = 0 and u = 1 . In particular, we impose the boundary conditions 

lim 

ξ→−∞ 

�(ξ ) = 0 , lim 

ξ→ + ∞ 

�(ξ ) = 1 . (1.5) 

The ODE (1.3) with (1.5) can be analyzed by phase-plane analysis [5] (and even solved explicitly) to yield the existence of 

solutions that increase monotonically and have sign (c) = sign (a − 1 
2 ) . These waves have a large basin of attraction [5] and 

can be used as building blocks to construct and analyze more complicated solutions [4] . 

More advanced techniques are required to analyze ( 1.4 ), but again it is possible to show that non-decreasing solutions ex- 

ist [16] . However, it is now a very delicate question to determine whether the uniquely determined wavespeed c = c mc (a, d) 

satisfies c mc (a, d) = 0 or c mc ( a , d ) � = 0. Indeed, the broken translational invariance causes an energy-barrier that must be 

overcome before waves are able to travel. As such, there is an open region in the ( a , d )-plane for which c mc (a, d) = 0 holds; 

see Fig. 1 . This pinning phenomenon is generic 1 [17–24] but not omnipresent [25,26] in discrete systems and has received 

considerable attention. 

Bichromatic waves 

The spatial second difference allows ( 1.1 ) to have a much larger class of equilibrium solutions than the PDE ( 1.2 ). For 

example, two-periodic equilibria of the form 

u j = 

{
v j is even , 

w j is odd . 
(1.6) 

1 In a sense that is made formally precise in [17] . 
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can be found by solving the nonlinear algebraic two-component system G (v , w ; a, d) = 0 given by 

G (v , w ; a, d) = 

(
2 d(w − v ) + v (1 − v )(v − a ) 

2 d(v − w ) + w (1 − w )(w − a ) 

)
. (1.7) 

The variable w can be readily eliminated, leading to a ninth-order polynomial equation for the remaining component v . 
For 0 < d 	 1 this polynomial has nine roots, leading to two stable and four unstable spatially heterogeneous two-periodic 

equilibria for ( 1.1 ) besides the three spatially homogeneous equilibria {0, a , 1}. 

In [1] we performed a full rigorous analysis of this system, which shows that the number of these two-periodic equilibria 

decreases as d > 0 is increased. In particular, there exist two functions 0 < d s ( a ) < d u ( a ) defined for a ∈ (0, 1) so that the two 

stable patterns (v bc , w bc ) and (w bc , v bc ) collide with two (or all four) unstable patterns and disappear as d crosses d s ( a ). 

The remaining two unstable patterns subsequently collide with ( a , a ) as d crosses d u ( a ), leaving only the three spatially 

homogeneous equilibria. We emphasize that all these two-periodic equilibria only exist in the region where monochromatic 

waves are pinned, i.e. c mc (a, d) = 0 ; see Fig. 1 . 

Based on general results in [27] we showed that for 0 < d < d s ( a ) the system ( 1.1 ) admits two types of bichromatic waves 

u j (t) = 

{
�e ( j − ct) j is even , 

�o ( j − ct) j is odd . 
(1.8) 

The first class satisfies the lower limits (see Fig. 1 for an example) 

lim 

ξ→−∞ 

(�e (ξ ) , �o (ξ )) = (0 , 0) , lim 

ξ→ + ∞ 

(�e (ξ ) , �o (ξ )) = (v bc , w bc ) , (1.9) 

and has wavespeed c 0 → bc ≥ 0, while the second class satisfies the upper limits 

lim 

ξ→−∞ 

(�e (ξ ) , �o (ξ )) = (v bc , w bc ) , lim 

ξ→ + ∞ 

(�e (ξ ) , �o (ξ )) = (1 , 1) , (1.10) 

and has c bc → 1 ≤ 0. In [1] we showed that there exist two thresholds 

0 < d 0 → bc (a ) ≤ d s (a ) , 0 < d bc → 1 (a ) ≤ d s (a ) , (1.11) 

so that in fact c 0 → bc > 0 respectively c bc → 1 < 0 holds as d is increased above these thresholds; see Fig. 1 . In addition, for 

all a ∈ (0, 1) one or both of the inequalities in ( 1.11 ) is strict, indicating the presence of one or more travelling bichromatic 

waves for d sufficiently close to d s ( a ); see Fig. 1 . 

Numerical results indicate that these two types of bichromatic waves can be glued together via an intermediate buffer 

zone that displays the two-periodic pattern (v bc , w bc ) . This buffer zone is consumed as the waves move towards each other 

and eventually collide to form a trapped monochromatic wave; see Fig. 10 for the trichromatic analogue. 

Multichromatic waves 

The main purpose of the present paper is to illustrate the novel behaviour that arises for ( 1.1 ) when considering wave 

connections to/from stable n -periodic patterns with n ≥ 3. Our two main conclusions are that the monotonicity properties 

described above are no longer valid and that travelling multichromatic waves can co-exist with travelling monochromatic 

waves. In particular, travelling multichromatic waves can appear, disappear and reappear as d > 0 is increased and can collide 

with other multichromatic waves to form travelling monochromatic waves. 

Since the degree of the polynomial that governs the n -periodic equilibria is given by 3 n , it is essential to develop an 

appropriate classification system to keep track of all the roots and their ordering properties. We develop such a system in 

this paper, using words from the set { 0 , a , 1 } n to classify roots that bifurcate off the corresponding sequence of zeroes of the 

cubic at d = 0 . The lack of monotonicity with respect to d leads to complications and forces us to allow both parameters ( a , 

d ) to vary when tracking the roots, unlike in [1] . Although the general theory in [27] also applies to our setting, it is still a 

challenge to check the conditions in a systematic fashion. 

For concreteness, the cubic nonlinearity was used for our numerical investigations. However, we emphasize that the 

principle behind our bookkeeping and ordering techniques can also be applied to versions of ( 1.1 ) with general bistable 

nonlinearities. In fact, we only need the derivatives of g in stationary points to be nonzero, allowing us to apply the implicit 

function theorem. That said, it is possible to construct examples [28, Section 1.2] featuring stable periodic equilibria that 

emerge from the complex plane and cannot be classified in this fashion. 

Periodicity 

The presence of multiple characteristic length scales in spatially discrete systems often leads to the formation of peri- 

odic patterns. Examples include phase boundaries in binary solids [29,30] , domain-wall microstructures in dielectric crystals 

[31] , oscillations in neural networks [32] and phase transitions in martensitic materials [13] . At present a serious effort is 

underway to start analyzing the dynamics of these patterns, which has already led to several subtle and counterintuitive 

results. 
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For example, bichromatic waves have been found in several spatially discrete settings. The results in [33,34] apply to 

an anti-diffusion version of ( 1.1 ) where d < 0. Although PDEs of this type are ill-posed, this LDE can be reformulated as a 

two-component problem with positive alternating diffusion coefficients, allowing the general results in [27] to be applied. 

Several versions of the two-periodic FPU problem are considered in [35–37] . Using a different palette of techniques, the 

authors obtain so-called nanopteron solutions. Such solutions can have exponentially small high-frequency oscillations in 

their tails, which are poorly understood at present. Finally, the two-periodic FitzHugh-Nagumo problem was considered in 

[38] using a modified spectral-convergence argument. 

The common feature in all the examples above is that the periodicity is already built into the underlying system param- 

eters. By contrast, the periodic structures considered here and in [1] are intrinsic , in the sense that they emerge from the 

spatially homogeneous LDE ( 1.1 ). In particular, equilibria of different (possibly coprime) periods can coexist and influence the 

general behaviour of ( 1.1 ). For example, the early work in [23] for small d > 0 already examines how the existence of such 

equilibria can cause wave pinning. 

An important longer-term motivation for the current paper is that we wish to explore the reverse point of view. In 

particular, the standing wave solutions to ( 1.4 )–( 1.5 ) with c = 0 can be combined with their spatial mirror images to form 

so-called heteroclinic cycles between zero and one. Based on the theory described in [39, Section 3] , one expects stable 

n -periodic solutions with n � 1 to exist in the neighbourhood of such limit cycles. In particular, the pinning boundary could 

potentially be better understood by analyzing the behaviour of the parameter regions where stable n -periodic patterns exist 

for large values of n . In order to work towards this goal, we show in this paper how asymptotic expansions can be obtained 

for the boundaries of these regions for n = 3 , 4 . These curves already track the pinning boundary much more closely than 

their bichromatic counterparts. 

Spreading phenomena 

From a modelling perspective, the various travelling waves considered here are robust mechanisms by which the two 

species represented by the stable states zero and one can spread through the spatial domain. The novel feature here as 

compared to [1] is that zero can ‘win’ against stable phase mixtures, even if it would ‘lose’ in a direct confrontation with 

one (cf. Fig. 16 and Supplement A.3). This presents a clear violation of the general rule of thumb, which states that the LDE 

( 1.1 ) and the PDE ( 1.2 ) have qualitatively similar behaviour as long as one avoids the pinning region. Stated more generally, 

multiple types of transport mechanisms can be available simultaneously for ( 1.1 ), both inside and outside the pinning region. 

From a population control or material design perspective this opens up numerous interesting possibilities. For example, 

one could pre-process the center of the underlying medium to exhibit one of the stable n -periodic phase mixtures. This 

could then be used to increase the spreading speed of the energetically favoured phase ( n ≥ 4). Or alternatively, it could 

act as a waveguide to ‘draw in’ the two stable phases from opposite sides and force a collision between the two incoming 

waves ( n ≥ 2). We will see here that the end-product of such a collision is typically a wave of a different type, which is 

highly likely to be trapped. However, it can be forced to move by carefully tuning the system parameters ( n ≥ 4). 

Wave collisions 

Understanding the interaction between waves is an important topic that is attracting considerable attention, primarily in 

the spatially continuous setting at present. The so-called weak interaction regime where the waves are far apart is relatively 

well-understood; see e.g. the exit manifold developed by Wright and Hoffman [40] for the discrete setting and the numerous 

studies on renormalization techniques for the continuous setting [41–43] . 

However, at present there is no general theory to understand strong interactions, where the core of the waves approach 

each other and deform significantly. Early numerical results by Nishiura et al. [44] for the Gray–Scott and a three-component 

FitzHugh–Nagumo system suggest that the fate of colliding waves (annihilation, combination or scattering) is related to the 

properties of a special class of unstable solutions called separators. Even the internal dynamics of a single pulse under the 

influence of essential spectrum (a proxy for the advance of a second wave) can be highly complicated, see e.g. [45] for the 

(partial) unfolding of a butterfly catastrophe. 

Naturally, more information can be obtained in the presence of a comparison principle. Indeed, for the PDE ( 1.2 ) one 

can show that monostable waves can merge to form a bistable wave [7] and that counterpropagating waves can annihilate 

[8,46] . If one modifies the nonlinearity to allow more zero-crossings, one can stack waves that connect a chain of equilibria 

to form so-called propagating terraces [47] . 

We emphasize that the collisions described in this paper are far richer than those described above for ( 1.2 ). This is a 

direct consequence of the delicate structure of the set of equilibria for ( 1.1 ). By exploiting the comparison principle, our 

hope is that this system can serve as a playground for generating and understanding complicated collision processes. 

Organization 

In Section 2 we discuss the algebraic problem that n -periodic equilibria must satisfy, develop a naming scheme for its 

roots and formulate a result concerning the existence of travelling waves. In Section 3 we discuss trichromatic waves and 

focus on the fact that for certain values of a three-periodic stable equilibria can disappear and reappear as the diffusion 
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parameter d is increased. We move on to quadrichromatic waves in Section 4 , highlighting the fact that quadrichromatic and 

monochromatic waves can travel simultaneously in certain parameter regions. This allows us to study various types of wave 

collisions. Finally, in Section 5 we prove our main result Theorem 2.1 , which establishes the existence of multichromatic 

waves. 

2. Multichromatic Root Naming and Ordering 

The main focus of this paper is the Nagumo lattice differential equation (LDE) 

˙ u j (t) = d 
[
u j−1 (t) − 2 u j (t) + u j+1 (t) 

]
+ g 

(
u j (t) ; a 

)
, j ∈ Z , (2.1) 

in which the parameters ( a , d ) are taken from the half-strip 

H = [0 , 1] × [0 , ∞ ) (2.2) 

and the nonlinearity is given by the cubic 

g(u ; a ) = u (1 − u )(u − a ) . (2.3) 

Our results focus on n -periodic stationary solutions to ( 2.1 ) and the waves that connect them. 

In Section 2.1 we develop a naming system that allows us to partially classify these stationary solutions in an intuitive 

fashion. We proceed in Section 2.2 by formulating a result for the existence of waves that uses our naming system to decide 

which equilibria can be connected. Finally, equivalence classes for these waves are introduced in Section 2.3 by exploiting 

the symmetries present in ( 2.1 ). 

2.1. Equilibrium types 

We will write n -periodic equilibria for the LDE ( 2.1 ) in the form 

u i = u mod (i,n ) (2.4) 

for some vector u ∈ R 

n , where we let the modulo operator take values in 

mod (i, n ) ∈ { 1 , . . . , n } . (2.5) 

We remark that u can be interpreted as a solution of the Nagumo equation posed on a cyclic graph of length n ; see [48] . 

Taking n ≥ 3 and introducing the nonlinear mapping 

G (u ; a, d) := 

⎛ 

⎜ ⎜ ⎜ ⎝ 

d(u n − 2u 1 + u 2 ) + g 
(
u 1 ; a 

)
d (u 1 − 2u 2 + u 3 ) + g 

(
u 2 ; a 

)
. . . 

d (u n −1 − 2u n + u 1 ) + g 
(
u n ; a 

)

⎞ 

⎟ ⎟ ⎟ ⎠ 

∈ R 

n , (2.6) 

we see that any such equilibrium must satisfy G (u ; a, d) = 0 . 

For any a ∈ (0, 1) and u ∈ {0, a , 1} n , it is easy to see that G (u ; a, 0) = 0 and to confirm that the diagonal matrix 

D 1 G (u ; a, 0) = diag 
(
g ′ (u 1 ; a ) , . . . , g ′ (u n ; a ) 

)
(2.7) 

has non-zero entries. In particular, the implicit function theorem implies that each of these 3 n roots is part of a smooth 

one-parameter family of roots that exists whenever | d | is small. In fact, one can track the location of each of these roots 

as d is increased, up until the point where the root in question disappears by colliding with another root. This procedure 

forms the heart of the naming scheme that we develop here, which will allow us to refer to different types of roots in an 

efficient manner. 

In particular, we set out to label solutions of the equation G (· ; a, d) = 0 with words w taken from the set { 0 , a , 1 } n . We 

emphasize that we are using the fixed symbol a as placeholder for the parameter a ∈ (0, 1), which is allowed to vary. Indeed, 

for any w ∈ { 0 , a , 1 } n we introduce the vector w | a ∈ R 

n by writing 

(
w | a 

)
i = 

{ 

0 if w i = 0 , 

a if w i = a , 

1 if w i = 1 . 

(2.8) 

Definition 2.1. Consider a word w ∈ { 0 , a , 1 } n together with a triplet 

(u , a, d) ∈ [0 , 1] n × (0 , 1) × [0 , ∞ ) . (2.9) 

Then we say that u is an equilibrium of type w if there exists a C 1 -smooth curve 

[0 , 1]  t �→ 

(
v(t) , α(t) , δ(t) 

)
∈ [0 , 1] n × (0 , 1) × [0 , ∞ ) (2.10) 
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so that we have 

(v , α, δ)(0) = (w | a , a, 0) , 

(v , α, δ)(1) = (u , a, d) , (2.11) 

together with 

G 

(
v(t) ;α(t) , δ(t) 

)
= 0 , det D 1 G 

(
v(t) ;α(t) , δ(t) 

)
� = 0 (2.12) 

for all 0 ≤ t ≤ 1. 

We note that substituting t = 1 in ( 2.12 ) shows that indeed G (u ; a, d) = 0 , justifying the terminology of an equilibrium. In 

addition, the second requirement in ( 2.12 ) allows us to apply the implicit function theorem to conclude that G (· ; ˜ a , ˜ d ) = 0 

also has equilibria of type w for all pairs ( ̃  a , ˜ d ) sufficiently close to ( a , d ). In particular, these observations allow us to 

introduce the pathwise connected set 

�w 

= { (a, d) ∈ H : the system G (· ; a, d) = 0 admits an equilibrium of type w } , (2.13) 

which is open in the half-strip H = [0 , 1] × [0 , ∞ ) . 

We now impose several conditions on the structure of these sets �w 

in order to ensure that our classification scheme 

behaves sensibly. The main issue is to show that the specific shape of the paths ( 2.10 ) do not play a role, which involves 

ruling out loops with non-trivial behaviour. As a preparation, we introduce the set 

� = { (a, d) ∈ H : there exists u ∈ R 

n for which G (u ; a, d) = 0 and det D 1 G (u ; a, d) = 0 } , (2.14) 

which by continuity is a closed subset of H = [0 , 1] × [0 , ∞ ) that contains the upper boundaries of each �w 

. 

(H �1) For any two words w A , w B ∈ { 0 , a , 1 } n the intersection �w A 
∩ �w B 

is connected. 

(H �2) For any word w ∈ { 0 , a , 1 } n the set �w 

is simply connected. 

(H �3) Consider any word w ∈ { 0 , a , 1 } n and any ( a , d ) ∈ �w 

∩ �. Suppose that G (u i ; a i , d i ) = 0 is a sequence of equilibria of 

type w with ( a i , d i ) → ( a , d ) and u i → u. Then we have det D 1 G (u ; a, d) � = 0 . 

We remark that (H �3) can be checked by looking at one-dimensional curves instead of two-dimensional sets. It implies 

that equilibria of type w can be smoothly extended through the parts of the critical set � that lie inside �w 

. This allows us 

to perturb the interior of the curve ( 2.10 ) freely within �w 

without changing the value of the equilibrium u. 

Lemma 2.1. Suppose that (H �2) and (H �3) are satisfied. Pick a word w ∈ { 0 , a , 1 } n , together with a pair of parameters ( a , 

d ) ∈ �w 

and a pair of curves 

[0 , 1]  t �→ (αA , δA )(t) ∈ �w 

, [0 , 1]  t �→ (αB , δB )(t) ∈ �w 

(2.15) 

that have 

(αA , δA )(0) = (αB , δB )(0) = (a, 0) , (αA , δA )(1) = (αB , δB )(1) = (a, d) . (2.16) 

Then there exist unique functions 

[0 , 1]  t �→ (v A , v B )(t) ∈ R 

n × R 

n (2.17) 

so that the triplets (v A , αA , δA ) and (v B , αB , δB ) both satisfy ( 2.12 ) for all 0 ≤ t ≤ 1, together with the identities 

v A (0) = v B (0) = w | a , v A (1) = v B (1) . (2.18) 

Proof. Consider the curve (v, α, δ) given in ( 2.10 ). Since �w 

is simply connected, this curve can be continuously deformed 

to either ( αA , δA ) or ( αB , δB ) without leaving �w 

. The assumption ( H �3) and the implicit function theorem allow us to 

modify the curve v in such a way that ( 2.12 ) is maintained throughout this deformation. The desired identities ( 2.18 ) now 

follow from the fact that the values v(0) and v(1) remain unchanged. �

In the sequel we will not use (H �2) and (H �3) directly, but only the conclusion of Lemma 2.1 . In particular, if these 

conditions fail one can still set out to verify the desired path independence ‘by hand’. For example, let us assume that 

H \ � consists of a finite number N � of components { V i } N �i =1 
that are open in H and simply connected . On account of a global 

implicit function theorem [49, Theorem 3] , there exist non-negative integers { m i } N �i =1 
together with smooth functions 

u i, j : V i → R 

n , 1 ≤ i ≤ N �, 1 ≤ j ≤ m i (2.19) 

so that G (u i, j (a, d) ; a, d) = 0 for each ( a , d ) ∈ V i . In addition, u i, j 1 
(a, d) � = u i, j 2 

(a, d) whenever j 1 � = j 2 and every solution 

G (·; a, d) = 0 with ( a , d ) ∈ V i can be written in this way. 

The path independence can now be verified by checking which of these functions can be connected continuously through 

the boundaries of adjacent components. Indeed, the conclusion of Lemma 2.1 still holds if there is no sequence of connec- 

tions that starts in u i, j 1 
and ends in u i, j 2 

for some 1 ≤ i ≤ N � and some pair 1 ≤ j 1 � = j 2 ≤ m i . Such a sequence would allow a 

closed loop to be formed that does not map an equilibrium onto itself. 
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Fig. 2. Two examples of 4-chromatic waves as described in Theorem 2.1 . 

In any case, writing V ∗ for the component of H \ � that contains the horizontal segment (0, 1) × {0}, (H �2) and (H �3) 

can always be achieved if one replaces �w 

by subsets of the form 

�∗
w 

= { (a, d) ∈ V ∗ : the system G (·; a, d) = 0 admits an equilibrium of type w } . (2.20) 

However, we emphasize that these two conditions appear to be valid without this artificial restriction for the regions that 

we have numerically computed in this paper. 

Corollary 2.1. Fix an integer n ≥ 2 and suppose that (H �1), (H �2) and (H �3) all hold. Then for any word w ∈ { 0 , a , 1 } n there 

is a smooth function u w 

: �w 

→ R 

n so that u w 

( a , d ) is the unique equilibrium of type w for the system G (· ; a, d) = 0 for all ( a , 

d ) ∈ �w 

. In addition, whenever (a, d) ∈ �w A 
∩ �w B 

for two distinct words w A , w B ∈ { 0 , a , 1 } n we have 

u w A 
(a, d) � = u w B 

(a, d) . (2.21) 

Proof. The first statement is a consequence of Lemma 2.1 and the implicit function theorem. For the second statement, let 

us argue by contradiction and assume that both vectors in ( 2.21 ) are equal to u ∈ R 

n . Condition (H �1) allows us to pick 

a path from ( a , 0) to ( a , d ) that lies entirely within �w A 
∩ �w B 

. Applying Lemma 2.1 shows that u can be continued as 

an equilibrium along this path back to both (w A ) | a and (w B ) | a . However, the implicit function theorem implies that this 

continuation should be unique. �

We emphasize that our classification scheme only track roots until the first time the associated Jacobian becomes singular 

and the implicit function theorem can no longer be applied. We will encounter several different types of behaviour at such 

points. It is possible for two roots to collide and become complex and sometimes even recombine at ‘later’ parameter values. 

We will also encounter multi-root collisions where one or more roots survive the collision process. In such cases, we often 

use an ad-hoc naming system, where we label the emerging branch by reusing or combining the types of the original 

colliding branches. 

2.2. Waves 

In this section we focus on wave solutions to ( 2.1 ) that connect the n -periodic stationary solutions investigated in the 

previous section. These so-called multichromatic waves (see Fig. 2 ) can be written as 

u j (t) = �mod ( j,n ) ( j − ct) (2.22) 

for some wavespeed c ∈ R and R 

n -valued waveprofile 

� = (�1 , �2 , . . . , �n ) : R → R 

n (2.23) 

that satisfies the boundary conditions 

lim 

ξ→−∞ 

�(ξ ) = u w − , lim 

ξ→ + ∞ 

�(ξ ) = u w + (2.24) 

for some pair of words w ± ∈ { 0 , 1 } n ; see Corollary 2.1 . 

Substituting this Ansatz into ( 2.1 ) yields the traveling wave functional differential equation 

− c�′ 
1 (ξ ) = d 

[
�n (ξ − 1) − 2�1 (ξ ) + �2 (ξ + 1) 

]
+ g 

(
�1 (ξ ) ; a 

)
, 

− c�′ 
2 (ξ ) = d 

[
�1 (ξ − 1) − 2�2 (ξ ) + �3 (ξ + 1) 

]
+ g 

(
�2 (ξ ) ; a 

)
, 
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. . . 

− c�′ 
n (ξ ) = d 

[
�n −1 (ξ − 1) − 2�n (ξ ) + �1 (ξ + 1) 

]
+ g 

(
�n (ξ ) ; a 

)
, (2.25) 

which has positive coefficients on all shifted terms and also has diagonal nonlinearities. This system hence fits into the 

framework developed in [27] , provided that the assumptions pertaining to the boundary conditions ( 2.24 ) can also be 

validated. 

This is in fact the key question that we address in our main result below. This result requires the following assumption, 

which states that our root tracking scheme captures all (marginally) stable 2 n -periodic equilibria of the LDE. In particular, the 

types of these equilibria correspond with words from the stable subset { 0 , 1 } n . This assumption is satisfied for all the cases 

considered in this paper, but the example in [28, Section 1.2] shows how it can fail for non-cubic bistable nonlinearities. 

(HS) Recall the definitions (2.2) and (2.14) and suppose that G (u ; a, d) = 0 for some u ∈ R 

n and (a, d) ∈ H. Suppose fur- 

thermore that all eigenvalues λ of D 1 G (u; a , d ) satisfy λ≤ 0. Then we have 3 u = u w 

(a, d) for some w ∈ { 0 , 1 } n and 

(a, d) ∈ �w 

. 

Theorem 2.1 (see Section 5 ) . Fix an integer n ≥ 2 and assume that (H �1), (H �2), (H �3) and (HS) all hold. Consider two distinct 

words w −, w + ∈ { 0 , 1 } n with w − ≤ w + and pick (a, d) ∈ �w − ∩ �w + with d > 0 . Suppose furthermore that one of the following 

conditions holds. 

(a) The words w − and w + differ at precisely one location. 

(b) For each w ∈ { 0 , 1 } n \ { w −, w + } that satisfies w − ≤ w ≤ w + we have (a, d) / ∈ �w 

. 

Then there exists a unique c ∈ R for which the travelling system ( 2.25 ) admits a solution � : R → R 

n that satisfies the bound- 

ary conditions 

lim 

ξ→−∞ 

�(ξ ) = u w − (a, d) , lim 

ξ→ + ∞ 

�(ξ ) = u w + (a, d) . (2.26) 

If c � = 0, then � is unique up to translation and each component is strictly increasing. 

The main task in Section 5 is to show that the ordering w − ≤ w + extends to the boundary conditions ( 2.26 ), i.e. 

u w − (a, d) ≤ u w + (a, d) . Indeed, one does not expect wave connections to exist between states that cannot be ordered. The 

main reason for this is that the leading order spatial eigenvalue for the lineariziation of ( 2.25 ) around a stable equilibrium 

has an eigenvector with strictly positive components (see e.g. the Krein–Rutman theorem). This is no longer a natural ori- 

entation when attempting to connect non-ordered limiting states, leading to oscillatory behaviour that conflicts with the 

comparison principle. 

2.3. Symmetries 

There are a number of useful symmetries present in the equilibrium equation G (u ; a, d) = 0 and the travelling wave 

MFDE ( 2.25 ). We explore three important transformations here that significantly reduce the number of cases that need to 

be considered. 

We first note that the identity g(1 − u ; a ) = −g(u ; 1 − a ) implies that 

G (1 − u ; a, d) = −G (u ; 1 − a, d) (2.27) 

holds for all u ∈ R 

n , with 1 = (1 , . . . , 1) � ∈ R 

n . In order to exploit this, we pick w ∈ { 0 , a , 1 } n and write w 0 ↔ 1 ∈ { 0 , a , 1 } n for 

the ‘inverted’ word 

(w 0 ↔ 1 ) i = 

{ 

1 if w i = 0 , 

a if w i = a , 

0 if w i = 1 . 

(2.28) 

The identity ( 2.27 ) directly implies the reflection relation 

�w 0 ↔ 1 = { (a, d) : (1 − a, d) ∈ �w 

} , (2.29) 

together with 

u w 0 ↔ 1 (a, d) = 1 − u w 

(1 − a, d) . (2.30) 

We proceed by introducing the coordinate-shifts { T k } n k =1 
: R 

n → R 

n and reflection R : R 

n → R 

n that act as 

(T k u) i = u mod (i + k,n ) , 
(
R u 

)
i = u mod (1 −i,n ) . (2.31) 

2 We use the eigenvalues of the matrix D 1 G (u; a , d ) to characterize the stability of u. Using the comparison principle this can be easily transferred to 

the full LDE ( 1.1 ). 
3 If ( a , d ) ∈ ∂�w this identity should be interpreted as a limit. 
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It is easy to verify that the identity G (u ; a, d) = 0 implies that also 

G (T k u ; a, d) = G (R u ; a, d) = 0 . (2.32) 

In addition, when ( c , �) is a solution to the travelling wave MFDE ( 2.25 ), the same holds for the coordinate-shifted pair ( c , 

T k �) and the reflected version (−c, ˜ �) with 

˜ �(ξ ) = R �(−ξ ) . (2.33) 

These identities are all consequence of the invariance of the Nagumo LDE ( 2.1 ) under the transformations j �→ j + k and 

j �→ − j. 

Our choice to only consider waves where �(−∞ ) ≤ �(+ ∞ ) breaks the reflection invariance ( 2.33 ), which allows us to 

focus solely on the symmetry caused by the coordinate shifts T k . In particular, for any word w ∈ { 0 , a , 1 } n , we write 

�[w] = �w 

= �T 1 w 

= . . . = �T n −1 w 

. (2.34) 

In addition, we introduce the shorthand notation 

[w] = { u w 

, T 1 u w 

, . . . , T n −1 u w 

} (2.35) 

to refer to all the roots in the corresponding equivalence class, which are defined for ( a , d ) ∈ �[w] . 

Note that we are hence treating [ 0a1 ] and [ 01a ] as separate classes, even though they correspond with equivalent equi- 

libria of G (·; a, d) = 0 . Interestingly enough, when restricting attention to the alphabet { 0 , 1 } n , this distinction only plays a 

role for n ≥ 6. For example, 001011 is not shift-related to its reflection 110100 , but all shorter binary sequences are. 

Whenever we are referring to an equivalence class of roots, we will use the word that is the smallest in the lexico- 

graphical 4 sense (the so-called Lyndon word) as a class representative. For example, 0a11 is the Lyndon word for the class 

[ 0a11 ] = { u 0a11 , u 10a1 , u 110a , u a110 } . (2.36) 

We note that shorter words with a length that divides n can also be interpreted as a word of length n by periodic extension. 

For example, we write 

[ 01 ] = [ 0101 ] = { u 0101 , u 1010 } . (2.37) 

For any pair w ± ∈ { 0 , 1 } n with w − ≤ w + , we will use the shorthand notation u w − → u w + to refer to any pair ( c , �) that 

satisfies the travelling wave MFDE ( 2.25 ) together with the boundary conditions ( 2.26 ). The observations above show that 

T k u w − → T k u w + then corresponds with the pair ( c , T k �). 

In order to refer to an equivalence class of wave solutions, we pick w − ≤ w + and introduce the notation 

[w − → w + ] = { u w − → u w + , T 1 u w − → T 1 u w + , . . . , T n −1 u w − → T n −1 u w + } . (2.38) 

Here we always take w − to be the Lyndon representative for its equivalence class, but we emphasize that w + cannot always 

be chosen in this way. For example, 

[ 001 → 011 ] = { u 001 → u 011 , u 100 → u 101 , u 010 → u 110 } (2.39) 

refers to a different set of waves than 

[ 001 → 101 ] = { u 001 → u 101 , u 100 → u 110 , u 010 → u 011 } . (2.40) 

Naturally, this distinction disappears when considering waves that connect to or from one of the monochromatic states [ 0 ] 

and [ 1 ] . 

3. Trichromatic waves 

In this section we apply our results to the trichromatic case n = 3 . As in the bichromatic case considered in [1] , we 

observe that stable 3-periodic equilibria can only exist inside the parameter region where the monochromatic [ 0 → 1 ] wave 

is pinned. The novel behaviour as compared to the bichromatic case is that there exist intervals of the parameter a in which 

the number of (stable) equilibria can actually increase as d is increased (e.g., for a = 0 . 40146 , see Figs. 4 and 6 ). In addition, 

for values of a in these intervals, there are two disjoint intervals of parameters d for which travelling trichromatic waves 

exist that connect the homogeneous states [ 0 ] and [ 1 ] to a stable 3-periodic equilibrium. Similarly, for a fixed d , the number 

of (stable) equilibria can increase as 
∣∣a − 1 

2 

∣∣ is increased (e.g., for d = 0 . 04 , see Fig. 4 ). 

3.1. Equilibria 

Fig. 3 illustrates several trichromatic equilibria for ( 2.1 ), which correspond to roots u ∈ R 

3 of the nonlinear function 

G (u ; a, d) = 

⎛ 

⎝ 

d(u 3 − 2u 1 + u 2 ) + g 
(
u 1 ; a 

)
d (u 1 − 2u 2 + u 3 ) + g 

(
u 2 ; a 

)
d (u 2 − 2u 3 + u 1 ) + g 

(
u 3 ; a 

)
⎞ 

⎠ . (3.1) 

4 For ordering purposes we assume that 0 < a < 1 holds. 
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Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of several stable (black) and unstable (gray) 3-periodic equilibria for ( 2.1 ), namely u 0 , u 00a , u 001 , u 0a1 , u 011 , u a11 and u 1 
(bottom to top). The values were adjusted for presentation purposes without changing the ordering properties which follow from Lemma 5.2 . 

Fig. 4. Bifurcation thresholds for the number of roots of (3.1) . The subscripts in the regions R indicate the number of stable and unstable roots present in 

each region, counting their multiplicities but excluding the homogeneous roots [ 0 ] , [ a ] and [ 1 ] . 

Inspection of this system shows that one component can be removed if one enforces either u 1 = u 2 , u 2 = u 3 or u 1 = u 3 . 

In Fig. 4 we numerically computed the critical set � defined in ( 2.14 ) by searching for roots of the augmented system 

G ∗(u ; a, d) = 

(
G (u ; a, d) 

det D 1 G (u ; a, d) 

)
. (3.2) 

The results show that � can be decomposed into 5 piecewise-smooth curves that we label as �[ a ] , �[ 001 ] , �[ 011 ] , �
1 
u and 

�2 
u . The labels of the form �[w] imply that �[w] ⊂ ∂�[w] . We emphasize that this naming scheme is ambiguous by its very 

nature. Indeed, collisions between roots occur precisely on these curves, which also intersect each other. 

These 5 curves divide the remaining parameter space H \ � into 11 open and simply connected components. Ignoring 

the three homogeneous roots 5 [ 0 ] , [ a ] and [ 1 ] , the bottom region R 6,18 contains 6 stable roots and 18 unstable roots. The 

stable roots are represented by the equivalence classes [ 001 ] and [ 011 ] , while all the remaining equivalence classes generate 

the unstable roots. We recall the identity ( 2.27 ,) which explains the reflection symmetry through the line a = 

1 
2 and allows 

us to focus on the case a ∈ (0 , 1 2 ] . 

In the discussion below we indicate how this configuration changes as each of the critical curves is crossed. In addition, 

we obtain asymptotic expansions for the curves �[ 001 ] and �[ 011 ] associated to the stable trichromatic roots near the corner 

(a, d) = (0 , 0) . This allows us to confirm the assumptions in Section 2 in the regions where the curves cannot easily be 

distinguished numerically. As explained in Section 1 , we are also interested in the properties of such curves for large n . 

Hopefully the insights gained here for n = 3 could help with this endeavour. 

5 In the current trichromatic context, these roots are given by (0,0,0), ( a , a , a ) and (1,1,1). 
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u1
u2

u3

Fig. 5. Root trajectories as d is increased for a = 0 . 401 < a c . The continuous lines represent stable roots branches, while the dashed ones are unstable. In 

principle only one element of each root class is displayed. However, we (locally) plot all three permutations of 0aa to show how they all collide with ( a , 

a , a ) at �[ a ] and subsequently pass through each other. Finally, they hit the three permutations of 00a at �1 
u and disappear. We emphasize that a01 is not 

a Lyndon word, but we need to use it here to describe the �2 
u collision. 

See top right graph

u1
u2

u3

u1u2

u3

Fig. 6. Behaviour of the root branches near the cusp of the yellow �[ 001 ] curve from Fig. 4 , which is magnified in the bottom right panel. In particular, we 

fix a = 0 . 40146 ∈ (a c , a f ) and note that �[ 001 ] is crossed three times as d is increased. The top right panel contains a zoom of the yellow square from the 

left panel, which is impacted by these crossings. The blue dashed line between the red circle and black cross represents the region where two of the roots 

are temporarily complex. These plots illustrate the mechanism by which the stable branch [ 001 ] switches its unstable connecting branch as a is increased 

through the cusp and fold points a c and a f . (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of 

this article.) 

3.1.1. The �[ 011 ] threshold 

The first threshold that is encountered when increasing d for a ∈ (0 , 1 2 ) is the curve �[ 011 ] . Here the stable roots [ 011 ] 

collide with the unstable roots [ a11 ] , after which both branches disappear. This collision is visible in Figs. 5 –7 . 

In order to find an expansion for this threshold near the corner (a, d) = (0 , 0) , we exploit the observations above which 

allow us to consider equilibria close to (0,1,1) for which the second and third components are equal. In particular, we con- 

struct solutions to the problem 

G 

(
(x, 1 + y, 1 + y ) ; a, d 

)
= 0 (3.3) 

for which | x | + | y | + | a | + | d | is small. The resulting system has a structure that is very similar to that encountered in [1] , 

allowing us to follow the exact same procedure to unfold the saddle node bifurcations. In particular, viewing �[ 011 ] locally 

as the graph of the function d [ 011 ] , we obtain the expansion 

d [ 011 ] (a ) = 

a 2 

8 

+ 

a 4 

64 

+ O (a 5 ) , (3.4) 
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u1
u2

u3

u1

u2

u3

Fig. 7. Root branches for a = 0 . 41 > a f (left) and a = 0 . 48 > a f (right). The branch [ 001 ] now collides with [ 00a ] , while the unstable branch spawned by 

the �2 
u collision collides with [ 0aa ] at �1 

u . The collision points �1 
u and �2 

u slide through ( a , a , a ) as a is increased beyond a = 

1 
2 

. 

Fig. 8. Thresholds where standing waves ( c = 0 ) transition to travelling waves ( c � = 0) for the connections to and from the homogeneous equilibria [ 0 ] and 

[ 1 ] . The labels A − F are used to describe wave collisions in Section 3.9 . 

together with 

u 011 

(
a ; d [ 011 ] (a ) 

)
= 

(
a 

2 

, 1 − a 2 

8 

− a 3 

16 

− a 4 

64 

, 1 − a 2 

8 

− a 3 

16 

− a 4 

64 

)
+ O (a 5 ) . (3.5) 

This curve hence (locally) lies below the bichromatic threshold discussed in Section 2 1 . 

3.1.2. The �2 
u threshold 

This curve features the triple collision of the unstable branches [ 0a1 ] , [ a01 ] and [ aa1 ] when a ∈ (0 , 1 2 ) . One unstable 

branch of roots emerges from this collision. This collision is visible in Figs. 5 –7 . 

3.1.3. The �[ 001 ] threshold 

The important feature of this curve is that d cannot be expressed as a function of a . Indeed, the function 

G ∗∗(u ; a, d) = 

(
G ∗(u ; a, d) 

det D 1 , 3 G ∗(u ; a, d) 

)
(3.6) 

has the (numerically computed) roots 

(a c , d c ) ≈ (0 . 4013889 , 0 . 05668) , (a f , d f ) ≈ (0 . 401476 , 0 . 056275) , (3.7) 
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which correspond with a cusp respectively fold point for the curve �[ 001 ] ; see Figs. 4 and 6 . 

When a ∈ (0, a c ), the root [ 001 ] hits the branch spawned by the �2 
u collision and disappears; see Fig. 5 . On the other 

hand, for a ∈ ( a f , 1) the root [ 001 ] hits [ 00a ] ; see Fig. 7 . This corresponds with the scenario described above for �[ 011 ] after 

applying the 0 ↔ 1 swap. 

The intermediate case a ∈ ( a c , a f ) is illustrated in Fig. 6 . In this case the root [ 001 ] again hits the branch spawned by the 

�2 
u collision and disappears, but this pair reappears and splits off from each other after d crosses the �[ 001 ] threshold a 

second time. The stable branch of this pair collides with [ 00a ] and disappears when d crosses �[ 001 ] for the third and final 

time, while the unstable branch emerges as the survivor of the full triple crossing process. 

The black cross and green triangle in Fig. 6 overlap when a = a c , in which case the [ 00a ] branch has a triple root at the 

critical value d = d c . On the other hand, the black cross and red circle in this figure overlap when a = a f , in which case the 

branch [ 001 ] and the branch spawned by the �2 
u collision can be said to bounce off each other at d = d f . 

In order to find an expansion for this threshold near the corner (a, d) = (0 , 0) , we now look for solutions to 

G 

(
(x, x, 1 + y ) ; a, d 

)
= 0 (3.8) 

for which | x | + | y | + | a | + | d | is small. Viewing �[ 001 ] locally as the graph of the function d [ 001 ] , we may again use the same 

procedure as in [1] to obtain the expansion 

d [ 001 ] (a ) = 

a 2 

4 

+ 

a 4 

8 

+ O (a 5 ) , (3.9) 

together with 

u 001 (a ; d [ 001 ] (a )) = 

(
a 

2 

, 
a 

2 

, 1 − a 2 

8 

− a 3 

16 

− a 4 

64 

)
+ O (a 5 ) . (3.10) 

The fact that this curve (locally) lies above �[ 011 ] is hence already visible at leading order. 

3.1.4. The �[ a ] threshold 

This curve is characterized by the relation det D 1 G ([ a ] ; a, d) = 0 , which can be explicitly solved to yield d [ a ] (a ) = a (1 −
a ) / 3 . As shown in Fig. 5 , the three branches of roots contained in the equivalence class [ 0aa ] all pass through ( a , a , a ) at 

d = d [ a ] and survive the collision. 

3.1.5. The �1 
u threshold 

On this threshold the unstable branch that survived the �2 
u and �[ 001 ] collisions hits the branch [ 0aa ] that passed through 

( a , a , a ); see Figs. 5 –7 . Above this threshold the only remaining equilibria are the homogeneous states [ 0 ][ a ] and [ 1 ] . 

3.1.6. The critical case a = 

1 
2 

The right panel in Fig. 7 describes the situation just before a reaches the critical value a = 

1 
2 . Upon increasing a through 

this value, the collisions at �2 
u and �1 

u both cross through the center ( 1 2 , 
1 
2 , 

1 
2 ) at a = 

1 
2 and d = d [ a ] ( 

1 
2 ) = 

1 
12 , transitioning 

to occur on the [ 0aa ] branch. 

3.2. Wave connections 

Our numerical results strongly suggest that (H�1) − (H�3) and (HS) are satisfied, allowing us to apply the results in 

Section 2 . Fig. 9 represents the equivalence classes of wave connections between neighbouring words. We note that we are 

not drawing an edge from 101 because this is not a Lyndon word. 

We recall that Theorem 2.1 does not provide any information about the speed c of the travelling wave. We therefore 

resorted to numerics to find parameter values where c � = 0 for the waves discussed in the diagram above. This was done 

by connecting the two endstates with a tanh profile and letting this initial profile evolve under the flow of 2.1 . Exploiting 

the stability of the moving waves, one can test whether c = 0 by determining whether movement ceases after an initial 

transient period. 

For the [ 001 → 011 ] and [ 001 → 101 ] connections we were not able to find any regions where c � = 0. However, in Fig. 8 we 

can observe the numerically computed minimum threshold for d where we in fact have c � = 0 for the waves that connect to 

and from the homogeneous states [ 0 ] and [ 1 ] . Although these threshold curves are often very close to the boundary of the 

existence region for the associated stable trichromatic root, our numerical results strongly suggest that they touch only in 

the corners d = 0 . This was rigorously established for the bichromatic case in [1] . 

Notice that the [ 0 → 001 ] and [ 001 → 1 ] waves both have non-zero speed in region B, which contains the fold and cusp 

points of �[ 001 ] . This indicates that travelling waves can appear and disappear twice as the diffusion coefficient is increased, 

which does not happen in the bichromatic case. 
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101 1001

1011

Fig. 9. This diagram depicts the trichromatic (left) and quadrichromatic (right) wave connections predicted by the theory in Section 2 . A solid edge from 

w − to w + indicates that waves of type [w − → w + ] exist for (a, d) ∈ �[w + ] ∩ �[w − ] with d > 0 by applying Theorem 2.1 with option (a). A dashed edge 

indicates that this connection is covered by option (b). In this case, the connection is only guaranteed to exist in the parameter region displayed next to 

the edge, because intermediate stable roots have to be ruled out. The asymptotics in Sections 3.1 and 4.1 guarantee that all the relevant parameter regions 

are non-empty. In addition, the connections [ 0001 → 1101 ] , [ 0001 → 0111 ] and [ 0001 → 1011 ] are not listed because �[ 0001 ] ∩ �[ 0111 ] is contained in 

�[ 0011 ] . To prevent clutter, we have also left out the monochromatic [ 0 → 1 ] connection in the diagram on the right. The words that are gray are not 

Lyndon words and as such do not have any outgoing arrows; see the discussion in Section 2.3 . 

3.3. Wave collisions 

In order to investigate interactions between waves, we set out to find ordered triplet of words w A ≤ w B ≤ w C from the 

stable set { 0 , 1 } n , for which the waves [w A → w B ] and [w B → w C ] both exist. In addition, we demand that at least one of these 

two waves has non-zero speed. One can then construct an initial condition that resembles the two waveprofiles separated 

by a buffer-zone containing the stable equilibrium [w B ] and study the resulting dynamics. 

Zooming in near the cusp of �[ 001 ] , Fig. 8 identifies three regions A − C that are relevant for collisions between [ 0 → 001 ] 

and [ 001 → 1 ] waves. In Fig. 10 we give snapshots of the collision process occurring in regions A and B. In both cases the 

buffer-zone containing [ 001 ] is consumed by one ( A ) or both ( B) of the incoming trichromatic waves, leading eventually to 

a pinned monochromatic wave. This type of collision can also be observed in the bichromatic setting. 

A novel feature in this trichromatic setting is that one can make longer collision chains. Indeed, let us consider parameter 

values in regions D − F of Fig. 8 . We can then construct initial conditions resembling a [ 0 → 001 ] wave on the left, a 

[ 001 → 011 ] standing wave in the center and a [ 011 → 1 ] wave on the right. The intermediate wave is consumed from the 

left ( F), right ( D) or both directions ( E), again resulting in a pinned monochromatic wave that can be non-monotonic. An 

illustration of a type E collision can be found in Fig. 11 . 

3.4. Example 

In order to illustrate all the concepts discussed in this section, we examine the curve d �→ u 001 (a, d) for the fixed param- 

eter value a = 0 . 40146 ∈ (a c , a f ) . In particular, we discuss all the changes in behaviour that occur as the diffusion coefficient 

d is increased from zero. The three components of this curve are plotted in Fig. 12 , along with several other equilibria that 

interact with u 001 . This figure can be seen as an alternative visualization of the setting in Fig. 6 , with matching colour codes 

and symbols. 

The first change occurs as we cross through �[ 011 ] at d = 0 . 0209 (blue triangle), where the stable root u 011 disappears. 

Here the standing waves u 001 → u 011 and u 001 → u 101 are replaced by standing waves u 001 → 1 . These latter waves start 

to travel after crossing d = 0 . 046615 (orange line). In particular, we are in region A of Fig. 4 , which features the standing- 

moving wave collisions featured in the lower panes of Fig. 10 . 

Moving beyond d = 0 . 05405 (gray line), the u 0 → u 001 waves also start to travel, placing us in region B of Fig. 4 and 

allowing the collisions in the upper panes of Fig. 10 to occur. At d = 0 . 0560 6 6 (red dot) however, u 001 disappears by colliding 

with the branch of roots that emerges from the collision at �2 
u (blue stars). 
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Fig. 10. These panels describe two simulations of the LDE ( 2.1 ) that feature a collision between a [ 0 → 001 ] wave and a [ 001 → 1 ] wave. For the top three 

panels we have a = 0 . 404 and d = 0 . 054 , which is inside region B. However, it is still below the monochromatic threshold. In particular, the buffer zone is 

now consumed from both sides, but the end result is again a pinned monochromatic front. For the bottom three panels we have a = 0 . 404 and d = 0 . 05 , 

which is in region A . Here the [ 001 ] buffer zone is consumed from the right, resulting in a pinned monochromatic front. 
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Fig. 11. The top panels describe a collision where a standing [ 001 → 011 ] wave is sandwiched between incoming [ 0 → 001 ] and [ 011 → 1 ] waves. Here 

we are in region E of Fig. 8 , with a = 0 . 5 and d = 0 . 0337 . The end-product is a non-monotonic pinned monochromatic wave. The monotonicity of the 

final state can be recovered by replacing the left wave with [ 0 → 010 ] . The bottom panels describe a collision between [ 0 → 0001 ] and [ 0001 → 0101 ] at 

a = 0 . 5 and d = 0 . 033554 . The end-product is now a trapped bichromatic wave. 

No stable three-periodic patterns exist until we cross through �[ 001 ] for the second time at d = 0 . 56466 (black cross). 

Here u 001 reappears together with the associated waves u 0 → u 001 and u 001 → u 1 , which all have non-zero speed. This 

situation is short-lived however, as u 001 collides with u 00a and disappears at d = 0 . 0566 (green triangle), where �[ 001 ] is 

crossed for the third and final time. 

4. Quadrichromatic waves 

In this section we discuss the quadrichromatic case n = 4 . As in the trichromatic case, stable 4-periodic equilibria can 

disappear and reappear as d is increased for a fixed a . The novel behaviour in this setting is that travelling quadrichromatic 
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a=0.40146 a=0.40146

Fig. 12. These graphs display the d -dependence of the three components of all trichromatic roots that interact with u 001 , for the fixed value a = 0 . 40146 

that was also used in Fig. 6 . Note that the first two coordinates of u 001 are equal, which is why there are only two orange curves. Note also that both 

roots u 0a1 and u a01 have the same third component (and flipped first and second components). In particular, the blue stars indeed describe the triple root 

collision at �2 
u . The unstable root emerging from the black cross survives the triple crossing of �[ 001 ] and collides with u aa0 at �1 

u (red squares). The last 

component of this latter branch is only partially plotted to prevent clutter. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader 

is referred to the web version of this article.) 

waves can co-exist with travelling monochromatic waves or pinned bichromatic waves for an open set of parameters ( a , d ). 

This allows several new types of collisions to occur. For example, two incoming connections with intermediate quadrichro- 

matic states can collide to form a monochromatic travelling wave. 

4.1. Equilibria 

The relevant nonlinearity that governs quadrichromatic equilibria to ( 2.1 ) is now given by 

G (u ; a, d) := 

⎛ 

⎜ ⎝ 

d(u 4 − 2u 1 + u 2 ) + g(u 1 ; a ) 
d (u 1 − 2u 2 + u 3 ) + g(u 2 ; a ) 
d (u 2 − 2u 3 + u 4 ) + g(u 3 ; a ) 
d (u 3 − 2u 4 + u 1 ) + g(u 4 ; a ) 

⎞ 

⎟ ⎠ 

. (4.1) 

Inspecting this system shows that one component can be removed by enforcing either u 1 = u 3 or u 2 = u 4 . Of course, this 

problem reduces to the bichromatic case n = 2 if both these identities are enforced. On the other hand, if one takes 

u 1 = u 2 = u A , u 3 = u 4 = u B , (4.2) 

the system G (u ; a, d) = 0 reduces to 

d(u B − u A ) + g(u A ; a ) = d(u A − u B ) + g(u B ; a ) = 0 . (4.3) 

This again corresponds to the bichromatic case n = 2 but now with the halved diffusion coefficient d bc = 

1 
2 d. 

In Fig. 13 we display several numerically computed curves �[w] in the critical set � that correspond with the upper 

boundaries of the sets �[w] . For visual clarity, we only consider the words 

w ∈ { 0001 , 0011 , 01 , 0111 } , (4.4) 

which correspond with the stable non-homogeneous equilibria for G (u ; a, d) = 0 . 

The curves �[ 0001 ] and �[ 0111 ] again contain cusp and fold points. However, all four curves can locally be described 

as a graph d = d [w] (a ) near the corner (a, d) = (0 , 0) . As in Section 3 we now set out to compute the first two terms in 

the asymptotic expansion of each of these curves. We especially wish to highlight the structural difference between two 

of these computations. Indeed, the inequality g ′ (1; 0) < 0 allows us to handle �[ 0111 ] using techniques similar to those in 

Section 3 and [1] . However, the identity g ′ (0 ; 0) = 0 forces us to tackle �[ 0001 ] in a different fashion. This leads to the 

appearance of a cubic term that places us above the monochromatic pinning region. 

4.1.1. The �[ 0111 ] threshold 

In view of the symmetries discussed above we consider solutions where the second and fourth component are equal. In 

particular, we consider the problem 

G 

(
(x, 1 + y, 1 + z, 1 + y ) ; a, d 

)
= 0 , (4.5) 
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Fig. 13. Bifurcation thresholds for the four stable quadrichromatic root classes. The �[ 0001 ] and �[ 0111 ] curves again feature slanted cusps; see the inset. 

which can be written as 

(H 1 , H 2 , H 3 )(x, y, z; a, d) = 0 (4.6) 

with 

H 1 (x, y, z; a, d) = 2 d(1 + y − x ) + x (1 − x )(x − a ) , 

H 2 (x, y, z; a, d) = d(x + z − 2 y − 1) − y (1 + y )(y + 1 − a ) , 

H 3 (x, y, z; a, d) = 2 d(y − z) − z(1 + z)(z + 1 − a ) . (4.7) 

Notice that H 2 and H 3 feature terms of order O ( y ) respectively O ( z ), which corresponds with the fact that the root g(1 ; a ) = 0 

is simple when a = 0 . In addition, H 3 is independent of x . Setting H 3 = 0 hence allows us to write z = z ∗(y ; a, d) , which can 

be substituted into H 2 = 0 to yield y = y ∗(x ; a, d) . Plugging these expressions into H 1 by writing 

˜ H 1 (x ; a, d) = H 1 

(
x, y ∗(x ; a, d) , z ∗(y ; a, d) ; a, d 

)
, (4.8) 

we find 

˜ H 1 (x ; a, d) = x 2 + O 

(
x 3 + ax + d 

)
. (4.9) 

This allows us to uncover the saddle-node bifurcations in a fashion analogous to [1] . In particular, we obtain the expansion 

d [ 0111 ] (a ) = 

a 2 

8 

+ 

a 4 

64 

+ O (a 5 ) , (4.10) 

together with 

u 0111 (a ; d [ 0111 ] (a )) = 

(
a 

2 

, 1 − a 2 

8 

− a 3 

16 

, 1 , 1 − a 2 

8 

− a 3 

16 

)
+ O (a 4 ) . (4.11) 

Notice that the two leading order terms in ( 4.10 ) agree with those for the trichromatic curve d [ 011 ] . 

4.1.2. The �[ 0101 ] and �[ 0011 ] thresholds 

The discussion above implies that the threshold �[ 0101 ] is identical to the corresponding threshold �[ 01 ] for the bichro- 

matic case n = 2 . In addition, the identity ( 4.3 ) allows us to write 

d [ 0011 ] (a ) = 2 d [ 01 ] (a ) . (4.12) 

We can hence copy the results from [1, Prop 3.6] and write 

d [ 0101 ] (a ) = 

a 2 

8 

+ 

a 4 

32 

+ O (a 5 ) , 

d [ 0011 ] (a ) = 

a 2 

4 

+ 

a 4 

16 

+ O (a 5 ) , (4.13) 
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together with 

u 0101 

(
a ; d [ 0101 ] (a ) 

)
= 

(
a 

2 

, 1 − a 2 

4 

− a 3 

8 

, 
a 

2 

, 1 − a 2 

4 

− a 3 

8 

)
+ O (a 4 ) , 

u 0011 

(
a ; d [ 0011 ] (a ) 

)
= 

(
a 

2 

, 
a 

2 

, 1 − a 2 

4 

− a 3 

8 

, 1 − a 2 

4 

− a 3 

8 

)
+ O (a 4 ) . (4.14) 

Note that the curve �[ 0011 ] is (locally) beneath the trichromatic �[ 001 ] threshold. 

4.1.3. The �[ 0001 ] threshold 

The symmetries discussed above allow us to consider solutions where the first and third component are equal. In partic- 

ular, we consider the problem 

G 

(
(x, y, x, 1 + z) ; a, d 

)
= 0 , (4.15) 

which can be written as 

(H 1 , H 2 , H 3 )(x, y, z; a, d) = 0 (4.16) 

with 

H 1 (x, y, z; a, d) = d(y + z + 1 − 2 x ) + x (1 − x )(x − a ) , 

H 2 (x, y, z; a, d) = 2 d(x − y ) + y (1 − y )(y − a ) , 

H 3 (x, y, z; a, d) = 2 d(x − z − 1) − z(1 + z)(z + 1 − a ) . (4.17) 

Notice that H 3 features a term of order O ( z ) and is independent of y . In fact, it is very similar to the second line of 

[1, Eq. (3.30)] , which allows us to write 

z = z ∗(x ; a, d) = −2 d − 2 ad + 2 d x + O (d 2 + d a 2 ) . (4.18) 

However H 2 features O ((a + d) y ) terms, which prevents us from expressing y in terms of x as before. This corresponds with 

the fact that the root g(0 ; a ) = 0 is double at a = 0 . On the other hand, setting H 2 = 0 and introducing the scalings 

y = a ̃  y , d = d ∗(a, ˜ d ) = 

1 

4 

a 2 (1 + 

˜ d ) (4.19) 

does allow us to write 

x = x ∗( ̃  y ; a, ˜ d ) = a ̃  y − 2 ̃

 y 

1 + 4 ̃

 d 
(1 − a ̃  y )( ̃  y − 1) . (4.20) 

Substituting these expressions into H 1 , we write 

˜ H 1 ( ̃  y ; a, ˜ d ) = H 1 

(
x ∗( ̃  y ; a, ˜ d ) , a ̃  y , z ∗(x ∗( ̃  y ; a, ˜ d ) ; a, d ∗(a, ˜ d )) ; a, d ∗(a, ˜ d ) 

)
(4.21) 

and find 

˜ H 1 ( ̃  y ; a, ˜ d ) = 4 ̃

 y 2 + O 

(
˜ y 3 + (a + 

˜ d ) ̃  y 2 + a ̃  y + a 2 
)
. (4.22) 

The saddle-node bifurcations can now be unfolded by examining the terms in this equation using the procedure in [1] . In 

particular, we find 

d [ 0001 ] (a ) = 

a 2 

4 

+ 

a 3 

8 

+ O (a 4 ) , (4.23) 

together with 

u 0001 

(
a ; d [ 0001 ] (a ) 

)
= 

(
a 

2 

+ 

a 2 

8 

+ 

3 a 3 

16 

, 
a 2 

4 

+ 

a 3 

8 

, 
a 

2 

+ 

a 2 

8 

+ 

3 a 3 

16 

, 1 − a 2 

2 

− a 3 

2 

)
+ O (a 4 ) . (4.24) 

The main point of interest here is that d [ 0001 ] (a ) contains a cubic term. In fact, our expansion here agrees with the expansion 

of the formula [23, Eq. (5.1)] , which provides a (non-sharp) upper bound for the values of d where monochromatic waves 

are pinned. As indicated in Fig. 14 , our numerical results confirm that �[ 0001 ] intersects the region in ( a , d ) space where 

monochromatic waves can travel. 

4.2. Waves 

As in the trichromatic case, a visual inspection confirms that assumptions (H�1) − (H�3) and (HS) are satisfied. The 

connections predicted by Theorem 2.1 are depicted in Fig. 9 . In Fig. 14 we provide the numerically computed minimal 

values for d for which the waves connecting to and from the spatially homogeneous equilibria [ 0 ] and [ 1 ] have a non- 

zero speed. A dynamic illustration of such a wave can be found in Supplement A.1. The novel feature here is that there 

is overlap with the region where the monochromatic [ 0 → 1 ] wave has non-zero speed. This allows for situations where 
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Fig. 14. Speed thresholds for the wave connections to and from the stable roots [ 0001 ] , [ 0011 ] and [ 0111 ] . The thresholds for [ 0101 ] are not shown, as 

they coincide with the bichromatic results obtained in [1] . Supplement A.1 contains an animation of the quadrichromatic wave [ 0 → 0001 ] . 
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Fig. 15. The left panel contains a schematic exaggeration of the area around the cusp of �[ 0001 ] , together with a description of the collision type that 

can be expected in each region. The top two arrows indicate the nature of the [ 0 → 0001 ] and [ 0001 → 1 ] connections that move towards each other. 

The bottom arrow describes whether or not the resulting monochromatic wave is pinned. Supplements A .2–A .4 provide animations of collision types A, B 

and D. The right panel compares the speed threshold for the connections involving [ 0011 ] with the doubled bichromatic thresholds. One can see that the 

reduction ( 4.2 ) respects the equilibrium structure but not the wave structure of the system. 

the end-product of a collision between two quadrichromatic wave is no longer a pinned monochromatic wave but in fact a 

travelling monochromatic wave. 

Indeed, let us focus first on the neighbourhood of the cusp of �[ 0001 ] . Fig. 15 distinguishes several parameter regions 

where collisions between [ 0 → 0001 ] and [ 0001 → 1 ] waves can occur. Types C-F closely resemble those encountered in 

the bichromatic and trichromatic cases. Types A and B are new however and indeed feature travelling monochromatic 

end-products. Type B is especially interesting since the left side of the domain experiences a reversal in the direction of 

propagation. Supplements A .2–A .4 provide animations of quadrichromatic collisions of type A, B and D. 

Furthermore, two examples with snapshots of such collisions are provided in Fig. 16 . We remark that in both cases the 

speed of the [ 0001 → 1 ] wave is significantly faster than the speed of the monochromatic wave. In particular, the spreading 

speed of the stable state u = 1 can be increased by using [ 0001 ] as a buffer. 

We do not give an exhaustive description of all possible collisions here. However, we do wish to point out a second 

novelty that arises for n = 4 , which is depicted in the bottom panels of Fig. 11 . Here a moving [ 0 → 0001 ] wave collides with 
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Fig. 16. These panels describe two simulations of the LDE ( 2.1 ) that feature a collision between a [ 0 → 0001 ] wave and a [ 0001 → 1 ] wave. The top 

three panels feature a collision of type A, with a = 0 . 378 and d = 0 . 058 . The quadrichromatic buffer zone is invaded from the right, forming a travelling 

monochromatic wave once it is extinguished. The bottom three panels feature a collision of type B, with a = 0 . 37 and d = 0 . 0625 . Here the left part of the 

buffer zone is first pulled towards zero by the incoming wave on the left, but then gets pulled towards one by the final travelling monochromatic wave. 

Dynamic animations of collisions of type A and B can be seen in Supplements A .2–A .3. 

a standing [ 0001 → 0101 ] wave to form a standing bichromatic [ 0 → 01 ] wave. This leads us to suspect that a wide range of 

possibilities exist to construct collision sequences involving sets of n -chromatic waves with multiple separate values of n > 1. 

5. Proof of Theorem 2.3 

Here we provide the proof of our main result, which allows us to establish the existence of wave connections between 

equilibria by simply comparing their types. 

We first show that a pair of distinct ordered stationary solutions cannot have two equal components. Throughout this 

section we assume that expressions such as i − 1 or i + 1 should be evaluated within the modulo arithmetic on indices 

{ 1 , 2 , . . . , n } . 
Lemma 5.1. Assume that u , v ∈ R 

n satisfy G (u ; a, d) = G (v ; a, d) = 0 for some pair a ∈ (0, 1) and d > 0 . Assume furthermore that 

u ≤ v and that u i = v i for some i ∈ { 1 , . . . , n } . Then in fact u = v . 

Proof. Since u i = v i we have 

0 = d(u i −1 − 2u i + u i +1 ) + g(u i ; a ) = d(u i −1 − 2v i + u i +1 ) + g(v i ; a ) = d(v i −1 − 2v i + v i +1 ) + g(v i ; a ) , (5.1) 

which implies that 

u i −1 + u i +1 = v i −1 + v i +1 . (5.2) 

Since u i −1 ≤ v i −1 and u i +1 ≤ v i +1 we obtain u i −1 = v i −1 and u i +1 = v i +1 . This argument can subsequently be repeated a num- 

ber of times to yield u = v . �

The main ingredient in our proof of Theorem 2.1 is that the ordering of any pair of words from the full set { 0 , a , 1 } n and 

the stable subset { 0 , 1 } n is preserved for the equilibria that have the corresponding types. For example, for n = 4 we have 

the partial ordering 

whereby each [w A ] � [w B ] connection in this diagram indicates that u w A 
(a, d) < u w B 

(a, d) whenever (a, d) ∈ �w A 
∩ �w B 

with 

d > 0. For n = 3 we can similarly write 

[ 0 ] � [ 00a ] � [ 001 ] � [ 0a1 ] � [ 011 ] � [ a11 ] � [ 1 ] , 
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which explains the ordering in Fig. 3 . These ideas are summed up in the following key statement. 

Lemma 5.2. Assume that (H �1) and (H �2) are satisfied and consider a distinct pair w A , w B ∈ { 0 , a , 1 } n that admits the ordering 

w A ≤ w B . Suppose furthermore that at least one of these two words is contained in { 0 , 1 } n . Then for any (a, d) ∈ �w A 
∩ �w B 

we 

have the strict component-wise inequality 

u w A 
(a, d) < u w B 

(a, d) . (5.3) 

Proof. Fixing (a, d) ∈ �w A 
∩ �w B 

, we note that (H �1) and Lemma 2.1 allow us to pick a curve 

[0 , 1]  t �→ (v A (t) , v B (t) , α(t) , δ(t)) ∈ [0 , 1] n × [0 , 1] n × (0 , 1) × [0 , ∞ ) (5.4) 

so that we have 

(v A , v B , α, δ)(0) = ([w A ] | a , [w B ] | a , a, 0) , 

(v A , v B , α, δ)(1) = (u w A 
(a, d) , u w B 

(a, d) , a, d) , (5.5) 

while the inclusion 

(α(t) , δ(t)) ∈ �w A 
∩ �w B 

(5.6) 

and the identities 

G 

(
v A (t) ;α(t) , δ(t) 

)
= G 

(
v B (t) ;α(t) , δ(t) 

)
= 0 (5.7) 

all hold for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1. By slightly modifying the path and picking a small ε > 0, we can also ensure that α(t) = a and δ(t) = t

for all t ∈ [0, ε). 

Upon introducing the graph Laplacian B : R 

n → R 

n and the nonlinearity � : R 

n → R 

n that act as 

(B u) i = u i −1 − 2u i + u i +1 , �(u) i = g(u i ; a ) , (5.8) 

we see that 

0 = G (v # (t) ; a, t) = tB v # (t) + �
(
v # (t) 

)
(5.9) 

for t small and # ∈ { A, B } . Taking implicit derivatives of (5.9) , we find 

t B 

d k 

dt k 
v # (t ) + kB 

d k −1 

dt k −1 
v # (t) + R 

(k ) 
# 

(t) = −D �
(
v # (t ) 

) d k 

dt k 
v # (t ) , (5.10) 

in which we have defined 

R 

(k ) 
# 

(t) = 

k −1 ∑ 

j=1 

(
k − 1 

j − 1 

)[ 
d k − j 

dt k − j 
D �

(
v # (t) 

)] d j 
dt j 

v # (t) (5.11) 

for k ≥ 2, setting this expression to zero for k = 1 . 

For any index i we define the quantity 

� i = min { j ′ ≥ 0 : (w A ) i + j ′ < (w B ) i + j ′ or (w A ) i − j ′ < (w B ) i − j ′ } , (5.12) 

which measures the distance to the closest index where w A and w B are unequal. We now claim that for any k ≥ 0 we have 

d k 

dt k 
(v A ) i (0) ≤ d k 

dt k 
(v B ) i (0) (5.13) 

if � i ≥ k , with the inequality being strict if and only if � i = k . For k = 0 this is obvious. Assuming this holds for k − 1 , consider 

any index with � i ≥ k ≥ 1. Our alphabet assumption implies that 

(w A ) i = (w B ) i � = a , (5.14) 

which implies that the i -component of the two diagonal matrices D �(v A (0)) and D �(v B (0)) are strictly negative; see (2.7) . 

In addition, our induction hypothesis implies that 

R 

(k ) 
A 

(0) = R 

(k ) 
B 

(0) . (5.15) 

By definition, we have 

� i ±1 ≥ � i − 1 ≥ k − 1 . (5.16) 

In addition, we have � i = k if and only if � i +1 = k − 1 or � i −1 = k − 1 holds. Our induction hypothesis hence implies (
B 

d k −1 

dt k −1 
v A (0) 

)
i ≤

(
B 

d k −1 

dt k −1 
v B (0) 

)
i , (5.17) 

with strict inequality if and only if � i = k . Our claim now follows immediately from ( 5.10 ). 
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The argument above shows that v A ( t ) < v B ( t ) for all t ∈ (0, ε). If ( 5.3 ) fails to hold, this hence means that there exists t ∗ ∈ [ ε, 

1] for which v A ( t ∗) ≤ v B ( t ∗), with also (v A (t ∗)) i = (v B (t ∗)) i for some i ∈ { 1 , . . . , n } . Lemma 5.1 now implies v A (t ∗) = v B (t ∗) and 

hence 

u w A 

(
α(t ∗) , δ(t ∗) 

)
= u w B 

(
α(t ∗) , δ(t ∗) 

)
, (5.18) 

which violates Corollary 2.1 . �

By combining Lemma 5.1 and 5.2 we can control all the (marginally) stable equilibria in the box [u w − , u w + ] . This allows 

us to finally prove our main result. 

Proof of Theorem 2.3. Pick any distinct pair w ± ∈ { 0 , 1 } n with w − ≤ w + and any (a, d) ∈ �w − ∩ �w + with d > 0. 

Lemma 5.2 implies that the cuboid 

K = { u ∈ R 

n : u w − (a, d) ≤ u ≤ u w + (a, d) } ⊂ [0 , 1] n (5.19) 

has non-empty volume. In addition, for any w ∈ { 0 , 1 } n that does not satisfy w − ≤ w ≤ w + and for which (a, d) ∈ �w 

, we 

have u w 

(a, d) / ∈ K on account of Lemma 5.1 , the connectedness of �w ± ∩ �w 

and continuity considerations. 

In view of (HS), all equilibria inside the cube K besides the two corner points u w ± (a, d) hence have a strictly positive 

eigenvalue. The existence of the wave ( c , �) now follows from [27, Theorem. 6] . �
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a b s t r a c t

We study the rich structure of periodic stationary solutions of Nagumo reaction
diffusion equation on lattices. By exploring the relationship with Nagumo equations
on cyclic graphs we are able to divide these periodic solutions into equivalence
classes that can be partially ordered and counted. In order to accomplish this, we
use combinatorial concepts such as necklaces, bracelets and Lyndon words.
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1. Introduction

In this paper we explore the structure of periodic stationary solutions of the lattice Nagumo equation

u̇i(t) = d(ui−1(t)− 2ui(t) + ui+1(t)) + g(ui(t); a), i ∈ Z, t ∈ R. (LDE)

We assume d > 0 and consider the cubic bistable nonlinearity g(u; a) := u(1 − u)(u − a), a ∈ (0, 1). This
equation has been extensively studied as the simplest model describing the competition between two stable
states u = 0 and u = 1 in a spatially discrete environment. One of its key features is the existence of
nondecreasing travelling waves uj(t) = Φ(j − ct), and the fact that these waves do not move (c = 0) for
small values of d. This phenomenon (called pinning) is caused by the existence of heterogeneous stationary
solutions, which prevent the dominance of the two stable homogeneous states u = 0 and u = 1. Our goal is
to show that the periodic stationary solutions of (LDE), which exist mainly inside the pinning region, form
equivalence classes that can be partially ordered and counted.
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Fig. 1. Existence regions Ωn of stable n-periodic stationary solutions of (LDE). The left panel depicts even periods, the right one
odd periods. The hatched regions Ωmono correspond to parameter values for which the monochromatic waves of (LDE) travel.

Eq. (LDE) is a discrete-space version of the famous Nagumo reaction–diffusion PDE ut = duxx + g(u; a),
with x ∈ R. The lattice counterpart (LDE) has a richer set of equilibria [1] which in turn implies more
complex behaviour of travelling and standing front solutions [2,3]. Mallet-Paret [2] established that for each
a ∈ [0, 1] and d > 0 there exists a unique c = c(a, d) for which the wave Φ exists. However, if we fix
a ∈ (0, 1) \ { 1

2}, Zinner [3] showed that c(a, d) ̸= 0 for d ≫ 1 and Keener [4] proved that c(a, d) = 0
for 0 < d ≪ 1. Moreover, for fixed d > 0 the results in [5] suggest the existence of δ(d) > 0 so that
c(a, d) = 0 whenever

⏐⏐a− 1
2
⏐⏐ ≤ δ(d). This above mentioned pinning is typical for lattice equations [6–8].

Since the pinning region is dominated by heterogeneous (periodic and aperiodic) stationary solutions, our
paper contributes to the understanding of this important feature (see Fig. 1 for a simple illustration).

A second important motivation for understanding the periodic stationary solutions of (LDE) is that this
knowledge aids us in the search for so-called multichromatic waves. These non-monotone travelling waves
connect two or more n-periodic stationary solutions of (LDE) (in contrast to standard monochromatic waves
which are monotone). In our companion papers [9,10] we have shown that these waves exist mainly inside
the pinning region, appearing and disappearing as d increases. The waves that exist outside of the pinning
region can be combined to form complex collision waves that involve direction changes.

In this paper we name, partially order and count the equivalence classes of periodic stationary solutions
of (LDE) based on the connection between (LDE) and the Nagumo equation posed on cyclic graphs. For an
arbitrary undirected graph G = (V, E) with the set of vertices V = {1, 2, 3, . . . , n} and a set of edges E, the
Nagumo equation on a graph G is1

u̇i(t) = d
∑

j∈N (i)

(
uj(t)− ui(t)

)
+ g(ui(t); a), i ∈ V, t ∈ R, (GDE)

where N (i) denotes the 1-neighbourhood of vertex i ∈ V .
In Section 2 we establish the connection between the stationary solutions of (GDE) and the periodic

stationary solutions of (LDE). In Section 3 we use this connection and the implicit function theorem to build
a naming scheme for periodic stationary solutions of (LDE). In Section 4 we discuss their symmetries, which
allows us to define and count their equivalence classes in Section 5. This is achieved by establishing a link
with combinatorial concepts such as necklaces, bracelets and Lyndon words. Our main result is formulated
in Theorem 4 and illustrated by simple examples.

1 We use italic letters for double sequences (e.g., u for solutions of (LDE)) and roman ones for vectors (e.g., u for solutions
of (GDE)).
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2. Periodic solutions and solutions of graph Nagumo equation

We here consider G = Cn, where Cn is a cycle graph on n vertices. Eq. (GDE) can now be written as
u̇(t) = G(u(t); a, d), where G : Rn → Rn is given by

G(u; a, d) :=

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎝
d(un − 2u1 + u2) + g

(
u1; a

)
d(u1 − 2u2 + u3) + g

(
u2; a

)
...

d(un−1 − 2un + u1) + g
(
un; a

)
⎞⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (1)

Our key results are based on the correspondence of stationary solutions of (GDE) on G = Cn and periodic
stationary solutions of (LDE)2. We say that a double sequence u = (ui)i∈Z is a periodic extension of a
vector u ∈ Rn if ui = umod(i,n) (we assume that the modulo operator takes values mod(i, n) ∈ {1, . . . , n}).
We remark that (LDE) is well-posed as an evolution equation on the space ℓ∞(Z;R). However, we caution
the reader that lattice equations do not necessarily have unique solutions if one drops this boundedness
condition, even in the linear case [13,14].

Lemma 1. Let G = Cn, n ≥ 3, be a cycle graph on n vertices. The vector u = (u1, u2, . . . , un) is a stationary
solution of (GDE) on G = Cn if and only if its periodic extension u is an n-periodic stationary solution of
(LDE). Moreover, u is an asymptotically stable solution of (GDE) if and only if u is an asymptotically stable
solution of (LDE) with respect to the ℓ∞-norm.

Proof. A short inspection readily yields the desired equivalence between solutions of (GDE) and (LDE)3.
Turning to their stability, let us assume that u∗ = (u∗

1, u∗
2, . . . , u∗

n) is an asymptotically stable solution of
(GDE). There hence exists γ > 0 such that for each u0 ∈ Rn with ∥u0 − u∗∥ < γ we have

lim
t→∞

u(t, u0) = u∗,

in which u(t, u0) denotes the solution of (GDE) with the initial condition u0. Consequently, there exists
δ > 0 so that the vectors w0, z0 ∈ Rn defined by

(w0)i = u∗
i + δ, (z0)i = u∗

i − δ for all i = 1, 2, . . . , n,

satisfy limt→∞ w(t, w0) = u∗, limt→∞ z(t, z0) = u∗.

Let us now consider the periodic extensions u∗, w0 and z0 of the vectors u∗, w0 and z0. Then the
corresponding solutions w(t, w0), z(t, w0) of (LDE) satisfy

wi(t, w0) = wmod(i,n)(t, w0), zi(t, w0) = zmod(i,n)(t, z0),

for each t ≥ 0, which implies
lim

t→∞
w(t, w0) = u∗, lim

t→∞
z(t, z0) = u∗.

Using the comparison principle (e.g., Chen et al. [13, Lemma 1]) we can hence conclude that all solutions u

of (LDE) with an initial condition u0 that satisfies ∥u0 − u∗∥∞ < δ indeed have limt→∞ u(t, u0) = u∗, since

u∗ ← z(t, z0) ≤ u(t, u0) ≤ w(t, w0)→ u∗.

The opposite implication can be proved similarly. □

2 Additionally, it is well-known that the problem of finding stationary solutions of graph differential equations on cycles G = Cn

is actually equivalent to periodic discrete boundary value problems [11,12].
3 We omit the case of n = 2. In this case, a slightly modified version of Lemma 1 holds. The reduced version of (1) for n = 2

G(u; a, d) :=

(
d(u2 − 2u1 + u2) + g

(
u1; a

)
d(u1 − 2u2 + u1) + g

(
u2; a

))
=

(
2d(u2 − u1) + g

(
u1; a

)
2d(u1 − u2) + g

(
u2; a

))
.

implies that solutions of (GDE) and (LDE) are equivalent if one considers the double value of d in (LDE).
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3. Naming scheme for stationary periodic solutions

The equivalence between n-periodic solutions of (LDE) and solutions of (GDE) on G = Cn (see Lemma 1)
allows us to focus on the latter in order to establish our naming scheme for the former solutions. First, let
us observe that G(u; a, 0) = 0 for any a ∈ (0, 1) and u ∈ {0, a, 1}n. Moreover, the fact that

D1G(u; a, 0) = diag
(

g′(u1; a
)
, . . . , g′(un; a

))
(2)

has non-zero entries allows us to employ the implicit function theorem to conclude that there are 3n solution
branches emanating out of the roots {0, a, 1}n for d small. These branches can be tracked up until the first
collision with another branch. This justifies the use of the following naming scheme for n-periodic stationary
solutions.

We introduce an alphabet A = {0, a, 1} and call uw ∈ [0, 1]n a stationary solution of type w ∈ An =
{0, a, 1}n if it satisfies G(uw; a, d) = 0 and lies on the branch emanating from the root wa at d = 0, where
wa : {0, a, 1}n → {0, a, 1}n is defined by

(wa)i =

⎧⎨⎩ 0 if wi = 0,
a if wi = a,
1 if wi = 1.

Using this definition we introduce connected sets

Ωw = {(a, d) ∈ H : the system G(· ; a, d) = 0 admits an equilibrium of type w}, (3)

which are open in the half-strip H = [0, 1] × [0,∞). While a full analysis of the sets Ωw can be very tricky
(for a fixed a ∈ (0, 1), solutions of type w can disappear and then reappear, see [10]), we are only interested
in small values of d here in this paper.

Lemma 2. Let a ∈ (0, 1) and d > 0 be small enough. Then (LDE) has 3n stationary n-periodic solutions.
These solutions are asymptotically stable if and only if they belong to the 2n solutions of type w ∈ {0, 1}n.

Proof. The existence of 3n stationary n-periodic solutions follows from Lemma 1 and the 3n solution
branches for (GDE) supplied by the implicit function theorem. The stability properties follow from (2) and
the fact that g′(0; a) = −a < 0, g′(1; a) = a− 1 < 0 and g′(a; a) = a(1− a) > 0. □

Moreover, pairs of stable solutions can be ordered if the corresponding words are ordered.

Lemma 3. Let a ∈ (0, 1) and d > 0 be small enough and consider a distinct pair wA, wB ∈ {0, a, 1}n with
(wA)i ≤ (wB)i for all i. Suppose furthermore that at least one of these two words is contained in {0, 1}n.
Then the solutions uwA

, uwB
of (LDE) satisfy the strict component-wise inequality (uwA

)i < (uwB
)i, for all

i ∈ Z.

Proof. The proof follows from [10, Lemma 5.2] and Lemma 1. □

4. Symmetries of stationary periodic solutions

The naming scheme introduced above allows us to study two key symmetries among the 3n stationary
solutions of (GDE) and the corresponding n-periodic stationary solutions of (LDE).
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Translation (rotation). If (ui) is an n-periodic stationary solution of (LDE) then this also holds for (ui+k).
We define the translation (rotation) operator on words (and more generally on any vectors of length n) by

(Tℓw)i := wmod(i+ℓ,n).

Reflection. If (ui) is an n-periodic stationary solution of (LDE) then the same is true for (u1−i). We define
the reflection operator by

(Rw)i := wmod(1−i,n).

Trivially, if u is a solution of type w for G(u; a, d) = 0 then Tℓu is a solution of type Tℓw and Ru is a
solution of type Rw, which immediately implies that

Ωw = ΩT1w = · · · = ΩTn−1w = ΩRw.

Naturally, other symmetries can be considered as well. For example, in the case of a = 1/2, it makes sense
to consider symbol swapping 0↔ 1. However, the existence of solution of type w for a given pair (a, d) does
not imply the existence of solutions for the “swapped” word w̃ for general a ̸= 1/2, see Fig. 1. Therefore, we
only focus on the simplest symmetries—translations Tℓ and reflections R.

5. Counting equivalence classes of stationary periodic solutions

We can now define equivalence classes of n-periodic solutions to (LDE) by factoring out one or both of
the symmetries discussed above. If we consider translations Tℓ and the word w = 00a1 we have the following
equivalence class of stationary 4-periodic solutions of (LDE):

[u00a1]T = {u00a1, T1u00a1, T2u00a1, T3u00a1} = {u00a1, u0a10, ua100, u100a}.

If we consider both translations Tℓ and reflections R, we have for example Ru00a1 = u1a00 and thus

[u00a1]T R = {u00a1, u0a10, ua100, u100a, u1a00, u01a0, u001a, ua001}.

We always use the smallest word in the lexicographical sense (the so called Lyndon word) as a class
representative. If the word is not primitive (i.e., it is periodic itself), we take the primitive (aperiodic)
subword, e.g., [01]T = [0101]T .

If one is simply interested in the periodic solutions themselves then it is reasonable to factor out
both translation and reflection symmetries and consider the full alphabet {0, a, 1}. However, in special
circumstances (e.g., when connecting these solutions via multichromatic waves [10]) it only makes sense
to factor out the translation symmetries and to consider the reduced alphabet {0, 1}.

We can now use the combinatorial theory of words [15,16] to count the equivalence classes and to get the
number of qualitatively different n-periodic stationary solutions. To this end, we define the quantities

Nk(n) = 1
n

∑
d:d|n

φ(d)k n
d , Lk(n) = 1

n

∑
d:d|n

µ(d)k n
d , (4)

Bk(n) =
{

1
2

(
Nk(n) + k+1

2 kn/2)
for n even,

1
2

(
Nk(n) + k(n+1)/2)

for n odd,
(5)

BLk(n) =
∑
d:d|n

µ(d)Bk(n/d), (6)

where φ(d) is the Euler’s totient function and µ(d) is the Möbius function [17, Chapter 2]. We can use these
quantities to formulate our main result, which describes the number of equivalence classes of n-periodic
stationary solutions.
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Table 1
Number of equivalence classes of n-periodic stationary solutions of (LDE). In each pair, the former number corresponds to all
equivalence classes and the latter number in the parentheses to the equivalence classes formed by asymptotically stable solutions.

Period All solutions Translation T Translation T +refection R

n kn All Primitive All Primitive
Nk(n) Lk(n) Bk(n) BLk(n)

1 3(2) 3(2) 3(2) 3(2) 3(2)
2 9(4) 6(3) 3(1) 6(3) 3(1)
3 27(8) 11(4) 8(2) 10(4) 7(2)
4 81(16) 24(6) 18(3) 21(6) 15(3)
5 243(32) 51(8) 48(6) 39(8) 36(6)
6 729(64) 130(14) 116(9) 92(13) 79(8)
. . .

Theorem 4. Pick an integer n ≥ 2 and a parameter a ∈ (0, 1). Then for d > 0 small enough (LDE) has
exactly

(1) 3n n-periodic stationary solutions which form

(a) N3(n) equivalence classes with respect to translations Tℓ. Moreover, L3(n) of these equivalence
classes are formed by primitive periodic solutions.

(b) B3(n) equivalence classes with respect to translations Tℓ and reflections R. Moreover, BL3(n) of
these equivalence classes are formed by primitive periodic solutions.

(2) 2n asymptotically stable n-periodic stationary solutions which form

(a) N2(n) equivalence classes with respect to translations Tℓ. Moreover, L2(n) of these equivalence
classes are formed by primitive periodic solutions.

(b) B2(n) equivalence classes with respect to translations Tℓ and reflections R. Moreover, BL2(n) of
these equivalence classes are formed by primitive periodic solutions.

Proof. A k-ary necklace of length n is an equivalence class of words of length n formed by k letters which
are equivalent with respect to translations (rotations) Tℓ. There are Nk(n) different necklaces [16, Eq. (2.1)].
There are Lk(n) distinct primitive (aperiodic) necklaces—Lyndon words [16, Eq. (2.2)].

A k-ary bracelet of length n is an equivalence class of words of length n formed by k letters which are
equivalent with respect to translations (rotations) Tℓ and refectionR. There are Bk(n) different bracelets [16,
Eq. (2.4)]. A primitive (aperiodic) bracelet is called a Lyndon bracelet. There are BLk(n) distinct Lyndon
bracelets, which can be proved by the direct application of the Möbius inversion formula (e.g., [17, Theorem
2.9]). The result for n-periodic stationary solutions of (LDE) then follows directly from Lemma 2. □

Table 1 provides a summary of these results for small periods. As an example, we give a detailed
description of the equivalence classes for n = 3 and n = 4.

Example 5. There are 27 distinct 3-periodic stationary solutions of (LDE). Considering translations Tℓ,
they form 11 equivalence classes:

[u0]T = {u0}, [ua]T = {ua}, [u1]T = {u1};
[u00a]T = {u00a, u0a0, ua00}, [u001]T = {u001, u010, u100},
[u0aa]T = {u0aa, uaa0, ua0a}, [u0a1]T = {u0a1, ua10, u10a},
[u01a]T = {u01a, u1a0, ua01}, [u011]T = {u011, u110, u101},
[uaa1]T = {uaa1, ua1a, u1aa}, [ua11]T = {ua11, u11a, u1a1}.
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Fig. 2. Regions Ωw defined in (3) corresponding to asymp-
totically stable spatially heterogeneous 4-periodic solutions of
(LDE): u0001, u0011, u01, u0111. The hatched regions Ωmono
correspond to pairs (a, d) for which the monochromatic waves
of (LDE) travel.

Fig. 3. Lyndon representatives of 5 ordered classes of
asymptotically stable stationary 4-periodic solutions of
(LDE): - u0, - u0001, - u0011, - u0111, - u1

(the values are slightly modified for better visualisation).

The former 3 classes correspond to constant solutions and are thus not primitive 3-periodic solutions, while
the remaining 8 classes correspond to primitive stationary 3-periodic solutions. Upon taking reflections R
into consideration, there are only 10 equivalence classes and 7 corresponding to primitive periodic solutions,
since [u0a1]T and [u01a]T form one equivalence class

[u0a1]T R = {u0a1, ua10, u10a, u1a0, u01a, ua01}.

The 8 asymptotically stable solutions form 4 equivalence classes with respect to translations and 2 are
primitive - [u001]T and [u011]T . These classes are not affected by the reflection R and can be ordered as

[u0]T ◁ [u001]T ◁ [u011]T ◁ [u1]T .

where [uwA
] ◁ [uwB

] means that the Lyndon representatives satisfy uwA
< uwB

.
The ordering of asymptotically stable n-periodic solutions is only partial for periods with n > 3. For

example, Lemma 3 implies that 6 equivalence classes of 4-periodic solutions can be partially ordered in the
following way.

The existence regions of the four spatially heterogeneous equivalence classes are depicted in Fig. 2 and
the respective Lyndon representatives of five classes corresponding to the “upper path” in this diagram are
sketched in Fig. 3.

Remark 6. Finally, let us note that analysing the sums in (4)–(6) we arrive at the asymptotic estimates

Nk(n) ∼ Lk(n) ∼ kn

n
, and Bk(n) ∼ BLk(n) ∼ kn

2n
as n→∞.
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Abstract. The Nagumo lattice differential equation admits stationary solutions with
arbitrary spatial period for sufficiently small diffusion rate. The continuation from the
stationary solutions of the decoupled system (a system of isolated nodes) is used to
determine their types; the solutions are labelled by words from a three-letter alphabet.
Each stationary solution type can be assigned a parameter region in which the solu-
tion can be uniquely identified. Numerous symmetries present in the equation cause
some of the regions to have identical or similar shape. With the help of combinatorial
enumeration, we derive formulas determining the number of qualitatively different ex-
istence regions. We also discuss possible extensions to other systems with more general
nonlinear terms and/or spatial structure.
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1 Introduction

In this paper, we consider the Nagumo lattice differential equation (LDE)

u′i(t) = d
(
ui−1(t)− 2ui(t) + ui+1(t)

)
+ f

(
ui(t); a

)
(1.1)

for i ∈ Z, t > 0 with d > 0, where the nonlinear term f is given by

f (s; a) = s(1− s)(s− a), (1.2)

with a ∈ (0, 1). The LDE (1.1) is used as a prototype bistable equation arising from the mod-
elling of a nerve impulse propagation in a myelinated axon [4]. The bistable equations have
their use in modelling of active transmission lines [32, 33], cardiophysiology [3], neurophysi-
ology [4], nonlinear optics [25], population dynamics [28] and other fields.

BCorresponding author. Email: sviglerv@kma.zcu.cz



2 V. Švígler

Throughout this paper, we shall use correspondence of the LDE (1.1) and the Nagumo
graph differential equation on a cycle (1.6). The graph and lattice reaction-diffusion differ-
ential equations are used in modelling of dynamical systems whose spatial structure is not
continuous but can be described by individual vertices (possibly infinitely many) and their in-
teraction via edges. The main difference is such that a lattice (the underlying structure of (1.1))
is infinite but there are strong assumptions on its regularity whereas graphs are usually (but
not exclusively) finite and nothing is assumed about their structure in general. Such models
arise in population dynamics [1], image processing [29], chemistry [27], epidemiology [26] and
other fields. Alternative focus lies in the numerical analysis where the graph differential equa-
tions describe spatial discretizations of partial differential equations [17, 23]. Mathematically,
the interaction between analytic and graph theoretic properties represent new and interesting
challenges. The graph and lattice reaction-diffusion differential equations exhibit behaviour
which cannot be observed in their partial differential equation counterparts such as a rich
structure of stationary solutions [36], or other phenomena described in the forthcoming text
such as pinning, multichromatic waves and other.

The LDE (1.1) is known to possess travelling wave solutions of the form

ui(t) = ϕ(i− ct),

lim
s→−∞

ϕ(s) = 0, lim
s→+∞

ϕ(s) = 1. (1.3)

As the authors in [24] and [38] had shown, there are nontrivial parameter (a, d)-regimes pre-
venting the solutions of type (1.3) from travelling (c = 0) creating the so-called pinning region.
This propagation failure phenomenon can be partially clarified by the existence of countably
many stable stationary solutions (including the periodic ones) of (1.1) which inhabit mainly
the pinning region, see Figure 1.1. This pinning phenomenon was observed in other lattice
systems [10], experimentally in chemistry [27] and also hinted in systems of coupled oscilla-
tors [6]. It is worth mentioning that the equation (1.1) can be obtained via spatial discretization
of the Nagumo partial differential equation

ut(x, t) = duxx(x, t) + f
(
u(x, t); a

)
,

which possesses travelling wave solutions of type

u(x, t) = ϕ(x− ct),

lim
s→−∞

ϕ(s) = 0, lim
s→+∞

ϕ(s) = 1; (1.4)

the waves are pinned if and only if
∫ 1

0 f (s; a)ds = 0.
The waves of type (1.3) (whether the travelling or the pinned ones) can be perceived as so-

lutions connecting two homogeneous stable states of the LDE (1.1); constant 0 and constant 1.
This concept can be generalized to the solutions connecting the nonhomogeneous periodic
steady states. Let u, v ∈ Rn be two vectors such that their periodic extensions are asymptoti-
cally stable stationary solutions of the LDE (1.1). The multichromatic wave is then a solution
of a form

ui(t) = φ(i− ct),

lim
s→−∞

φ(s) = u, lim
s→+∞

φ(s) = v, (1.5)

where

φ = (φ1, φ2, . . . , φn) : R→ Rn.
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Figure 1.1: Numerically computed regions in the (a, d)-plane in which the waves
of the type (1.3) travel (the regions above the two dot-dashed curves) and the
pinning region (the region between the a-axis and the two dot-dashed curves).
To better illustrate the significance and the presence of the stable heterogeneous
n-periodic stationary solutions of the LDE (1.1) in the pinning region, we include
the existence regions for the two-periodic stable stationary solutions (dotted
edge), the three-periodic stable stationary solutions (dashed edge) and the four-
periodic stable stationary solutions (solid edge).

The bichromatic waves connecting homogeneous and two-periodic solutions were examined
in [19]. The tri- and quadrichromatic waves incorporating three- and four-periodic solutions
were studied in detail in [20]. Stationary solutions with analogous construction idea, the
oscillatory plateaus whose limits approach homogeneous steady states and there exists a middle
section close to a periodic stationary solution, were analysed in [7].

Motivated by the importance of detailed understanding of the existence of the stationary
solutions to the analysis of the advanced structures, the focal point of this paper is the exam-
ination of the (a, d)-regions in which particular periodic stationary solutions of the LDE (1.1)
exist. Our aim is to derive counting formulas for inequivalent existence regions; the notion of
equivalence is rigorously defined in the forthcoming section since it requires certain technical
preliminaries. It is useful to have a detailed knowledge of the shape of the regions because of
their connection to other phenomena. It has been shown in [19,20] that they are closely related
to the travelling regions of the multichromatic waves. As simulations hint (see Figure 1.1), the
regions corresponding to the stable stationary solutions seem to inhabit mainly the pinning
region. Finally, we emphasize their obvious significance as the condition for emergence of
spatial patterns in the LDE (1.1). To reach the goal, we employ the idea from [21] where we
have shown a one-to-one correspondence of the LDE (1.1) n-periodic stationary solutions and
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stationary solutions of the Nagumo graph differential equation (GDE) on an n-vertex cycle

u′1(t) = d
(
un(t)− 2u1(t) + u2(t)

)
+ f

(
u1(t); a

)
,

u′2(t) = d
(
u1(t)− 2u2(t) + u3(t)

)
+ f

(
u2(t); a

)
,

...

u′i(t) = d
(
ui−1(t)− 2ui(t) + ui+1(t)

)
+ f

(
ui(t); a

)
,

...

u′n(t) = d
(
un−1(t)− 2un(t) + u1(t)

)
+ f

(
un(t); a

)
,

(1.6)

and, subsequently, with vectors of length n having elements in the three letter alphabet A3 =

{0, a, 1}, also called the words. The words encode the origin of the bifurcation branches for
d = 0 whose existence can be shown by using the implicit function theorem for d > 0 small
enough. Moreover, the implicit function theorem also implies that the solutions preserve their
stability and the asymptotically stable solutions can be thus identified with words created
with the two letter alphabet A2 = {0, 1}. The region in the (a, d)-space belonging to a solution
labelled by a word w is denoted by Ωw ⊂ H = [0, 1] ×R+. Since the stationary problem
for (1.6) is equivalent to the problem of searching for the roots of a 3n-th order polynomial
it is a convoluted task to derive some information about the regions. There are known lower
estimates for their upper boundaries, [12], asymptotics near threshold points a ≈ 0, a ≈ 1
and numerical results, both [19, 20]. The computations and the numerical simulations can be
cumbersome to carry out and thus the exploitation of the equation symmetries is beneficial.
The idea is to observe, whether a symmetry present in the equation relates two regions Ωw

without any a-priori knowledge of their shapes. For example, the LDE (1.1) is invariant to an
index shift and the GDE (1.6) is invariant to the rotation of indices. Consider n = 3, then given
a parameter tuple (a, d) ∈ H, if there exists a stationary solution u1 of the GDE (1.6) emerging
from (0, 0, 1) for d = 0, then there surely exist solutions u2, u3 emerging from (0, 1, 0), (1, 0, 0),
respectively. Moreover, u1, u2, u3 have identical values which are just rotated by one element
to the left. We can thus say that the regions of existence of the solutions emerging from
(0, 0, 1), (0, 1, 0) and (1, 0, 0) are identical, i.e., Ω001 = Ω010 = Ω100.

We show how the symmetries of the LDE (1.1) and the GDE (1.6) correspond and how
they propagate to the set of the labelling words An

3 . Namely, the index rotation i 7→ i + 1,
the reflection i 7→ n− i + 1 create word subsets whose respective regions are identical. The
value switch 0 ↔ 1 relates solution types whose respective regions are axially symmetric to
each other. To this end, we define groups acting on the set of the words An

3 and compute the
number of their orbits (the number of the word subsets which are pairwise unreachable by the
action of the group) via Burnside’s lemma, Theorem 2.6. We next restrict the computations
to the words whose primitive period is equal to their length since the periodic extension of
the GDE (1.6) stationary solution of a certain type (e.g., 0a0a0a) is identical to a periodic
extension of its subword with the length equal to the original word’s primitive period (0a
here). The main tool is Möbius inversion formula in this case, Theorem 2.7. The division of
the word set An

3 into orbits with respect to the action of a group can be achieved with the
cost proportional to the number of the words (3n in this case), see [9]. Our results do not help
with the generation of the representative words directly but enable us to easily determine
their number. All results are also provided for asymptotically stable stationary solutions of
the LDE (1.1) whose corresponding labelling set is An

2 .
The paper is organized as follows. In §2 we provide an overview of the properties of
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the periodic stationary solutions of the LDE (1.1) including the introduction of the labelling
scheme and the statement of our main result, Theorem 2.9. We next include a list of rele-
vant symmetries of the equation and their influence on the regions Ωw and conclude with
presentation of the used group-theoretical tools together with the commentary of the known
results. Using the formal definitions from the preceding text, §3 is devoted to the derivation
of lemmas needed for the proof of the main statement in §4. The final paragraphs elaborate
on possible extensions to other models and we discuss open questions therein.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 Periodic stationary solutions and existence regions

Searching for a general stationary solution of the LDE (1.1) requires solving a countable sys-
tem of nonlinear analytic equations. The restriction to periodic solutions simplifies the case
to a finite-dimensional problem. Indeed, the problem is thus reduced to finding stationary
solutions of the GDE (1.6).

Lemma 2.1 ([21, Lemma 1]). Let n ≥ 3. The vector u = (u1, u2, . . . , un) is a stationary solution
of the GDE (1.6) if and only if its periodic extension u is an n-periodic stationary solution of the
LDE (1.1). Moreover, u is an asymptotically stable solution of the GDE (1.6) if and only if u is an
asymptotically stable solution of the LDE (1.1) with respect to the `∞-norm.

If u = (u1, u2, . . . , un) ∈ Rn is a vector then the periodic extension (ui)i∈Z ∈ `∞ of u
satisfies ui = u1+mod (i,n) for all i ∈ Z. In the further text, the function mod (a, b) denotes the
remainder of the integer division of a/b for a, b ∈N.

Let us denote the function on the right-hand side of the GDE (1.6) by h : Rn× (0, 1)×R+
0 →

Rn,

h(u; a, d) =



d
(
un − 2u1 + u2

)
+ f (u1; a)

...
d
(
ui−1 − 2ui + ui+1

)
+ f (ui; a)

...
d
(
un−1 − 2un + u1

)
+ f (un; a)

 . (2.1)

The problem of finding a stationary solution of the GDE (1.6) can be now reformulated as

h(u; a, d) = 0. (2.2)

The problems of type (2.2), i.e., a diagonal nonlinear perturbation of a finite-dimensional linear
operator, are being treated with a wide spectrum of methods ranging from variational tech-
niques, topological approaches to monotone operator theory, see [37] and references therein.
We derive some information about the system using the perturbation theory. Suppose d = 0,
then the problem

h(u; a, 0) = 0 (2.3)

has precisely 3n solutions u ∈ Rn which are vectors of length n with the coordinates in the
set {0, a, 1}; the system (2.3) contains n independent equations. There is also an easy way to
determine the stability of the roots of (2.3). One can readily calculate that

f ′(0; a) = −a, f ′(a; a) = a(1− a), f ′(1; a) = a− 1,
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which gives f ′(s; a) < 0 for either s = 0 or s = 1 and f ′(s; a) > 0 for s = a. The derivative
of the function h with respect to the first variable, D1h(u; a, 0), is a regular diagonal matrix at
each solution of (2.3)

D1h(u; a, 0) = diag
(

f ′(u1; a), f ′(u2; a), . . . , f ′(un; a)
)
.

If the solution vector contains the value a then it is an unstable stationary solution of the
GDE (1.6) and it is stable otherwise for d = 0. Let some a∗ ∈ (0, 1) be given. The implicit
function theorem now ensures the existence of the solutions of the system (2.2) for (a, d) ∈
U ∩ H, where U is some neighbourhood of the point (a∗, 0). The parameter dependence is
smooth and the sign of the Jacobian is preserved.

The discussion above justifies the introduction of the naming scheme for the roots of (2.2)
where each solution is identified with the origin of its bifurcation branch at d = 0. It is
important to realize that the parameter a ∈ (0, 1) is allowed to vary in our considerations. The
identification must be made through the substitute alphabet A3 = {0, a, 1} and we define a
function w|a : An

3 → {0, a, 1}n for given a ∈ [0, 1] by

(w|a)i =


0, wi = 0,

a, wi = a,

1, wi = 1.

Definition 2.2 ([20, Definition 2.1]). Consider a word w ∈ An
3 together with a triplet

(u, a, d) ∈ [0, 1]n × (0, 1)×R+
0 .

Then we say that u is an equilibrium of the type w if there exists a C1-smooth curve

[0, 1] 3 t 7→
(
v(t), α(t), δ(t)

)
∈ [0, 1]n × (0, 1)×R+

0

so that we have

(v, α, δ)(0) = (w|a, a, 0),

(v, α, δ)(1) = (u, a, d),

together with

h(v(t); α(t), δ(t)) = 0, det D1h(v(t); α(t), δ(t)) 6= 0

for all 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.

We define an open pathwise connected set for each w ∈ An
3 by

Ωw =
{
(a, d) ∈ H | the system (2.2) admits a solution of the type w

}
.

Under further considerations, it can be shown that any parameter-dependent solution uw(a, d)
of type w of the system (2.2) is uniquely defined in Ωw and if (a, d) ∈ Ωw1 ∩ Ωw2 6= ∅ for
any two given words w1 6= w2 then uw1(a, d) 6= uw2(a, d). We recommend the reader to
consult [20, §2.1] for a full-length discussion. The notion of solution type can be now passed
on to the periodic stationary solutions of the LDE (1.1) via the statement of Lemma 2.1, see
Figure 2.1 for illustration.

Remark 2.3. The definition of the naming scheme, Definition 2.2, ensures that a solution
uw of a given type w ∈ An

3 preserves its stability inside Ωw since the determinant of the
Jacobian matrix is not allowed to change its sign. Words from An

2 = {0, 1}n thus represent
asymptotically stable steady states.
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(a) A two-periodic stationary solution of
type 0a.

(b) A three-periodic stationary solution of
type 011.

(c) A four-periodic stationary solution of
type 0a11.

××

(d) Regions of existence Ωw for solutions of type 0a,
011, 0a11.

Figure 2.1: Examples of two-, three- and four-periodic stationary solutions of
the LDE (1.1) and the regions of existence for solutions of their respective type.
The parameters (a, d) = (0.475, 0.025) are set to be identical in all three cases.

2.2 Symmetries of the periodic solutions

We start with a list of symmetries of the system (2.2) which are relevant to the similarities of
the regions Ωw and then discuss their general impact on the number of the regions. Note that
the results apply to the periodic stationary solutions of the LDE (1.1) via Lemma 2.1.

2.2.1 Rotations

Let the rotation operator r : An
3 → An

3 be defined by(
r(w)

)
i = w1+mod (i,n) (2.4)

for i = 1, 2, . . . , n with obvious extension to vectors in [0, 1]n. A shift in indexing in (2.2) shows
that u ∈ [0, 1]n is the system (2.2) solution of type w ∈ An

3 if and only if r(u) is a solution
of type r(w). Note that this is true in general even if u cannot be assigned a type; the claim
“u is a solution of the system (2.2)” is invariant with respect to the rotation r. As a direct
consequence, we have

Ωw = Ωr(w)

for all w ∈ An
3 .

The transformation r generates a finite cyclic group of order n which we denote by

Cn =
(
{r0, r1, . . . , rn−1}, ◦

)
.

where the group operation ◦ is composition of the rotations ri ◦ rj = rmod (i+j,n). For the sake
of consistency with the future notation, we denote the identity element e by r0 and r1 = r. Let
us mention one fact which is implicitly used throughout the paper. If i and n are relatively
coprime, then ri is a generator of the group Cn. For example, let n = 4, then the repetitive
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composition of r3 gives the sequence r3 → r2 → r1 → r0 → r3 → . . . which covers the whole
element set of C4. On the other hand, the composition of r2 gives r2 → r0 → r2 → . . . which
does not span the whole element set of C4.

2.2.2 Reflections

Let the reflection operator s : An
3 → An

3 be defined by(
s(w)

)
i = wn−i+1 (2.5)

together with its natural extension to vectors in [0, 1]n. Similar argumentation as in the previ-
ous paragraph shows that u ∈ [0, 1]n is a solution of type w of the system (2.2) if and only if
s(u) is a solution of type s(w).

Adding the reflection s to the cyclic group Cn results in construction of the dihedral group
Dn which is generated by the transformations r and s. Let us denote the composition of the
rotation ri and the reflection s by sri = ri ◦ s (i.e., we first reflect and then rotate). For the sake
of consistency, we also set sr0 = s. This allows us to define the dihedral group

Dn =
(
{r0, r1, . . . , rn−1, sr0, sr1, . . . , srn−1}, ◦

)
and

Ωw = Ωg(w)

holds for all w ∈ An
3 and g ∈ Dn.

2.2.3 Value permutation

The third symmetry exploits a specific property of the cubic nonlinearity

f (s; a) = − f (1− s; 1− a)

with s, a ∈ [0, 1]. We therefore have

h(u; a, d) = −h(1− u; 1− a, d) (2.6)

for any u ∈ [0, 1]n and a ∈ [0, 1] where the subtraction 1− u is element-wise. Let us define the
value permutation π : An

3 → An
3 by

(
π(w)

)
i =


1, wi = 0,

a, wi = a,

0, wi = 1.

(2.7)

The equality (2.6) now shows that u is a solution of type w of the system (2.2) if and only if
1− u is a solution of type π(w) with a 7→ 1− a. As a direct consequence,

Ωw = T
(
Ωπ(w)

)
holds for all w ∈ An

3 where T : H → H is

T (a, d) = (1− a, d). (2.8)
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The transformation T is a vertical reflection with respect to the line a = 1/2.
The operation π generates the two element group

Π =
(
{e, π}, ◦

)
,

where e is the identity element. The group Π can be also restricted to operate on the set of all
words made with the two letter alphabet A2 by

(
π(w)

)
i =

{
1, wi = 0,

0, wi = 1.

To enlighten the notation, we denote the symbol permutation group by the letter Π regardless
of the used alphabet.

In virtue of the previous notation, let us define πri = ri ◦ π and πsri = ri ◦ s ◦ π and the
group CΠ

n by

CΠ
n =

(
{r0, r1, . . . , rn−1, πr0, πr1, . . . , πrn−1}, ◦

)
.

Note that the group CΠ
n contains elements from Cn and the elements from Cn composed with

the symbol permutation π. Equivalently, we define the group DΠ
n by

DΠ
n =

({
r0, r1, . . . , rn−1, πr0, πr1, . . . , πrn−1,
sr0, sr1, . . . , srn−1, πsr0, πsr1, . . . , πsrn−1

}
, ◦
)

.

Although our main aim is the examination of the action of the group DΠ
n it is convenient to

study the group CΠ
n separately to be able to obtain partial results which are used in the proof

of the main theorem. Let us also emphasize that the action of the groups CΠ
n and DΠ

n preserves
stability of the corresponding solutions.

2.2.4 Primitive periods

Let us assume that a word w of length n has a primitive period of length m < n (say, 1aa1aa),
i.e., it consists of n/m-times repeated word wm of length m (1aa in this case). Then surely

Ωw = Ωwm ;

their respective regions are identical. It is not difficult to include this in the counting formulas
alone but the interplay with the group operations (Cn, Dn, CΠ

n , DΠ
n ) is more intricate and is

treated later via Möbius inversion formula, Theorem 2.7.

2.2.5 Other solution properties

It is clear that regions belonging to the constant solutions of type 00 . . . 0, aa . . . a and 11 . . . 1
are trivial

Ω00...0 = Ωaa...a = Ω11...1 = H.

Another notable similarity of regions can be illustrated on the words 01 and 0011. Argu-
mentation in [20, Section 4] shows that the region Ω0011 has exactly the same shape as twice
vertically stretched region Ω01. Indeed, we can consider u1 = u2 and u3 = u4 for solution
of type 0011 and the system (2.2) reduces to two equations with halved diffusion coefficient
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d. We were however not able to generalize this observation to other types of solutions since,
e.g., the natural candidate Ω000111 does not possess this property since u1 6= u2 6= u3 holds in
general.

Motivated by the previous paragraphs, we define the notion of similarity of the sets Ωw.

Definition 2.4. Two regions Ωw1 , Ωw2 ⊂ H are called qualitatively equivalent if either

Ωw1 = Ωw2 or Ωw1 = T (Ωw2).

Two sets are called qualitatively distinct if they are not qualitatively equivalent.

2.3 Orbits and equivalence classes

Orbit of a word from An
3 is a subset of An

3 reachable by the action of some group G. As
indicated in the previous section, we are interested in the number of different orbits since each
orbit with respect to the group DΠ

n contains words whose respective regions are qualitatively
equivalent. In fact, the orbits divide the sets of words An

2 ,An
3 into equivalence classes, i.e.,

two words w1, w2 belong to the same equivalence class (have the same orbit) if there exists a
group operation g ∈ G such that w1 = g(w2). Burnside’s lemma (Theorem 2.6) and Möbius
inversion formula (Theorem 2.7) are the main tools for determining the number of the classes
and the classes representing words with a given primitive period, respectively.

Example 2.5. There are 27 words of length n = 3 made with the alphabet A3 = {0, a, 1}:

WA3(3) ={000, 00a, 001, 0a0, 0aa, 0a1, 010, 01a, 011,

a00, a0a, a01, aa0, aaa, aa1, a10, a1a, a11,

100, 10a, 101, 1a0, 1aa, 1a1, 110, 11a, 111}.

Taking into account the action of the group C3, there are 11 equivalence classes

WC3
A3
(3) =

{
{000}, {aaa}, {111},
{00a, 0a0, a00}, {001, 010, 100}, {0aa, aa0, a0a},
{0a1, a10, 10a}, {01a, 1a0, a01}, {011, 110, 101},
{aa1, a1a, 1aa}, {a11, 11a, 1a1}

}
,

while the action of the group D3 merges two of these classes

WD3
A3

(3) =
{
{000}, {aaa}, {111},
{00a, 0a0, a00}, {001, 010, 100}, {0aa, aa0, a0a},
{0a1, a10, 10a, 1a0, a01, 01a}, {011, 110, 101},
{aa1, a1a, 1aa}, {a11, 11a, 1a1}

}
.

The action of the groups CΠ
3 and DΠ

3 divides the set of the words into the same system of
6 equivalence classes

WCΠ
3
A3

(3) = WDΠ
3
A3

(3) =
{
{000, 111}, {aaa},
{00a, 0a0, a00, 11a, 1a1, a11}, {001, 010, 100,

110, 101, 011}, {0aa, aa0, a0a, 1aa, aa1, a1a},
{0a1, a10, 10a, 1a0, a01, 01a}

}
.

See Figure 2.2 for a graphical illustration of the equivalence classes.
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Figure 2.2: A diagram capturing the action of the groups C3, D3, CΠ
3 and DΠ

3
on the set of three-letter words made with the alphabet A3. The presence of a
line connecting two words indicates the existence of an operation transforming
the solutions onto each other. The rotation r is expressed by a solid line, the
reflection s is expressed by a dashed line and the symbol permutation π is ex-
pressed by a dotted line. Every maximal connected subgraph with appropriate
line types represents one equivalence class with respect to the action of a certain
group, e.g., the action of CΠ

3 is depicted by solid and dotted lines.

The crucial question is whether we can determine the number of equivalence classes in a
systematic manner. A useful tool for this is Burnside’s lemma [8].

Theorem 2.6 (Burnside’s lemma). Let G be a finite group operating on a finite set S. Let I(g) be the
number of set elements such that the group operation g ∈ G leaves them invariant. Then the number
of distinct orbits O is given by the formula

O =
1
|G| ∑

g∈G
I(g).

The power of Burnside’s lemma lies in the fact that one counts fixed points of the group
operations instead of the orbits themselves. This can be much simpler in many cases as can
be seen in the forthcoming sections.

The number of the orbits induced by the action of the group Cn is usually called the
number of the necklaces made with n beads in two (the alphabet A2) or three (the alphabet A3)
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colors. The bracelets are induced by the action of the dihedral group Dn. Due to the lack of a
common terminology, we call the classes induced by the action of the groups CΠ

n and DΠ
n the

permuted necklaces and the permuted bracelets, respectively.
Burnside’s lemma does not take into account the primitive period of the words. For ex-

ample, the existence region of the solutions of type 0a1 coincides with the region of 0a10a1

and thus cannot be counted twice. The assumption of the primitive period of a given length
together with the action of the cyclic group Cn create classes which are called the Lyndon
necklaces. The Lyndon bracelets are a natural counterpart resulting from the action of the dihe-
dral group Dn together with the assumption of a given primitive period length. The classes
representing words with a given primitive period length without specification of the group
are called the Lyndon words. We emphasize that the terminology is not fully unified in the
literature but the one presented here suits our purpose best without rising any unnecessary
confusion.

Theorem 2.7 (Möbius inversion formula). Let f , g : N→ R be two arithmetic functions such that

f (n) = ∑
d|n

g(d),

holds for all n ∈N. Then the values of the latter function g can be expressed as

g(n) = ∑
d|n

µ
(n

d

)
f (d),

where µ is the Möbius function.

The Möbius function µ was first introduced in [30] as

µ(n) =

{
(−1)P(n), each prime factor of n is present at most once,

0, otherwise,

where P(n) number of the prime factors of n. Use of Möbius inversion formula is a straight-
forward one. Let us assume, that we know the number f (n) of the equivalence classes induced
by the action of one of the above defined groups (Cn, Dn, CΠ

n , DΠ
n ) for each n ∈ N (note that

the group actions preserve the length of the primitive period of each of the words). Then for
each n, this number f (n) is given as the sum of the number of equivalence classes representing
the words with primitive period of length d dividing n.

In the further text, we extensively exploit two crucial properties of Möbius inversion for-
mula. Firstly, the formula is linear in the sense, that

m

∑
i=1

αi fi(n) = ∑
d|n

g(d)

implies

g(n) = ∑
d|n

µ
(n

d

) m

∑
i=1

αi fi(d) =
m

∑
i=1

αi ∑
d|n

µ
(n

d

)
fi(d),

and thus, each fi can be treated separately. Secondly, we can freely exchange indices in the
following manner

g(n) = ∑
d|n

µ
(n

d

)
f (d) = ∑

d|n
µ(d) f

(n
d

)
since n = n/d · d.
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Example 2.8. We complement Example 2.5 with the list of equivalence classes of the of the
words with length n = 4 made with the alphabet A2 = {0, 1}. There exist words of length
4 with the primitive period 2 and thus the set of the equivalence classes and the set of the
Lyndon words will differ not by only the trivial constant words {0000}, {1111}. There are 16
words of length 4

WA2(4) =
{
0000, 0001, 0010, 0011, 0100, 0101, 0110, 0111,

1000, 1001, 1010, 1011, 1100, 1101, 1110, 1111
}

.

We next include the equivalence classes induced by the action of the groups C4, D4, CΠ
4 , DΠ

4 .
The words with the primitive period of length smaller than 4 are highlighted by a grey color

WC4
A2
(4) = WD4

A2
(4) =

{
{0000}, {1111}, {0101, 1010}, {0011, 0110, 1100, 1001},
{0001, 0010, 0100, 1000}, {0111, 1110, 1101, 1011}

}
,

WCΠ
4
A2

(4) = WDΠ
4
A2

(4) =
{
{0000, 1111}, {0101, 1010}, {0011, 0110, 1100, 1001},
{0001, 0010, 0100, 1000, 1110, 1101, 1011, 0111}

}
.

This introduction allows us to state the main theorem of the paper which gives an upper
estimate of qualitatively distinct regions belonging to words of length m which ranges from
one up to some given value n ∈ N. We must combine the action of the dihedral group DΠ

m
with the assumption of the primitive period equal to the word length (Lyndon bracelets) for
each m ≤ n. It is however upper estimate only, since we cannot be sure whether there exist
two qualitatively equivalent regions whose labelling words are not related via any of the above
mentioned symmetries. Numerical simulations however indicate that the upper bound may
be close to optimal, [20].

Since the expressions in the theorem may look confusing at the first sight we include a
short preliminary commentary. The function BLπ

k (m) denotes the number of the permuted
Lyndon bracelets of length m and the formulas are defined by parts since they incorporate the
number of the bracelets which cannot be written in a consistent form for even and odd m’s.
The functions #≤Ak

(n) just add the numbers of Lyndon bracelets of length ranging from two to
n including the one region Ω0 = Ωa = Ω1 = H identical for all homogeneous solutions.

Theorem 2.9. Let n ≥ 2 be given. There are at most

#≤A3
(n) = 1 +

n

∑
m=2

BLπ
A3
(m) (2.9)

qualitatively distinct regions Ωw, w ∈ Am
3 , out of which at most

#≤A2
(n) = 1 +

n

∑
m=2

BLπ
A2
(m) (2.10)
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regions belong to the asymptotically stable stationary solutions, where

BLπ
A3
(m) =

1
4m

[
∑

d|m, d odd
µ(d) 3

m
d + XNL(m) + 2m ∑

d|m
µ
(m

d

)
Xπ

B,3(d)
]

, (2.11)

BLπ
A2
(m) =

1
4m

[
∑

d|m, d odd
µ(d) 2

m
d + 2n ∑

d|m
µ
(m

d

)
Xπ

B,2(d)
]

, (2.12)

XNL(m) =


1, m = 1,

−1, m = 2α, α ∈N,

0, otherwise

and

Xπ
B,3(d) =


4
3
· 3 d

2 , d is even,

2 · 3 d−1
2 , d is odd,

Xπ
B,2(d) =

2
d
2 , d is even,

2
d−1

2 , d is odd.
(2.13)

The formulas from Theorem 2.9 are enumerated in Table 2.1.

n 3n 2n #≤A3
(n) BLπ

A3
(n) #≤A2

(n) BLπ
A2

(n)

2 9 4 3 2 {01, 0a} 2 1 {01}
3 27 8 7 4 {00a, 001, 0a1,

0aa}
3 1 {001}

4 81 16 16 9 {000a, 0001, 00aa,
00a1, 0011, 0a0a,
0aaa, 0aa1, 0a1a}

5 2 {0001, 0011}

5 243 32 36 20 not listed 8 3 {00001, 00011, 00101 }
6 729 64 80 44 not listed 13 5 {000001, 000011, 000101,

000111, 001011}
7 2187 128 184 104 not listed 21 8 not listed
8 6561 256 437 253 not listed 35 14 not listed
9 19683 512 1061 624 not listed 56 21 not listed
10 59049 1024 2689 1628 not listed 95 39 not listed

Table 2.1: Enumerated formulas from Theorem 2.9. The columns for 3n and 2n

are added for comparison since there are in total 3n regions Ωw with w ∈ An
3

and 2n of them correspond to the asymptotically stable stationary solutions.
The unlabelled columns list the lexicographically smallest representatives of the
Lyndon bracelets of a given length created with the respective alphabets; further
lists are omitted to prevent clutter. Note that #≤Ak

(n + 1) = #≤Ak
(n) + BLπ

Ak
(n + 1)

holds for n ≥ 2 and k = 2, 3.

2.4 Known results

Here, we summarize known results relevant to the focus of this paper. This summary consists
of two parts since our main result, Theorem 2.9, contributes to the knowledge of the periodic
stationary solutions of the LDE (1.1) as well as to the theory of combinatorial enumeration.
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The number of equivalence classes with respect to the action of the groups Cn and Dn and
their connection to the stationary solutions of the GDE (1.6) and the LDE (1.1) were studied in
the paper [21]. The results considered all stationary solutions (words from An

3 ) as well as the
stable solutions (words from An

2 ). Möbius inversion formula was used therein to determine
the numbers of the Lyndon necklaces and the Lyndon bracelets.

A more general case of the group CΠ
n which acted on the set of words created with a

given number of symbols not necessarily less or equal to three was considered in [13]. The
author also simplified the counting formulas for the permuted necklaces and the permuted
Lyndon necklaces for the case of two symbols, i.e., the alphabet A2, to the form which also
appears in this paper, Lemmas 3.3 and 3.10. However, none of the presented results could be
directly applied to the case of the transformation π acting on the words from An

3 . Formally,
the studied object was the group product of a cyclic group Cn and a symmetric group Sk (the
group of all permutations of k symbols). This coincides with our case only if k = 2, i.e., the
words are created with a two symbol alphabet A2. If k = 3, then the group CΠ

n is isomorphic
to the group product Cn × G where G is only a specific subgroup of S3. Let us also mention
that the problem was studied from the combinatorial point of view.

The authors in [14] were among other results able to derive a general counting formula for
the permuted bracelets and the permuted Lyndon bracelets of words created with an arbitrary
number of symbols. As in the case of the necklaces in [13], the results relevant to this paper
cover the case of the reduced alphabet A2 only. The generality of the presented formulas
however comes with a cost of their complexity. Taking advantage of our more specific setting,
we are able to utilize alternative approach which enables us to further simplify the formulas
for the case of the words from An

2 . Also, the focus of the work lied mainly in clarifying certain
combinatorial concepts.

3 Counting of equivalence classes

We continue with listing and deriving auxiliary counting formulas as well as those which are
directly used to prove the main result, Theorem 2.9.

In this section, (m, n) denotes the greatest common divisor of m, n ∈N.

3.1 Counting of non-Lyndon words

We start with counting of the necklaces of length n made with k symbols.

Lemma 3.1 ([34, p. 162]). Given n ∈ N, the number of equivalence classes induced by the action of
the group Cn on the set of all words of length n made with a k-symbol alphabet is

Nk(n) =
1
n ∑

d|n
ϕ(d)k

n
d . (3.1)

The function ϕ(d) is the Euler totient function which counts relatively coprime numbers
to d, see [2]. Another classical result concerns the number of the bracelets of length n made
with k symbols.

Lemma 3.2 ([34, p. 150]). Given n ∈ N, the number of equivalence classes induced by the action of
the group Dn on the set of all words of length n made with a k-symbol alphabet is

Bk(n) =
1
2
[
Nk(n) + XB,k(n)

]
, (3.2)
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where

XB,k(n) =


k + 1

2
k

n
2 , n is even,

k
n+1

2 , n is odd.
(3.3)

The formulas for the necklaces and the bracelets can be derived for a general number of
symbols k. If we take the symbol permutation π into the account, the formulas regarding the
alphabets A2 and A3 are slightly different and thus, we treat both cases separately. The main
difference is that there are no invariant words with respect to the value permutation π with
the alphabet A2 and n odd. Indeed, the necessary condition for the invariance is that the word
has the same number of 0’s and 1’s. This can be bypassed by the use of the symbol a from the
alphabet A3.

Lemma 3.3 ([13, p. 300]). Given n ∈ N, the number of equivalence classes induced by the action of
the group CΠ

n on the set of all words of length n made with the alphabet A2 is

Nπ
A2
(n) =

1
2n

[
∑

d|n, d odd
ϕ(d) 2

n
d + 2 ∑

d|n, d even
ϕ(d) 2

n
d

]
. (3.4)

A somewhat similar formula can be derived for the necklaces made with the three-letter
alphabet A3.

Lemma 3.4. Given n ∈ N, the number of equivalence classes induced by the action of the group CΠ
n

on the set of all words of length n made with the alphabet A3 is

Nπ
A3
(n) =

1
2n

[
∑

d|n, d odd
ϕ(d)

(
1 + 3

n
d

)
+ 2 ∑

d|n, d even
ϕ(d) 3

n
d

]
. (3.5)

Proof. The group CΠ
n contains the pure rotations ri and the rotations with the symbol permu-

tations rπi totalling 2n operations. A direct application of Burnside’s lemma (Theorem 2.6)
yields

Nπ
A3
(n) =

1
2n

[ n−1

∑
l=0

I(rl) +
n−1

∑
l=0

I(πrl)

]
.

The expression (3.1) in the context of Lemma 3.1 shows that

n−1

∑
l=0

I(rl) = ∑
d|n

ϕ(d)3
n
d .

Given l = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1, the aim is to express the general form of a word w invariant to
the operation πrl . A rotation by l positions induces a permutation of the word’s w letters with
(n, l) cycles of length n/(n, l). The word w is then divided into n/(n, l) disjoint subwords of
length (n, l). Assume that the first (n, l) letters of the word w are given. A repeated application
of the operation πrl then determines the form of all the remaining subwords of length (n, l).
Indeed, the rotation by l positions applied to a word of length n induces a rotation by l/(n, l)
positions of the n/(n, l) subwords because l/(n, l) and n/(n, l) are relatively coprime. Here,
the parity of the subwords’ number n/(n, l) must be considered. If n/(n, l) is odd, then the
only possible word invariant to πrl is constant a’s. The even n/(n, l) allows 3(n,l) possible
words.
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Let us pick an arbitrary divisor d of n. Then, surely d = n/(n, l) for some l ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,
n− 1}. The cyclic group Cd with d elements can be generated by ϕ(d) different values rela-
tively coprime to d.

The argumentation above results in

Nπ
A3
(n) =

1
2n

[ n−1

∑
l=0

I(rl) +
n−1

∑
l=0

I(πrl)

]
,

=
1

2n

[
∑
d|n

ϕ(d) 3
n
d + ∑

d|n, d odd
ϕ(d) + ∑

d|n, d even
ϕ(d) 3

n
d

]
,

=
1

2n

[
∑

d|n, d odd
ϕ(d)

(
1 + 3

n
d

)
+ 2 ∑

d|n, d even
ϕ(d) 3

n
d

]
.

We now approach to the formulas regarding the group DΠ
n ; the permuted bracelets. As

in the previous text, we treat the cases of the alphabets A2 and A3 separately. A general
counting formula regarding the alphabet A2 as a special case was derived in [14]. We present
an alternative proof which can be generalized to the case of the alphabet A3.

Lemma 3.5. Given n ∈ N, the number of equivalence classes induced by the action of the group DΠ
n

on the set of all words of length n made with the alphabet A2 is

Bπ
A2
(n) =

1
2
[
Nπ
A2
(n) + Xπ

B,2(n)
]
, (3.6)

where

Xπ
B,2(n) =

{
2

n
2 , n is even,

2
n−1

2 , n is odd.
(3.7)

Proof. The group DΠ
n contains the rotations ri, the rotations with the reflection sri, the rota-

tions with the symbol permutation πri and the rotations with the reflection and the symbol
permutation πsri. Burnside’s lemma (Theorem 2.6) then yields

Nπ
A3
(n) =

1
4n

[ n−1

∑
l=0

I(rl) +
n−1

∑
l=0

I(πrl) +
n−1

∑
l=0

I(srl) +
n−1

∑
l=0

I(πsrl)

]
.

The equivalence classes induced by the transformations rl and πrl are enumerated in the
expression (3.4) of Lemma 3.3. Each line in formula (3.3) counts the number of orbits with
respect to the rotation with reflection srl .

First, we clarify certain concepts valid for the operation srl and subsequently apply them
to the case of πsrl . The composition of the rotation and the reflection is not commutative in
general, but srl = rl ◦ sr0 = sr0 ◦ rn−l holds for l = 0, 1, . . . , n − 1. This formula and the
group associativity yields

srl ◦ srl = (rl ◦ sr0) ◦ (sr0 ◦ rn−l) = rl ◦ rn−l = r0 = e.

Thus, the induced permutation of the word’s letters has cycles of the length 1 or 2 only.
Given l = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1, then (

srl(w)
)

i = wn−l−i+1
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Figure 3.1: Illustration of operation of the group transformation rsl on the word
w of length n. The transformation srl divides the word w into two subwords
whose elements starting from the edges map to each other.

for i ≤ dl/2e. Due to the composition formula, the positions from n− l + 1 to n transform
accordingly. This induces a partition of the word w into two subwords, see Figure 3.1 for
illustration. The combined parities of n and l determine the parity of the subwords’ length
and thus whether there is a middle letter mapped to itself. For any subword of odd length,
there is exactly one loop. All possible combinations are

n\l even odd
even even, even odd, odd
odd odd, even even, odd

.

Let us now assume the operation πsrl . If n is odd, then one of the subwords induced by
the action of srl is always odd and thus there are no words fixed by πsrl . If n is even the only
possibility for the word w to be fixed is when l is also even. There are then n/2 cycles of
length 2 leading to n/2 · 2n/2 words fixed by the operation of the form πsri.

The summing of all cases and including (3.3) for I(srl) results in

Bπ
A2
(n)
∣∣∣∣
n even

=
1

4n

[
2n · Nπ

A2
(n) +

3n
2
· 2 n

2 +
n
2
· 2 n

2

]
,

=
1
2

[
Nπ
A2
(n) + 2

n
2

]
,

Bπ
A2
(n)
∣∣∣∣
n odd

=
1

4n

[
2n · Nπ

A2
(n) + n · 2 n+1

2

]
=

1
2

[
Nπ
A2
(n) + 2

n−1
2

]
.

A general idea presented in the proof of Lemma 3.5 can be applied to the case of the three
letter alphabet A3.

Lemma 3.6. Given n ∈ N, the number of equivalence classes induced by the action of the group DΠ
n

on the set of all words of length n made with the alphabet A3 is

Bπ
A3
(n) =

1
2
[
Nπ
A3
(n) + Xπ

B,3(n)
]
, (3.8)

where

Xπ
B,3(n) =


4
3
· 3

n
2 , n is even,

2 · 3
n−1

2 , n is odd.
(3.9)

Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3.5, the only operations to be considered in detail are of
the form πsri. For the sake of completeness, we note that there are 2n · 3n/2 (for n even)
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and n · 3(n+1)/2 (for n odd) words invariant to the action of transformations of the form sri,
see (3.3).

Let l = 0, 1, . . . , n− 1 be given. The operation srl induces a letter permutation with cycles
of length 1 or 2. In order for the word w to be fixed by the operation πsrl , positions in the
cycle of length 1 can contain the letter a only.

If n is odd, then there are (n− 1)/2 cycles of length 2 leading to n · 3(n−1)/2 fixed words. If n
is even, then there are two cycles of length 1 only if l is odd. Summing over all l = 0, . . . , n− 1
leads to n/2 · (3n/2−1 + 3n/2).

The summary of the results gives

Bπ
A3
(n)
∣∣∣∣
n even

=
1

4n

[
2n · Nπ

A3
(n) + 2n · 3 n

2 +
n
2
· (3 n

2−1 + 3
n
2 )

]
,

=
1
2

[
Nπ
A3
(n) +

4
3
· 3 n

2

]
,

Bπ
A3
(n)
∣∣∣∣
n odd

=
1

4n

[
2n · Nπ

A2
(n) + n · 3 n+1

2 + n · 3 n−1
2

]
,

=
1
2

[
Nπ
A3
(n) + 2 · 3 n−1

2

]
.

3.2 Counting of the Lyndon words

To derive the forthcoming formulas, we use a special property of the Möbius function µ

and the Euler totient function ϕ; these functions are multiplicative. An arithmetic function
ψ : N → R is multiplicative if and only if ψ(1) = 1 and ψ(ab) = ψ(a)ψ(b) provided a and b
are relatively coprime. To prove that two multiplicative functions ψ1, ψ2 are equal it is enough
to show that ψ1(pα) = ψ2(pα) for all prime p and α ∈ N. For further information about the
multiplicative functions see, e.g., [2].

We start with a technical lemma which is used later.

Lemma 3.7. The identity

∑
d|n

µ
(n

d

) n
d

ϕ(d) = µ(n) (3.10)

holds for any n ∈N. Furthermore, the following identities hold for any n even,

∑
d|n, d even

µ
(n

d

) n
d

ϕ(d)
∣∣∣∣
n even

= −µ(n), (3.11)

∑
d|n, d odd

µ
(n

d

) n
d

ϕ(d)
∣∣∣∣
n even

= 2µ(n). (3.12)

Proof. The expression (3.10) is an equality of two multiplicative functions. It is sufficient to
verify the formula for n = pα, where p is a prime and α ∈N, [2]. If α ≥ 2 then µ(pα) = 0 and

∑
d|n

µ
(n

d

) n
d

ϕ(d) = µ(p) p ϕ(pα−1) + µ(1) ϕ(pα) = −pα−1(p− 1) + pα−1(p− 1) = 0,

if α = 1, then µ(pα) = −1 and

∑
d|n

µ
(n

d

) n
d

ϕ(d) = µ(p) p ϕ(1) + µ(1) ϕ(p) = −p + p− 1 = −1,
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if α = 0, then µ(pα) = 1 and

∑
d|n

µ
(n

d

) n
d

ϕ(d) = µ(1) 1 ϕ(1) = 1.

This proves (3.10).
Let us assume, that the even integer n ∈N has the form n = 2βP, where P is a product of

odd primes. We can now rewrite (3.12) as

∑
d|n, d odd

µ
(n

d

) n
d

ϕ(d) = ∑
d|n/2β

µ
(n

d

) n
d

ϕ(d).

If β ≥ 1, then the fraction n/d always contains a squared prime factor and thus µ(n/d) = 0
which corresponds to µ(2βP) = 0. Suppose β = 1. We can now use the substitution m = n/2
together with the formula (3.10)

∑
d|n/2

µ
(n

d

) n
d

ϕ(d) = ∑
d|m

µ

(
2m
d

)
2m
d

ϕ(d)

= −2 ∑
d|m

µ
(m

d

) m
d

ϕ(d) = −2µ(m) = −2µ
(n

2

)
= 2µ(n).

The first sign change is possible due to the fact that the fraction m/d is an odd integer and
thus 2 is not part of its prime factorization. The second one utilizes the same idea. This
concludes the proof of (3.12).

The identity (3.11) follows from (3.10) and (3.12) since

∑
d|n

f (d) = ∑
d|n, d even

f (d) + ∑
d|n, d odd

f (d),

holds for any n ∈N.

The counting formula for the Lyndon necklaces can be derived by a direct argument as
in [15] but we choose more technical approach whose idea is useful in later proofs.

Lemma 3.8. Given n ∈ N, the number of the Lyndon necklaces (the group Cn) with period n on the
set of all words of length n made with k symbols is

NLk(n) =
1
n ∑

d|n
µ
(n

d

)
kd. (3.13)

Proof. Since

Lk(n) = ∑
d|n

NLk(n)

holds for all n ∈N the use of the Möbius inversion formula (Theorem 2.7) and the subsequent
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substitution d = ml yields

NLk(n) = ∑
m|n

µ (m) Lk

(
n
m

)
,

= ∑
m|n

µ (m)
m
n ∑

l|m/n
ϕ(l) k

n
ml ,

=
1
n ∑

d|n
k

n
d ∑

l|d
µ

(
d
l

)
d
l

ϕ(l),

=
1
n ∑

d|n
k

n
d µ(d).

The last step uses (3.10).

The counting formula for the Lyndon bracelets is a direct consequence of Möbius inversion
formula (Theorem 2.7) and Lemmas 3.2 and 3.8.

Lemma 3.9. Given n ∈ N, the number of the Lyndon bracelets (the group Dn) with period n on the
set of all words of length n made with k symbols is

BLk(n) =
1
2

[
NLk(n) + ∑

d|n
µ
(n

d

)
XB,k(d)

]
, (3.14)

where XB,k(d) is given by (3.3).

We continue with the counting formulas for the permuted Lyndon necklaces.

Lemma 3.10 ([13, p. 301]). Let n ∈ N be given. The number of the permuted Lyndon necklaces (the
group CΠ

n ) with period n on the set of all words of length n made with the alphabet A2 is

NLπ
A2
(n) =

1
2n ∑

d|n, d odd
µ(d) 2

n
d . (3.15)

As previously mentioned, the statement of Lemma 3.10 cannot be generalized to the case
of the three-letter alphabet A3 in a straightforward manner.

Lemma 3.11. Given n ∈N, the number of the permuted Lyndon necklaces (the group CΠ
n ) with period

n on the set of all words of length n made with the alphabet A3 is

NLπ
A3
(n) =

1
2n

[
∑

d|n, d odd
µ(d) 3

n
d + XNL(n)

]
, (3.16)

where

XNL(n) =


1, n = 1,

−1, n = 2α, α ∈N,

0, otherwise.

Proof. We directly apply Möbius inversion formula (Theorem 2.7) to (3.5) in an adjusted form

Nπ
A3
(n) =

1
2n

[
∑
d|n

ϕ(d) 3
n
d + ∑

d|n, d even
ϕ(d) 3

n
d + ∑

d|n, d odd
ϕ(d)

]
.
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Thanks to the linearity of Möbius inversion formula, we may threat the expression summand-
wise. For the sake of simplicity, the first summand is readily rewritten in the virtue of
Lemma 3.8

NLπ
A3
(n) = ∑

m|n
µ(m) Nπ

A3

(
n
m

)
,

=
1

2n ∑
d|n

µ(d) 3
n
d + ∑

m|n
µ(m)

m
2n ∑

l|n/m, l even
ϕ(l) 3

n
ml + ∑

d|n
µ (d)

d
2n ∑

l|n/d, l odd
ϕ(l).

We now want to show that

∑
m|n

µ(m)
m
2n ∑

l|n/m, l even
ϕ(l) 3

n
ml = − 1

2n ∑
d|n, d even

µ(d) 3
n
d ,

which proves the first part of (3.16). Indeed, the use of the substitution d = ml in the virtue of
the proof of Lemma 3.8 and (3.11) yields

∑
m|n

µ(m)
m
2n ∑

l|n/m, l even
ϕ(l) 3

n
ml =

1
2n ∑

d|n
3

n
d ∑

l|n/d, l even
µ

(
d
l

)
d
l

ϕ(l) = − 1
2n ∑

d|n, d even
µ(d) 3

n
d .

The rest of the proof is concluded by the evaluation of

∑
d|n

µ (d)
d

2n ∑
l|n/d, l odd

ϕ(l).

Any number m ∈ N can be expressed as m = 2αP, where α ∈ N0 and P is a product of odd
primes. Then

1
m ∑

d/m, d odd
ϕ(d) =

P
m

=
1
2α

(3.17)

since

∑
d|m

ϕ(d) = m,

holds in general, [2].
Assume now that n ∈ N can be expressed as n = 2βQ, where β ∈ N0 and Q is a product

of odd primes. Let us turn our attention to the equality

1
n

XNL(n) = ∑
d|n

µ (d)
d
n ∑

l|n/d, l odd
ϕ(l).

Any d|n can be represented as 2γR, where 0 ≤ γ ≤ β and R is a product of odd primes.
Decomposing the expression by the exponent γ and using (3.17) lead to

1
n

XNL(n) =
β

∑
γ=0

∑
R|Q

µ(2γR)
1

2β−γ
=

β

∑
γ=0

1
2β−γ ∑

R|Q
µ(2γR). (3.18)

Assume that β = 0 and Q = 1. A straightforward computation gives

1
n

XNL(n)

∣∣∣∣
n=1

= µ(1) · 1 = 1.
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Assume that β > 1 and Q = 1. If we consider γ ≥ 2 in (3.18), then µ(2γR) = 0. The sum
can be now evaluated

1
n

XNL(n)

∣∣∣∣
n=2β

= µ(1)
1
2β

+ µ(2)
1

2β−1 = − 1
2β

= − 1
n

.

Assume that Q > 1. Let us fix γ such that 0 ≤ γ ≤ β. Without loss of generality, we can
assume that γ ≤ 1 and each prime factor in R is present at most once. Indeed, µ(2γR) = 0
otherwise. The sign of the nonzero expression µ(2γR) is now dependent on the number of
prime factors of R. If there are m prime factors in Q, then R with l factors can be chosen in
(m

l ) possible ways. The sign of µ(2γR) alternates as l increases and we have

m

∑
l=0

(−1)l
(

m
l

)
= 0.

This results in

1
n

XNL(n)

∣∣∣∣
n=2βQ

= 0.

We conclude this section with two lemmas that are direct consequences of Möbius inver-
sion formula (Theorem 2.7), Lemma 3.5 (respectively 3.6) and Lemma 3.8.

Lemma 3.12. Given n ∈N, the number of the permuted Lyndon bracelets (the group DΠ
n ) with period

n on the set of all words of length n made with the alphabet A2 is

BLπ
A2
(n) =

1
2

[
NLπ
A2
(n) + ∑

d|n
µ
(n

d

)
Xπ

B,2(d)
]

, (3.19)

where NLπ
A2
(n) and Xπ

B,2(d) are given by (3.15) and (3.7), respectively.

Lemma 3.13. Given n ∈N, the number of the permuted Lyndon bracelets (the group DΠ
n ) with period

n on the set of all words of length n made with the alphabet A3 is

BLπ
A3
(n) =

1
2

[
NLπ
A3
(n) + ∑

d|n
µ
(n

d

)
Xπ

B,3(d)
]

, (3.20)

where NLπ
A3
(n) and Xπ

B,3(d) are given by (3.16) and (3.9), respectively.

4 Conclusion

We start the final part of this paper with the proof of the main result, Theorem 2.9.

Proof of Theorem 2.9. For given n ≥ 2 the sequence BLπ
A3
(n) gives the number of the permuted

Lyndon bracelets, i.e., the equivalence classes of words with respect to the rotations ri, the
reflection s, the value permutation π (group DΠ

n ), their compositions and with primitive pe-
riod of length n. As discussed in §2.2, regions Ωw surely have identical (the rotations ri, the
reflections s) or similar, with respect to the operator T defined by (2.8), (the value permutation
π) shape and are thus qualitatively equivalent (see Definition 2.4). The expression (2.11) is ex-
actly (3.20) with (3.16) substituted and (2.13) corresponds to (3.9). We sum BLπ

A3
(n) from m = 2

to avoid including trivial existence regions for the constant words 00 . . . 0, aa . . . a and 11 . . . 1
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which are represented by the additional 1, this yields (2.9). The formulas are upper estimates
only since we cannot eliminate the possibility that there are two qualitatively equivalent re-
gions whose respective words are not related by any of the symmetries. Similar argumentation
holds for regions belonging to the stable stationary solutions since the corresponding words
are made with the alphabet A2, Lemma 2.1 and Definition 2.2. The expression (2.12) is equal
to (3.19) where BLπ

A2
(n) is given by (3.15).

The approach presented here can be used to obtain similar results in other or more general
settings. The two main extension directions are the change of a spatial structure and the
change of dynamics. The extensions can be combined but we present them separately for the
sake of clarity.

4.1 Change of spatial structure

4.1.1 Graphs with nontrivial automorphism

The main objects of interests were the LDE (1.1) and the GDE (1.6) in this paper. In general,
given a graph G = (V, E), the Nagumo graph differential equation can be written as

u′i(t) = d ∑
j∈N (i)

(
uj(t)− ui(t)

)
+ f

(
ui(t); a

)
,

where i ∈ V and N (i) is the set of all neighbours of the vertex i, i.e., j ∈ N (i) if and only if
(i, j) ∈ E. Provided the graph G has a nontrivial automorphism (a nontrivial self-map which
preserves the edge-vertex connectivity) the approach used here can be extended. Indeed, the
group Dn is the automorphism group of the cycle graph with n vertices and all computations
can be carried out by replacing the dihedral group Dn with the automorphism group of the
graph G.

4.1.2 Multi-dimensional square lattices

The underlying spatial structure of the LDE (1.1) is a one-dimensional lattice, an infinite
path graph. Examination of bistable reaction-diffusion systems on multi-dimensional square
lattices has been carried out, see e.g., [11, 18, 22]. For example, let us have a bistable reaction-
diffusion system on the two-dimensional square lattice

u′i,j(t) = d
(
ui−1,j(t) + ui+1,j(t) + ui,j−1(t) + ui,j+1(t)− 4ui,j(t)

)
+ f

(
ui,j(t); a

)
, (4.1)

for i, j ∈ Z. A reproduction of the proof of Lemma 2.1 together with the comparison prin-
ciple [16, Proposition 3.1] show that the stationary solutions of the LDE (4.1) in the form of
a repeated 2× 2 pattern are equivalent to the stationary solutions of the GDE (1.6) on four
vertices with the doubled diffusion rate d, see Figure 4.1 for illustration.

4.2 Change of dynamics

Various changes in the nonlinear part of (1.1) are discussed here. The proof of Lemma 2.1
in [21, Lemma 1] is actually independent of the nonlinear term with one exception. Indeed,
the only part of the proof dependent on the specific nonlinear term is the comparison principle
from [11, Lemma 1] and the only assumption is the existence of two ordered steady states of
the equation, constant 0 and constant 1 in our case. This is satisfied for bistable and multistable
reaction terms presented here.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of a possible Lemma 2.1 extension for patterns on two-
dimensional lattices. A general idea is that the edges crossing the dashed line
are wrapped back inside from the opposite sides.

4.2.1 Scaled cubic nonlinearity

The cubic bistable nonlinear term (1.2) is dependent on one parameter only and moreover, the
value of the parameter is actually one of its roots. Let us assume the function

fcub(s, p) = s
(
s− ν−(p)

)(
ν+(p)− s

)
, (4.2)

where p ∈ Θ ⊂ Rm is a detuning vector, Θ is an open set and we assume that ν−, ν+ : Θ→ R+

and 0 < ν−(p) < ν+(p) for all p ∈ Θ. The term fcub has two bounding roots 0 and ν+(p)
for any given p ∈ Θ. The LDE (1.1) with fcub thus admits the comparison principle and its
n-periodic stationary solutions correspond to the stationary solutions of its respective GDE on
a cycle graph with n vertices.

The stationary problem for the GDE can be written in the form

h̃(u; p, d) = 0, (4.3)

where

h̃i(u; p, d) = d(ui−1 − 2ui + ui+1) + fcub(ui, p).

We omitted the modulo wrapping at vertices 1 and n as in (2.2) to enlighten the notation. A
direct computation yields

h̃(u; p, d) = ν3
+(p) h

(
u

ν+(p)
;

ν−(p)
ν+(p)

,
d

ν2
+(p)

)
.

This enables us to define solution types for (4.3) via Definition 2.2 (the sign of the first deriva-
tive’s determinant agrees) and to obtain corresponding existence regions Ω̃w through the
implicit transformation

Ω̃w =

{
(p, d) ∈ Θ×R+

0

∣∣∣∣ (ν−(p)
ν+(p)

,
d

ν2
+(p)

)
∈ Ωw

}
. (4.4)
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An example of system leading to (4.3) is the reduced version of the model decribing po-
tential propagation in myelinated axon with recovery [4]

u′i(t) = d
(
ui−1(t)− 2ui(t) + ui+1(t)

)
+ fBell

(
ui(t); a, b

)
− vi(t),

v′i(t) = σ ui(t)− γ vi(t)
(4.5)

such that

fBell
(
s; a, b

)
= s(s− a)(b− s).

Via approach similar to [4], we assume, that the change of the recovery value vi is faster than
the change in ui and thus the second equation in (4.5) resides at its steady state. The problem
can be then expressed as

u′i(t) = d
(
ui−1(t)− 2ui(t) + ui+1(t)

)
+ fBell

(
ui(t); a, b

)
− β ui(t)

with β = σ/γ possibly small and the generalization of Lemma 2.1 ensures the equivalence of
the periodic steady states of (4.5) and the system (4.3) solutions. We can directly determine

p = (a, b, β), Θ =

(
(a, b, β) ∈ R3

∣∣∣∣ a, b, β > 0, b > a, β <
(a− b)2

4

)
, (4.6)

ν±(a, b, β) =
1
2

(
a + b±

√
(a− b)2 − 4β

)
. (4.7)

The inequality b > a preserves the bistable behaviour in the original equation. See Figure 4.2
for illustration.

Figure 4.2: The left panel depicts the region Ω01 for the equation (1.1) and its
comparison to the same region for (4.5) obtained via the transformation in (4.4).
The parameter b = 1 was set.

4.2.2 Polynomial nonlinearity of higher order

This paper focused on the model (1.1) with the cubic bistable nonlinearity

f (s; a) = s(1− s)(s− a).

The idea presented in §2.1 can be extended to a general polynomial nonlinearity provided it
allows a spatially nonhomogeneous steady state of the LDE (1.1) or the GDE (1.6)

fext(s; a1, . . . , aq) = s(1− s)
q

∏
i=1

(s− ai)
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for q ≥ 3 odd, ai ∈ (0, 1) and ai 6= aj for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , q} such that i 6= j. Note that

fext(s; a1, . . . , aq) = − fext(1− s; 1− a1, . . . , 1− aq)

holds and the value permutation π can be thus redefined as

(
π(w)

)
i =


1, wi = 0,

aq−i+1, wi = ai, i = 1, . . . , q,

0, wi = 1.

The counting formulas for the necklaces (3.1), the bracelets (3.2) and the Lyndon words (3.13),
(3.14) can be then straightforwardly applied with k = q + 2 for all solutions and k = 2 +

(q− 1)/2 for asymptotically stable solutions.
The cubic-quintic nonlinearity, [5],

fcq(s, µ) = µs + 2s3 − s5

has five distinct roots {
0,±

√
1±

√
1− µ

}
.

for µ ∈ (0, 1). The LDE with fcq can be rescaled for the stationary solutions to fit the interval
[0, 1] and the approach described in the previous paragraph can be used. Note that sequence
of 1/2’s is then always a stationary solution regardless of µ and all the counting formulas
would count not only shape-distinct regions Ωw but distinct periodic stationary solutions.
This is true for (1.1) only if a = 1/2.

4.2.3 General bistable nonlinearity

A system with a general bistable nonlinearity fgen as considered in [24]

1. fgen(0) = fgen(a) = fgen(1) = 0, 0 < a < 1 and fgen(x) 6= 0 for x 6= 0, a, 1,

2. fgen(x) < 0 for 0 < x < a and fgen(x) > 0 for a < x < 1,

3. f ′gen(x0) = f ′gen(x1) = 0, 0 < x0 < a < x1 < 1 and f ′gen(x) 6= 0 for x 6= x0, x1,

can be only partially treated by the methods presented here. The conditions above allow the
application of the implicit function theorem. It is however possible for a general bistable non-
linearity to exhibit the “blue sky” bifurcation before any of the determinants in Definition 2.2
reaches zero, see [31, §1.2.2]. Moreover, the action of the value permutation group Π can be
included only if fgen can be expressed in a form such that

fgen(x; a) = − fgen(1− x; 1− a)

holds.
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4.2.4 Multi-dimensional local dynamics

The local dynamics at an isolated vertex of models (1.1) and (1.6) are one-dimensional since
the behaviour at a single vertex can be described by a single equation. This is not always the
case in many reaction-diffusion models. For example, the Lotka–Volterra competition model
on a graph as in [35]

u′i(t) = du ∑
j∈N(i)

(
uj(t)− ui(t)

)
+ ρuui(t)

(
1− ui(t)− αvi(t)

)
,

v′i(t) = dv ∑
j∈N(i)

(
vj(t)− vi(t)

)
+ ρvvi(t)

(
1− βui(t)− vi(t)

)
,

(4.8)

where N(i) is the set of all neighbours of the vertex i, locally possesses two asymptotically
stable stationary solutions (originating from the points (0, 1) and (1, 0) which can be de-
noted by 0, 1) and one unstable nontrivial stationary solution (originating from the point
((1− α)/(1− αβ), (1− β)/(1− αβ)) here denoted by a) at each separated vertex provided
α, β > 1. The solutions containing elements originating from (0, 0) are not considered since
their immediate continuation is directed outside the positive quadrant. The implicit function
theorem assures that the naming scheme from Definition 2.2 can be employed. A proper
scaling results in ρu = ρv = 1 and the regions of existence are pathwise connected sets of
points (du, dv, α, β) ∈ R+

0 ×R+
0 × (1, ∞)× (1, ∞). As in [35], it is convenient to fix the ratio

η := du/dv and consider the regions Ωw in a three-dimensional space only. The stationary
problem for (4.8) is now invariant with respect to the transformation ui ↔ vi, α ↔ β and all
counting results can be thus applied provided the underlying graph has a nontrivial automor-
phism.

4.3 Open questions

The idea of Lemma 2.1 is such that the restriction to the periodic stationary solutions of
the LDE (1.1) allows us to formally divide the lattice into a countable number of identical
finite graphs. Similar approach was used in §4.1. General equivalence claim which helps to
reduce the search for an arbitrary periodic patterns in sufficiently regular infinite graphs (e.g.,
triangular lattice, hexagonal lattice) into a finite-dimensional problem is still missing.
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